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T he old adage says that March comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb. 
If global warming keeps going at this rate, who knows how long this will be 

applicable, but it’s true enough for this issue, which boasts some of independent 
music’s most fiery personalities. 
 Cover star Sizzla Kalonji has one of the most beautifully imperfect voices in 
dancehall–indeed anywhere–and that only makes his lyrics hit that much harder. 
When he sings, whether about repatriation, love, or ghetto economics, you listen. 
Even a fan of the slackest dancehall like myself has to get behind a track like “Solid 
as A Rock”. In high notes pulled so taut they’re close to snapping, Sizzla delivers 
an uplifting anthem about holding one’s ground; it’s powerful, whether or not you 
believe in Jah. I don’t like all Sizzla’s songs–hey, I don’t like Jay-Z’s or Biggie’s songs 
to their mothers either–but he says more in a few boom tunes than most dance-
hall singjays say in a lifetime; to say that the new stars of conscious dancehall like 
Notorious and Fantan Mojah owe him a debt is an understatement. Following the 
release of his new album on Damon Dash’s label (!), our resident reggae/dancehall 
fiend Ross Hogg caught up with Sizzla in Jamaica to find out how he plans to tackle 
the U.S. market… with love. 
 It is definitely not all love for El-P, but anger can also be a very cleansing emo-
tion, as L.A.’s Scott Thill found out when he talked to the Brooklyn truth seeker. 
Just as it seems indie hip-hop is all juvenile humor and “true school” (more like 
snooze school) production techniques, Def Jux’s king of pain is back, all soul-
searching and serious stanzas. He gets personal in the interview and on the album, 
which is something real to chew on when winter’s last storms are raging outside. 
 Of course it’s possible to have a strong personality and not take things seriously. 
Just ask French rap’s new saviors TTC. Modernizing Europe’s tired b-boy stance, the 
crew delivers cheeky lyrics over beats that could easily find favor on house dance-
floors, in Brazilian funk balls or bhangra dances… probably even strip clubs. 
 More fun this issue came from pictures Wildfire Wildfire sent through of off-
the-hinges Baltimore warehouse parties. (Pogoing? Tiger and walrus costumes? 
You could almost smell the sweat and unwashed thrift store t-shirts through my 
Macbook.) And we really enjoyed talking to Minneapolis design house Burlesque, 
even when we had to harass them 20 times to get their shit in. Yes, we’re good-
natured like that. 
  There’s a lot more we’re proud of here, including killer production tips from 
engineering genius Paul Epworth, damn fine record reviews, and interesting info 
on the lost Wu-Tang MCs. But I guess I lied, because there really aren’t any lambs 
in this magazine, only lions. 
–Vivian Host, Editor
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Nick chacoNa
Producer, DJ, and industry slave Nick 
Chacona spends a lot of his time eating 
pizza–and the rest of it dealing with 
dance music. During the day you can 
find XLR8R’s house columnist toiling 
away at legendary NY record distribu-
tor Downtown 161; at night he plays 
musical chairs with his girlfriend in 
their home studio. Nick has released 
singles for the likes of Mood Music, 
Bearfunk, 2020 Vision, and his US 
home base, Hector Works. 
www.nickchacona.com

BastieN LattaNzio
23-year-old Parisian Bastien Lattanzio 
is a self-taught photographer who 
is proud to say that everything he 
learned he “got from the streets.” As 
for his love of the camera, he thanks a 
girl who broke his heart six years ago. 
“Sometimes photography can save you 
from depravity, alcohol, crack cocaine, 
and all that,” he assesses. “Right now, 
my heart feels much better.” His work 
can be seen in Clark and Standard, and 
the soon-to-be-launched French edi-
tion of Vice.

Martei korLey
Martei Korley was born in Denmark of 
Danish-Ghanaian heritage, but he has 
called New York home for the past 14 
years. Drawn to photography to sup-
port his musical pursuits, Korley quickly 
developed his creative expressions into 
a career. Having shot everyone from 
Donovan “Don Corleone” Bennett to 
Lee “Scratch” Perry, Korley has forged 
close relationships with Jamaica’s best 
artists, and his shots of Sizzla in this 
issue only confirm his dedication to his 
ultra-personal craft. He is currently 
developing two books of his work.
www.marteikorley.com

kerry McLaughLiN
Kerry’s background in private investi-
gating, writing for Barely Legal, teaching 
art to developmentally disabled adults, 
and selling Norwegian dwarf metal 
and Appalachian dubstep to obsessive 
Aquarius Records mail-order custom-
ers translated perfectly to her new job 
as XLR8R’s Special Projects manager, 
where she spends her time wielding a 
clipboard and telling bands, labels, and 
film crews what to do for XLR8R TV. 
Off the clock, she plays two-chord hob-
bit rock and keeps it foolish.
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lETTERS To ThE EDiToR
Like us? Hate us? Write us! Email letters to letters@xlr8r.com or send mail to 
XLR8R Magazine 1388 Haight Street #105 San Francisco, CA 94117. 

College b-ball stakes may be high this time of year, but we’re putting our money 
on cover star Sizzla to take over the U.S. with his hearty dancehall vibes and his 
latest CD, The Overstanding, the singjay’s first for the Koch-distributed DDMG 
label. We’re sure after you scoop this one from our contest prize pack, you’ll 
feel the same. But you know us and reggae: We’re pretty damn serious about it. 
So we’re also going to throw in a copy of a great new comp from Greensleeves 
entitled Hi Grade Ganja Anthems, which features classic joints from Frankie 
Paul, John Holt, Josey Wales, Beenie Man, and of course our man Sizzla. To 
top it off, one winner will also snag full girls’ and guys’ outfits from Huntington 
Beach-born clothier Paul Frank. Few companies can claim that they’ve brought 
back naugahyde in a cool way and made guitar straps for The White Stripes (not 
to mention designed a special bike-and-bag combo for XLR8R). 

 To win, recount your raddest March ever. Did you win the office NCAA pool 
on a technicality? Did you go buck wild in Sarasota? The best story, told in 200 
words or less, takes the cake below.

one grand-prize Winner receiveS: His-and-hers outfits from Paul 
Frank, and The Overstanding and Hi Grade Ganja Anthems CDs.

four runnerS-up Will receive: The Overstanding and Hi Grade Ganja 
Anthems CDs.

Entries will be accepted via standard mail and email. Entries must be received by 
March 27, 2007. Send your answers to XLR8R ’s “March Radness” Contest, 1388 
Haight St. #105, San Francisco, CA  94117 or email contest@xlr8r.com with “XLR8R ’s 
March Radness Contest” in the subject line.

XlR8R’S “mARch RADNESS” coNTEST
This month, score fiery dancehall CDs and his-and-hers Paul Frank outfits.

www.paulfrank.com, www.greensleeves.net, www.kochent.com

Rant: Rave
Nu-Rave? Hahahahaha… sorry to laugh, but haven’t we had enough 
of people saying it’s time for the big rave revival, and totally miss-
ing the boat over and over again? If we get another four years of 
Republican bullshit, and kids hate life so much they come up with 
some other new drug to get fucked up on, and then start, I don’t 
know, playing guitars with their feet or something, THEN we’ll have 
another rave. Actually, the revival we need is gonna be some guy 
bringing back quaaludes. Then it’ll really be Rave 2.0. Until then, 
Klaxons and pink-and-purple jumpsuits ain’t gonna do it for me.
P.L.I.D. (Please Let It Die), 
Jake, via email

LETTErS,  conTEST

Blowin’ Phuze
Hi Phuze peepz, I grabbed a copy of your maga-
zine at the Playstation 3 launch a while back. It’s 
pretty sweet. Where can I get more? I never see 
them at stores here.
Daniel, San Francisco

Ken responds
Well, you’ve uncovered our little secret: Amalgam 
Media also publishes Phuze, a quarterly gam-
ing mag. Your surefire way of getting a copy? 
Subscribe to XLR8R; the Phuze quarterly comes 
bundled with it, along with a copy of our monthly 
INCITE sampler CD. You can also find Phuze at 
select gaming shops or on any newsstand that 
you find XLR8R (bundled within)… or you can 
be a cheap bastard and download a free PDF of 
the mag at www.phuze.com.

CORRECTION In issue #104’s Vis-Ed, we 
would like to clarify that Jon Santos was named 
one of the “Top Forty Under 30” by British 
fashion magazine I-D, not I.D. (International 
Design Magazine). The correct spelling of the 
Services song for which Santos made the video is 
“Element of Danger.”

Issue 103 Contest Winner:
Just how old-school are you?
Back in the mid-’90s when I produced, DJed, and 
ran a little Southern label that, among others, 
released the first Scott Herren LP (DeLaRosa & 
Asora’s Sleep Method Suite), I had a chance to play 
alongside Prince Paul, who introduced me to 
Dan the Automator. I later ran into Dan in an 
airport in Colorado. He needed a ride up into 
the mountains but my family had to visit my 
great aunt so he passed. A week later, I ran into 
Dan in Atlanta and took him to a Hawks game to 
make up for the ride. I took him to his gig after 
the game (and a fresh hot dozen Krispy Kreme 
donuts) where I introduced him to another 
friend named Brian (a.k.a. Danger Mouse). Who 
knew?! Turns out Brian went and took Dan’s job 
by producing the second Gorillaz record. Don’t 
think there are any hard feelings, though. P.S. 
Met Outkast on a plane to Indiana pre-Aquemini 
and Bonecrusher used to cook in the kitchen of 
the cafe I used to spin at.
Send me the new clothes already!
J. Stroke

December Issue #103        January/February Issue #104
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Camden, NJ to Baltimore, MD
Harm City, huh? Bodymore? Murdaland? Exactly how many hard 
nicknames you got? Come at us when you get some real crime. 
And tell John Waters we say “Haaaay!”
Hugs ’n’ drugs,
Camden, NJ

Detroit, MI to Berlin, GER 
What up Berlin? Think you’re so cool ’cause you made techno all 
minimal and fancy and Euro and shit. Like ’cause Richie and ole 
DBX moved there you got cred now? Well we still got Carl Craig 
and Underground Resistance and guess what else? Y’all Germans 
don’t know jack about the jit, mmm’kay?
The D (That’s Detroit, bitch!)

biTTER bASTARD’S “FRom ciTy To ciTy”
You know, cities got problems just like people do. There’s a lot of shit-talking, a lot of jealousy, a lot of “grass is greener”-type stuff that 
goes down. And a really, really important therapy technique to just, you know, work through all this anger is just to write down your 
feelings on paper and get it all out. We were hearing a lot of he-said/she-said going on from some towns we know so we were like, “You 
know what? Stop being a coward. Just say it to their face. Just say it to their fucking face, you big babies.” So here it is, brutal honesty 
to and from your favorite places. 
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Portland, ME to Portland, OR
Hey Portland,
We think that you guys should surrender your name to us in 
perpetuity. You’re bigger, sure, but we’ve got lots of years on you. 
Matter of fact, if you new-school hippies don’t turn over the name 
we’re going to wagon-train it over to the West Coast and kick your 
Teva-clad teeth in with our Birkenstocks and mukluks.
Portland, ME

Gainesville, FL to London, U.K.
Hey London,
We heard something about a “nu-rave” thing you got popping off. 
Well just to let you know we are the most old-skool from day one!!!! 
We’ve got the sickest rolls and the dopest breakz DJs around so 
don’t test. You foolz should fly over here and we’ll show you how 
it’s really done in the glowstick circle.
*PLUR 4 evr*,
Gainesville, FL

Los Angeles, CA to San Francisco, CA
What’s happening, San Fran? Yeah, I said it: SAN FRAN. Fuck 
y’all. We takin’ “Frisco” back, just as easy as we gave it to you.
Keep your flowers, 
L.A.

Toronto, ON to New York, NY
Um hi. My name’s Toronto, and I was wondering if you’d lend me a 
quick hand. See, I’m like you, New York, in a lotta ways. 1) I’m big. 2) 
I’ve got a subway. 3) Even have ‘York’ in some of my boroughs’ names. 
But, people kinda think I’m a wuss. Can you help me be more of a 
bad-ass? And where do I buy the best triple-fat bubble goose jacket? 
MySpace me lata, bwoy!
T-dot

Chicago, IL to Stockholm, SWE
Holy fucking fjords Stockholm!! Jose Gonzalez? The Knife? 
Love is All? Refused? Eric Prydz? I’m From Barcelona? Bathory? 
Seriously, what are you putting in your country’s water supply to 
produce all these good artists? Oh, yeah, I forgot–universal health 
care and support for the arts. Hah. If you keep this up, Pitchfork’s 
gonna have to move to Scandinavia.
Chicago, IL
p.s. Love those umlauts.

Phoenix, AZ to Atlanta, GA
Dear Atlanta,
Listen. The Hotlanta thing? It’s gotta go. C’mon out West and we’ll 
show you how it’s done, sun.
Stay cool,
Phoenix, AZ

Berlin, GER to Barcelona, SPA 
Barcelona,
We know you are a warmer climate, but stop stealing our place as 
the coolest European city. 
Danke, 
Berlin

An angry screed from 
Miami to L.A. in its original 
form. The rest have been 
transcribed.
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Words Cameron Cook 

Photo May Truong

Pictured Alice and Ethin of Crystal Castles

Ethin is so pissed right now. His band, Crystal Castles, was sched-
uled to perform in New York, when everything went tits up at the 
Canada/U.S. border. “Basically, the cops took one look at us roll-
ing up, didn’t even ask us a question. The officer just got on his 
walkie-talkie and said, ‘I’ve got a white Malibu that I’m bringing 
into the garage,’” states the multi-instrumentalist. “The garage door 
closes behind us, and we’re locked in there for seven hours, because 
they’re sure we stole [the car]. I mean yeah, I don’t have a white 
Malibu, obviously, but I rented one for the weekend so I could get 
to New York City, and now because of it, I’m locked in this fucking 
garage with three cops thinking that we’re criminals, assuming that 
we stole a car.” He sighs. “It was such a bitch.”
 If only the border patrol knew what they were depriving New 
York of. The Toronto band–consisting of Ethin (whose real name 
is Claudio) and his bandmate Alice on vocals and keys–is one of 
the freshest electro acts of the moment, with a sold-out 7-inch 
(“Alice Practice” on Dalston, England’s Merok Records), remixes of 
Klaxons and GoodBooks under their belts, and another anxiously 
awaited EP in the wings. As for their sound, it takes the usual 
designer-sneakers-and-black-hoodie electro-banger scene and 
gives in a swift kick in the ass with searing punk spirit, courtesy of 
Alice’s gritty, raw vocals and Ethin’s pounding basslines and glitchy 
sampler tweaking. It’s danceable yet harsh, fiery but fun.
 Crystal Castles coalesced over mutual admiration and good hair. 
“Alice’s best friend had a crush on me,” chuckles Ethin who, as well 
as Alice, uses no last name. “She would come hang out and Alice 
would be with her. They had a band together, so I went to check 
them out. I loved Alice’s lyrics and everything she was saying. And 
her haircut.” 
 Their partnership settled, Ethin gave Alice some 25 songs he 
had written on his computer for her to record vocals onto. “We 
actually recorded the mic check, and that song became the song 
‘Alice Practice,’” he says. “It was the first time I had heard her sing 
over the instrumentals, but she wasn’t too happy about me putting 
it on the internet,” he says, referring to Crystal Castles’ MySpace 
page. “It’s funny, because after posting it without telling her, Merok 
Records asked if they could release ‘Alice Practice’ as a 7”. I was 
like, ‘It’s just her mic-checking and me setting levels. It’s not even a 
song.’ They were like, ‘No, it’s a song and we want to put it out.’” 
 He has to laugh at the irony. “We never put any thought into this 
band at all,” he says. “We put some songs together, got some pictures 
up [on MySpace]. People offer us money to play live, and it’s like, 
‘Cool! Money. We can buy beer with that money.’ The most thought 
goes into buying alcohol with the money we’ve made.”
Crystal Castles’ “Untrust Us” EP is out this month on Summer Lovers Unlimited Music. 

www.summerloversunlimited.com, www.myspace.com/crystalcastles

ToRoNTo ElECTRo-PUNKS 
PlAY foR BEER MoNEY.
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Episode 1 debuts March 1. Available for download at www.revision3.com/xlr8rtv.

Your fAvoritE MAgAzinE 
is now Your fAvoritE MonthlY show.

one hep CAT
A new book documents the quiet brilliance of the Black Panther’s boldest artist. 

The history of the Black Panther Party is filled with the 
bold-faced names of key leaders, martyrs, and political 
prisoners. But as Black Panther: The Revolutionary 
Art of Emory Douglas (hardcover; Rizzoli, $35) dem-
onstrates, those images of raising fists and black berets 
wouldn’t have become such iconic images of black pride 
without the benefit of Douglas’ bold graphic design and 
communication savvy. 
 From 1967, when he laid out the second issue of 
the Black Panther newspaper, to 1979, when the paper 
folded, Douglas was the Panther’s official Revolutionary 
Artist, working mainly in posters and newsprint to 
spread the party’s beliefs. His rich body of work created 
a recognizable revolutionary “brand.” His raw, almost 
Orwellian caricatures of cops as dirty swine, with 
clouds of flies buzzing around them, helped popularize 
the term “pigs,” but Douglas was much more multi-
faceted. He illustrated powerful political statements; 
one striking poster shows Bobby Seale strapped to 

an electric chair with a salivating vulture, representing 
the government, hovering overhead. Douglas was able 
to communicate the Panthers’ struggle against poverty 
and inequality beautifully, creating stunning images of 
dignified people, fighting injustice with rifles in hand.  
 Containing a wealth of images, along with interviews 
with key figures like Kathleen Cleaver and Amiri Baraka, 
this first-ever compilation of Douglas’ work documents 
the relationship of art and propaganda to party doctrine 
and history, while linking the images to the art of related 
Third World independence struggles. While compari-
sons between Douglas’ work and that of his 1960s 
American contemporaries would have been welcome, 
this volume makes a convincing case that Douglas’ art 
“provoked a new consciousness.” Patrick Sisson
www.rizzoli.com

Works by Douglas from Black Panther: The 
Revolutionary Art of Emory Douglas (from left): 
“We Shall Survive. Without A Doubt,” August 21, 1971;
Bobby Seale strapped to an electric chair, March 15, 
1970. According to the book, Seale credits this image 
with helping save his life.
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Expanding upon the themes of the primarily instrumental Since We Last 
Spoke (Definitive Jux), The Third Hand finds former sampling maestro 
RJD2 doing his own drum programming, instrumentation, and vocals. 
 “It got to the point, with sampling on the MPC, where it just got stu-
pid,” RJ says of his new direction. “I was lifting such minute samples, it 
was just easier to make them myself. Also, I’m a little dude making little 
records on little independent labels. I’m not in a Just Blaze-type situation 
where I have the resources to clear all those samples.”

 While figuring out the intricacies of placing microphones and engineer-
ing, RJ is also grappling with putting feelings into words. “[Songwriting 
is] the most intimidating and daunting part of making music,” he says. “I’m 
in awe of people who can put such eloquence in their songs. I feel like 
words are much more concrete than chords and riffs.” With that in mind, 
we asked RJ about some of his favorite songwriters. Patrick Sisson
The Third Hand (XL Recordings) is out now. www.xlrecordings.com

1. The TeeTh 
One of my new favorite 
bands is Philly’s The Teeth; 
they sound a lot like the 
early Kinks’ records. They 
have really great chord pro-
gressions and vocal harmo-
nies and are one of the few 
groups that have impressed 
me with their writing.

2. The Zombies 
I feel like Odessey and 
Oracle is a record I’m never 
going to be able to live 
down. If I built a small list 
of records that shaped the 
way I think about music, 
[this album] would be on it.

3. The beaTles 
Everything about them is 
perfect. The more I listen to 
Paul McCartney’s singing, I 
realize he has such clarity–
his ability to hit every single 
note without any melisma is 
unbelievable. And [their engi-
neers], George Martin and 
Geoff Emmerich, were really 
pushing the boundaries.

4. Donny haThaway 
He and Curtis Mayfield 
are both lyrically inspiring. 
There are a lot of people 
I find terribly poetic, and 
both these guys have writ-
ten some songs that are 
amazingly poignant.

5. RaDioheaD 
They know grooves and know 
how to make it work. It was 
really exciting to me when 
they first made that transition 
to Kid A. It was like the sec-
ond season of The Wire: the 
show just kept widening its 
focus without dumping the 
previous season. That’s what 
Radiohead does.

So eMoTIonAL
Indie hip-hop guru turned singer-songwriter RJD2 breaks down his influences. 
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WrAp BATTLe
Graniph presents sensible, stylish new takes on the classic t-shirt. 

Japanese and German design sensibilities are generally thought to 
be some of the most refined in the world, so it should come as no 
surprise that one of the hottest graphically focused clothing lines on 
earth comes from a creative combination of the two. Started in 2000 
by German expats living in Tokyo, Graniph has been consistently 
knocking out some of the most exquisitely produced gear in a city 
where progressive fashion is nothing short of ubiquitous. Most of the 
company’s t-shirts sell for around $25 USD (dirt cheap by Japanese 
standards) and they’re constantly updating their collections, which 
can be perused at the tiny, cramped storefronts they’ve hidden 
throughout Tokyo. For the non-Shibuya-bound, Graniph also takes 

orders through their website–which will begin shipping internation-
ally starting next month–and there is talk of a store opening in NYC 
sometime this year.
 Having worked with a legion of graphic design’s leading lights–
among them Build, Vault 49, Deanne Cheuk, and Craig Metzger–
Graniph is now opening up their line to the pixel-pushing superstars 
of tomorrow. Through March 31, the company is accepting entries for 
an international design award; winners will receive cold, hard U.S. cur-
rency and the opportunity to have their t-shirt design mass-produced. 
Jump on this shit before Lupe Fiasco raps about it. Evan Shamoon
www.graniph.com

Graniph t-shirts by 
designers  (clockwise 
from top left) National 
Forest, Neasden 
Control Centre, Doug 
Yaeger, and Evaq

There’s a steady noise pounding away in the middle of England, 
a kick-drum heartbeat coming from Manchester that’s pushing 
200 BPMs and beyond. It’s the new sound of hardcore as made by 
Greg Dolphin and Mike Teknoist, old friends who are absolutely 
mental about pushing the merger between hardcore and break-
core to its logical extremes. 
 After college, Dolphin started a hardcore record shop in 
Manchester; Teknoist was one of his most faithful customers. The 
pair teamed up to run one of the UK’s longest-running hardcore 
weeklies, Steam, from ’94 to ’98, and they’ve been refining their 
sound ever since via releases on Deathchant and Planet Mu. “We’re 
trying to do stuff that’s more organic, stuff that grows and isn’t just 
the same thing for five minutes,” says Dolphin of the duo’s tracks, 
which are full of half-time breakdowns, dancehall samples, and 
swooping filters that lend warmth to brutal kicks. “We’re quite pas-
sionate about doing something different and a bit more grown up 
than [having] just a solid kick drum banging away. It’s got to have 
more of that kind of motion and power behind it… Although, by its 
very nature, it’s quite abrasive and tough to listen to.” 

GETTING MENTAl AND MEloDIC WITH MANCHESTER’S MoST HARDCoRE.  
 The duo is also quickly becoming recognized for their ballistic, shenanigan-filled live per-
formances at events like london’s Bang face party and the Planet Mu Ammunition party at 
Electrowerks. “There were 700 people in Electrowerks. It was fucking rammed!” enthuses 
Teknoist. “Aphex Twin was there, Squarepusher was there… and the reaction that the kick 
drum gets, people just go crazy!”
 Teknoist’s current pride and joy is his fledgling Ninja Columbo label, which has seen five 
releases in two years from himself, Dolphin, and newcomer Scheme Boy from london’s 
Adverse Cambor crew. “[Scheme Boy] is quite a skilled producer, and he’s got a different 
angle on it than us; [his stuff is] more melody-based [and comes] from a very strong elec-
tronic music background,” says Dolphin. “That’s what we’re looking for, people who’ve got 
some serious knowledge to bring to [the genre].” The pair has tracks slated for release on 
Pacemaker, Bangerang, and Mash Up, and a remix for Duran Duran Duran forthcoming on 
Cock Rock Disco. The real surprise, though, will be the debut album they’re currently work-
ing on. 
 “It won’t just be a load of tracks that we’ve made–it’s a serious album,” explains Dolphin. 
“But it’s hardcore, it’s gonna be heavy…” 
 “It’s fuck-off rave!” shouts Teknoist gleefully from the other room.
Dolphin and Teknoist’s material is available through Toolbox distribution and www.thehardstore.com. 

www.myspace.com/ninjacolumbo

Words Matt Earp  

Illustration Karborn
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Spring accessories that pop off the page.

The Shadow Conspiracy Krow hat ($28.99)
www.theshadowconspiracy.com

3sixteen x Complete Technique Pickaxe pendant ($200)
www.3sixteen.com

R
otter and Friends t-shirts ($37)

w
w

w
.rotterandfriends.com

Etnies Girl Coltrane wallet ($13.99)
www.etniesgirl.com

Adidas ZX Collection shoes ($95)
Available at Adidas Originals stores; www.adidas.com

House Industries x Fresh Jive poplin jacket ($140)

www.houseindustries.com, www.freshjive.com

Stones Throw x Kid Robot M
advillain toy ($34.95) 

www.kidrobot.com, w
ww.stonesthrow.com

Delphi Collective Black and 
White collection for Element 
shoes ($90), t-shirt ($28), and 
skate deck ($54.99)
www.umbrellamarket.com, 
www.elementskateboards.com

Quiksilver Buttons sunglasses ($75)
www.quiksilver.com

House Industries x Fresh Jive wool cap ($38)
www.houseindustries.com, www.freshjive.com
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A pAir of restless nAtives put 
new York CitY on the grime mAp.  

shadetek and DJ sheen’s 2006 Heavy Meckle, a mix-
tape full of neckle Camp posse tracks that accurately 
captured grime’s vigor and rawness. though Pale Fire 
has seemingly taken forever, rowdy electronic offer-
ings like “Dogs” and “kalamata” definitely show the 
merits of time: they balance Heavy Meckle’s restlessness 
and Burnerism’s detuned synth buzzes, while channel-
ing the frenetic energy of the place team shadetek is 
proud to call home. 
 “what i loved about Berlin is what reminded me 
of new York,” says tucker. “it just made me miss new 
York, so i came back.” 
Team Shadetek’s Pale Fire is out March 13 on Sound-Ink. 

www.wearechangeagent.com, www.sound-ink.com

new York City isn’t a place that people can leave eas-
ily. Ask team shadetek’s matt schell and Zach tucker. 
in 2004, the grime/hip-hop/iDm-fusing production 
duo, both native manhattanites, decamped to Berlin, 
paid minimal rent, and made music full-time. But they 
couldn’t stay away from their hometown for long.
 “it’s a fucking fact, dude,” says schell. “new York 
is a tough place to really leave. i always knew i would 
basically spend my life here. i [had] never left new 
York; i’ve been here literally my whole life. But i had 
to get out of new York before i could really be here. 
And now i’m back.”
 fittingly, there’s shouts to nYC all over Pale Fire, 
team shadetek’s new lp for Brooklyn label sound-
ink. on “Brooklyn Anthem,” one of the record’s 
standout tracks, mC 77klash deems Brooklyn girls 
“the sexiest” over bass stabs, scattershot drums, and 
ragga chatting from noble society member Jahdan.
 tucker says he was surprised that klash, an mC 
and producer who built the riddim for turbulence’s 
“notorious,” chose the “Brooklyn Anthem” beat to 
spit over. “i didn’t expect him to be into it,” tucker 
explains. “i thought he was definitely trying to be like 
a pop star in the reggae scene, and it was the exact 
opposite. he was trying to get more crazy and more 
bugged out. we gave him regular stuff, like regular 
dancehall. he was like, ‘okay, that’s boring. that’s last 
year. i need the new crazy fire.’ so i was like, ‘we can 
do crazy fire. take this one.’”
 schell and tucker had been readying Pale Fire–a 
fierce mash of grime, hip-hop, and electronic chaos–
since before Burnerism, their noisy 2004 effort on 
warp records. surprisingly, it still maintains a sense of 
urgency, thanks to a cast of mostly bloodthirsty mCs, 
ranging from new Yorkers like 77klash and rodan 
to east london’s Jammer, who was all over matt 

Words Dominic Umile  

Photo Manny Dominguez Jr. 

Pictured Matt Schell and Zach Tucker from Team Shadetek
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GOOD STUFF
A few of Wowch’s favorite things. 

Here is a short list of things Wowch finds funny: pugs 
smoking doobs, pandas flipping the bird, dragons with 
beer cans. Not coincidentally, these are themes you’ll find 
on the New York-based brand’s t-shirts, whose psyche-
delic-meets-thrift-meets-Bill & Ted’s aesthetic is not for 
wallflowers. Wowch was started in 2003 by Columbus, 
Ohio expats Matt Shankman and Max Cattaneo, who like 
to listen to Delia & Gavin and claim ducks as their spirit 
animal. It has since morphed into a full-time job, albeit one 
that is not too serious. “We don’t have too many concepts 
when we design,” writes Cattaneo, “We just try to make 
stuff that we don’t see out there. And that always seems 
to involve cats for some reason.” Vivian Host
www.wowch.com, www.myspace.com/wowch

Umbro by Kim Jones sneaKers 
($180-$200)
It’s taken about four years for me 
to find another brand of sneaker 
that really wows me besides Adidas 
Originals. Umbro by Kim Jones shoes 
are a breath of fresh air in a market 
that’s all about rehashing old ideas. 
These woven ones take the cake. 
Granted, they take a while to break 
in, but that has given us two straight 
dudes time to truly appreciate the 
saying “fashion before function.”
www.umbrobykimjones.com

TeeTh of The hydra Greenland ($13)
If you’re into head bangin’, then this 
album might just rip you a new one. It’s 
the stoniest, awesomest doom metal 
we’ve heard in a while. Every song tells 
a fantastical story that takes you on a 
horrific voyage to Indian burial grounds, 
World War II Siberian prison camps, 
and frozen Viking outposts. Turn off the 
lights, turn on the strobe, light one up, 
and listen at full blast!
www.teethofthehydra.com, 

www.teepeerecords.com

fUcK This Life T-shirTs ($30)
Gangster Dave’s morbidly hilarious 
zine Fuck This Life juxtaposes mon-
sters, creatively edited porn, and car-
toon characters with intense news-
paper headlines, and he’s got a line 
of limited-edition tees that covers 
similar territory. I like the basic black-
on-white-shirt style–it makes them 
look kinda like those “Choose Life” 
shirts Wham used to wear. Dave 
doesn’t have a website but it’s cool to 
publish his number (718-915-6189) 
because he likes getting calls from 
strangers/fans.
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while the rest of the world is being buzzed awake by 
alarms, cinching up their ties, and rushing out the 
door to catch the commuter train, Clara hill takes an 
all-together different approach to life. hill stops to 
smell the roses. she listens to the wind rustling the 
leaves of trees, birds chirping off in the distance, and 
couples whispering to each other on a nearby park 
bench. in short, she takes in the world around her 
and uses it as the creative fuel for her deeply personal 
musical compositions.
 “nature is always my inspiration: particular 
moments, words, harmonies, sounds, most of the 
curious things around me,” avows this beautiful 
native Berliner, who has rocketed up the roster of 
her groundbreaking record label, sonar kollektiv, to 
become one of their top acts and their flagship female 
artist. Beginning as a guest vocalist for prominent acts 
like Jazzanova, hill now has two albums to her name as 
well as multiple 12” singles. 
 “All I Can Provide is more personal, a kind of diary,” 
she says of her most recent album, a rich tapestry of 
musical colors that seamlessly incorporates musical 
influences from folk, jazz, and downtempo to deep 
house and boogie. the record, underpinned by hill’s 
lilting voice, also boasts an impressive list of collabora-
tors, including vikter Duplaix, Charles webster, king 
Britt, Atjazz, and labelmates slope. “i had no idea how 
it would be to work with so many different producers,” 
she enthuses, “but the result is more than i expected!”
 hill goes on to explain that it is this sort of collabor-
ative experience that has helped her grow as an artist. 
“At present, i get a lot of energy from people. [espe-
cially] people i meet when i travel around the world; 
[by the time] i have to leave them i [get] the feeling i 
really know them.”
 introspective (and a bit shy) by nature, she replies 
modestly when asked if there is anything else she wants 
to communicate to her growing American audience. 
“i think the music that speaks to you is much more 
important than my words here,” she writes via email 
from Australia, where she’s touring. “music is my plat-
form for expressing feelings and circumstances i can’t 
communicate with real words.” 
Clara Hill’s All I Can Provide is out now on Sonar Kollektiv. 

www.sonarkollektiv.de, www.clarahill.com 

the newest voiCe in 
nu-soul

Words Joshua P. Ferguson  

Photo Benno Kraehahn

Pictured Clara Hill
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Zoo York Artist Series 
decks by (from left) 
Parra, Demo, Handselecta, 
PK, and Nish

For their Artist Series, NYC skate company Zoo York let eight of their favorite graphic design-
ers loose on a set of limited-edition skateboards. The decks, which cost about $45, are sold 
at specialty skate stores and mom-and-pop boutiques, and each is released with a matching 
t-shirt (sold separately). Also look out for a grip of one-off collaborations with the likes of Lady 
Sovereign, Jedi Mind Tricks, and graffiti names The Seventh Letter and SP-1, as well as the 
brand’s forthcoming limited-edition Institute Line, designed by riders like Dr. Z and Jun Jo. 
Time to get your grind on. Tyra Bangs
www.zooyork.com

OLLIE WOOD
Zoo York makes you the design star of the skate park. 
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soLomon chiLds (feaTUred on “King 
ToasT QUeen”)
“I’ve loved Solomon’s voice from when 
I first heard him on Cappadonna’s The 
Pillage,” Mathematics says. The Staten 
Island MC, also known as Killa Bamz, 
left the Theodore Unit (the Ghostface-
affiliated crew known in an earlier incar-
nation as T.M.F.) but recently turned up 
on Ghost’s More Fish. Childs recently 
dropped the King Kong of New York 
mixtape and is preparing a solo debut 
through Wu Music Group. “I’m sup-
posed to be working with him on that,” 
Math says. “I just sent him some beats.”

heLL razah (feaTUred on “masKed 
avengers”)
“I worked with Hell Razah a few times 
but we never finished nothing besides 
that joint there, and a track for Sunz 
of Man that was only released over-
seas,” Math recalls. Possibly the most 
political of all Wu affiliated MCs, Hell 
Razah has stayed active, forming Black 
Market Militia with Tragedy, Timbo King, 
and Killah Priest while keeping Sunz of 
Man alive. Renaissance Child (Nature 
Sounds), his first proper solo album, 
dropped last month. “Razah really knows 
how to get in there and knock it out,” 
Math says. “He’s not about bullshit.”

shyheim (feaTUred on “masKed 
avengers,” “non-eQUivaLenT”)
When Shyheim first emerged he was 14 
and the Wu was barely a year out the 
gate, making him not only the youngest 
Clan affiliate but the first extended fam 
member to release an album. While 
his follow-ups have all bricked, he’s 
been called the “greatest kiddie rap-
per of all time” on the strength of ’94’s 
AKA The Rugged Child. “I’ve worked 
with Shyheim many times,” Math says. 
“‘Non-Equivalent’ might be the first we 
did, around ’97. He’s been acting for a 
while–he was on Robert Townsend’s 
show The Parent ‘Hood.” 

aLLah reaL (feaTUred on “Where’s 
brooKLyn @?,” “Wanna beLieve”)
A Wu elder with a soulful voice remi-
niscent of Al Green, Allah Real is best 
known for singing the lilting hook on 
RZA’s 2003 single “Grits.” “I basically 
grew up under Allah, hearing him sing 
all the time, before I even thought about 
records,” Math says. “He’s from near me 
in Queens but he’s been in Brooklyn for 
years, so I put him on that song (“Where 
Brooklyn @?”). I’m tryna do more with 
R&B, so you might just see me do an 
album with him.” 

Mathematics

BEE TEamErS
Mathematics’ latest project is a who’s who 
of lost Wu-Tang affiliates.

The highlights of producer Mathematics’ Wu Tang and Friends: Unreleased 
(Nature Sounds) don’t come from Raekwon or Ghostface (though both make 
appearances), but rather unsung Shaolin soldiers like the currently incarcerated 
Superb (of American Cream Team and Supreme Clientele fame) and M-Speed, who 
was shot and killed in ’03. Posse cuts like “Where’s Brooklyn @?” (featuring Bad 
Luck, All Day, and Allah Real) and “U Don’t Care” (featuring Killah Priest, Hot Flamez, 
and Buddah Bless) take one back to the late-’90s glory days, when the Wu umbrella 
included a certifiable army of affiliated crews and sub-cliques like Sunz of Man, GP-
Wu, Killarmy, Royal Fam... the list goes on. We took the opportunity to grill Math on 
the whereabouts of some of the forgotten Killa Bees who turn up on Unreleased, 
which collects rarities recorded between 1997 and 2006. Jesse Serwer
www.nature-sounds.net

Hell Razah Allah RealShyheimSolomon Childs

TAKE YOUR CUE FROM NUMARK FOR RELIABILITY, SIMPLICITY AND EASY EXPANSION.

CUE is the clubtested, professionallevel software from Numark, the world’s leading producer of 
professional DJ equipment. A personal computer is all you need to create the ultimate mix. Scratch, 
mix, juggle and sample audio and video fi les interchangeably, without expensive bulky hardware. CUE 
brings your entire DJ arsenal together in one powerful software package.

IMAGINED BY DJS, PERFECTED BY NUMARK.

SOFTWARE FEATURES
Industry leading stability and reliability

Mix and scratch video fi les interchangeably with audio 
and output video to a projector, TV, or monitor

Multiple user interfaces to fi t various mixing styles

Automatic BPM Detection works with any style of music

Choose from a variety of builtin effects, add VST plugins, 
and create beatmatched loops and samples on the fl y

Visualize your beats and control cues, hot starts 
and loops with the live waveform display

Browse, search, and sort your entire music library

Works with standard MIDI controllers, 
including the Numark iCDX

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Learn more about CUE by visiting www.numark.com/CUE
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SPIN CYCLE
News and gossip from the music world.

Those in Miami this month may get that “something’s miss-
ing” feeling when they notice the absence of WMC’s rival, 
the M3: Miami Music & Multimedia festival. M3 folks are 
taking 2007 off to prepare for a bigger 2008 conference. 
Rumor has it that they may be expanding to other cities as 
well. If you’re at WMC, you can buy, sell, and trade your 
vinyl at the first annual International Record Collectors 
Show on March 25 at the Miami Beach Resort and Spa. 
• Welcome to the dollhouse, Madvillain and XTC. Find 
their newly molded figurines at www.kidrobot.com and 
www.irregularminiatures.co.uk, respectively. • Did we say 
Figurines? The Danish indie rockers have recently signed 
to the newly formed Strange Feeling label, headed up by 
Everything But the Girl producer and house head Ben Watt. 
www.strangefeelingrecords.com • While on the topic of hot 
signings, Ninja Tune claims The Bug (a.k.a. Kevin Martin) 
for his new full-length, to feature guests Loefah and Warrior 
Queen, set for a May release. • Chicago avant-rock prince 
Bobby Conn is working on a full-length rock opera film for 

his Thrill Jockey album King for a Day. See his progress at 
www.myspace.com/bobbyconnmusical. • More on the rock 
tip: The Stooges, after their second nomination for induc-
tion, have made it into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame. The 
three remaining members are celebrating with their first new 
album since before you were born, The Weirdness (Virgin), 
engineered by Shellac’s Steve Albini. • The Detroit techno 
scene is the next to be immortalized on DVD. Add to the 
recent High Tech Soul (Plexifilm) film a doc on Octave One 
entitled Off the Grid (Futuramic Media) and retrospectives 
on Richie Hawtin and Underground Resistance from 
Electronic Beats’ Slices series. • The biggest and best news 
at the winter tech trade shows? Apple’s smarter-than-smart 
all-touchscreen iPhone, to be released in June. • Bay Area 
hip-hop journalist Jeff Chang (Can’t Stop Won’t Stop) 
has edited a new anthology, Total Chaos: The Art and 
Aesthetics of Hip-Hop (Basic Civitas). Make your way to 
www.totalchaoshiphop.com for the real scoop. • This month, 
Mean Red and Binary Art (the founders of the Bushwick Disco D in XLR8R 74, January 2004 

(Photo by Jessica Miller)

I met Disco D in 2000. It was a milestone for us both: his 
first glossy magazine cover, and my first cover story for 
XLR8R magazine. He was 19, barely out of high school in 
Ann Arbor, MI, and already DJing around the country and 
running his own record label (GTI Recordings). Totally 
committed to the ghetto-tech faith, he single-mindedly 
created a visual and sonic identity that would enable him 
to market Detroit’s ballistic, dirty, underground sound to 
the world. My impression of him will always be as a gan-
gly kid; tremendously driven and incredibly smart, pos-
sessed of a restless energy, a goofy sense of humor, and 
a huge grin (which he was known to flash to get himself 
out of trouble after one of his typical off-the-cuff com-
ments). If Dave had any doubts that he would make it big, 
he rarely showed them; to him, the line between dreams 
and reality wasn’t a pinstripe–it just didn’t exist at all. 
 After graduating college in 2002 and moving to New 
York, he continued to live the dream–from promoting 
his popular Booty Bar club nights to making hip-hop 
for big-time MCs. He produced 50 Cent’s underground 
banger “Ski Mask Way,” as well as tracks for Nina 
Sky, Trick Daddy, and numerous commercials and TV 
shows, before moving to Brazil and supporting their 
homegrown hip-hop scene. Dave battled depression 
and bipolar disorder, but he was so full of life and 
future plans that it came as a shock to friends and fans 
when he was found dead of an apparent suicide on the 
morning of January 23. We will continue to be inspired 
by Dave “Disco D” Shayman’s vision, talent, and pas-
sion–he was an electric personality who will not soon 
be forgotten. Vivian Host

DAVID “DISCo D” ShAYmAN
(1980-2007)

Art Project) launch a new event series entitled The 
Future Is Beautiful, which will focus on the intersection 
of interactive art and new music. Their pre-launch party 
in late ’06 featured works by C-TRL Labs and music 
by Machinedrum and Skeletons & The Kings of All 
Cities. See more at www.thefutureisbeautiful.com. • VP 
Records is on a mission to rule reggae and dancehall (as 
if they didn’t already). In the coming months, keep your 
eyes out for new LPs from Marcia Griffiths, Lady Saw, 
Wayne Wonder, Da’Ville, and Richie Spice. More fiyah 
at www.vprecords.com. • Fans of the ska, punk, grunge, 
and early hip-hop eras rejoice: Britain’s Photographic 
Youth Music Culture Archive has just opened a retail 
store in London. Pick up rare prints, books, and clothes 
in person at the Clerkenwell shop, or online at www.
youthmusicculture.com. • A YouTube of the avant-garde? 
Go to UbuWeb at www.ubu.com for some weird-ass 
(and mind-blowing) shit. • Love you some Broken Social 
Scene? Check out guitarist Andrew Whiteman’s new 

Apostle of Hustle album, National Anthem of Nowhere 
(Arts & Crafts), later this month. If that’s not enough 
Canuck rock for you, The Arcade Fire’s Neon Bible is 
released on Merge this month. • Still not enough from 
the chilly north? Luke McKeehan’s Vancouver-based 
house label Nordic Trax turns 10 this year. Visit www.
nordictrax.com. • Gas, brake, death. Last year ghost 
riding took two lives, and police are cracking down in a 
big way. Go smart.

1. Bobby Conn (photo by 
Jim Newberry)
2. Marcia Griffiths
3. The Stooges
4. Figurines
5. The Arcade Fire
6. Da’Ville
7. Richie Spice
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As DAme DAsh’s first reggAe Artist, sizzlA looks to bring his musicAl messAge to A new AuDience.Words Ross Hogg  Photos MaRtei KoRley

HOT
JAM
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Depending on the song, Sizzla 
Kalonji’s voice can be filled with 

suffering, righteous anger, yearning, 
or vitriol–sometimes he traverses this 
entire spectrum on a single 7-inch. But 
there is one constant that unifies his 
expansive catalog: a tangible, unrivalled 
passion. Whether singing in a pained 

falsetto (frequently pitch-shifting, but 
always endearing); a resonant, resolute 
timbre perfectly suited for anthems; or 
an emotive, throat-shredding scream 
that instantly commands your attention, 
you are immediately aware of the voice 
belonging to the artist affectionately 
known to fans and followers as “Dada.” 

LEFT: Sizzla stands outside the gates of Judgement 

Yard, his self-contained compound in the August 

Town section of Kingston, Jamaica. The Yard contains 

a studio (where Sizzla and the other members 

record music), a tabernacle, an area for cooking and 

eating, and a gathering area for prayer services and 

devotionals. 

Top: Colours Twins guard the exit of the Yard.

AbovE: The grounds of Judgement Yard 

 Sizzla’s fervor, coupled with a manic work ethic, has 
kept him at the top of the sometimes-fickle Jamaican 
dancehall scene for over a decade, during which 
he’s released some 40-plus albums and consistently 
cranked out a few singles a week. “I’m always creat-
ing; I like to be innovative,” explains the 31-year-old 
via phone from a tour stop in New York. Referring to 
himself in the third person, he adds, “The formula for 
what Sizzla does is that he always comes with some-
thing that the world knows, but it’s new again.” 
 With the recent release of The Overstanding on 

hip-hop mogul Damon Dash’s DDMG label, Sizzla 
hopes to test this strategy on an American audience. 
While Caribbean artists like Sean Paul and others 
[see sidebar] have achieved success with more pop-
oriented records, he isn’t looking to take that route. 
“We just wanna present to the world the type of 
music we make in Jamaica and show the world what 
it’s all about,” he states. “The U.S. audience, they 
love dancehall for what it is. It’s a thing of fashion, a 
thing of love and joy and excitement, so we keep the 
dancehall culture as it is.”

“We’re
dealing with

the world,
so we

have to use

cleanliness.”
righteousness,

consciousness,&
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DAnCEhALL DEvoTion
Sizzla–who was born Miguel Collins in 
August Town, an eastern suburb of Kingston, 
Jamaica–released his first album, Burning Up, 
on Washington, DC-based RAS Records in 
1995, but his major breakthrough was 1997’s 
Black Woman & Child (on legendary reggae 
label VP), a disc built around huge hits (the 
title track, “One Away,” “Guide Over Us”) 
that showcased the singer’s consciousness 
and devotion to Rastafarian figurehead Haile 
Selassie. In 2002, he garnered even more 
fans with Da Real Thing, which contained 
some of his most successful songs to date: 
the never-say-die rally cry “Solid as A Rock,” 
the sincere ode “Thank You Mama,” and 
the massive “Dry Cry (Just One of Those 
Days),” one of the singer’s most heartfelt 
performances. He has also recorded scores of 
rough tunes made strictly for the dancehall 
on which, in his trademark growl, he lyrically 
burns all iniquities in his sight (including–but 
not limited to–homosexuality and oral sex). 
This material has often earned him a reputa-
tion as a firebrand, and it is noticeably absent 

from his most recent release.
   “The Overstanding is more mainstream,” he admits. 
“A lot of people don’t know about Selassie I, they 
don’t know of certain things in our culture, so they 
wouldn’t [understand]. So what you do is, you give 
them songs of praises, songs of love, songs that they 
can enjoy at the club.”

LAYinG DoWn RooTS
When dancehall artists make an album for a non-
Jamaican audience, the result is often neither hip-
hop nor dancehall, but a musical no-man’s-land. 
Aside from one hip-hop remix, Sizzla manages to 
avoid this pitfall on The Overstanding. It’s a solid reg-
gae album, not (as many predicted) a watered-down 
disc designed to cater to casual fans of the genre. 
The Overstanding includes updated versions of some 
of his biggest hits (“Dry Cry,” “Thank You Mama,” 
and “Black Woman and Child”) as well as a handful 
of new tunes, including the plaintive album version 
of “Take Myself Away,” which could easily become a 
bona fide reggae hit. As he hints at in the title, Sizzla 
wanted to deliver an album that less-than-rabid reg-
gae fans would be able to grasp.
 That’s not to say he’s uninterested in spreading 

AbovE LEFT: bobo David, Chuckie, 

Sizzla, and bongo Daniel in prayer.

This devotional is required before 

the lighting of the Chalice. Their 

hands form the shape of the star of 

David, which symbolizes the linkage 

between his imperial Majesty haile 

Selassie i and King David.

bELoW FAR LEFT: The lighting of 

the Chalice.

bELoW LEFT: Elders of the 

order of nyahbinghi, Theocracy 

Reign: Ras Shaka, Ras Sassi, and 

Ras Tawny. both nyahbinghi and 

bobo Ashanti Rastas congregate in 

Judgement Yard.

bELoW: Local artist Taunderas
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his spiritual message beyond the borders of his native land. He is, 
first and foremost, a devout follower of the fundamentalist Bobo 
Shanti sect of Rastafarianism. “Not everyone in the world might 
know [about Rastafari]. What you do, you just give them an album 
with ‘Thank You Mama,’ ‘Dry Cry’… songs that they can relate 
to. In the future, when they get to love these songs, they’re gonna 
see what kind of person we are. Then they’re gonna know why we 
maintain this culture and then they will come back and say, ‘Okay, 
now we understand what is happening.’”
 With The Overstanding, Sizzla hopes to lay the groundwork 
for future U.S. albums on which he’ll be able to delve deeper 
into his own culture and spiritual philosophies. “We’re dealing 
with the world, so we have to use righteousness, consciousness, 
and cleanliness,” he states. “When you keep the people cultural, 
they’re more conscious of themselves.”

TWo MARKETS, onE LovE 
The making of The Overstanding, as well as the strategy behind it, 
stands in stark contrast to the album Sizzla released just months 
prior. On his new record, executive-producer duties are shared 
by Sizzla, Damon Dash, Kareem Biggs, and DJ Clark Kent. On 
Waterhouse Redemption, which dropped in June 2006 on pioneer-
ing reggae/dancehall label Greensleeves, the role of executive 
producer was imparted solely to the legendary King Jammy, 
possibly the greatest producer the genre has ever known. 
Accordingly, it is one of Sizzla’s most traditional albums to date. 
Recorded at Jammy’s fabled studio in Kingston, it features clas-
sic riddims like M16, Ba Ba Boom, and Sleng Teng. “I know 
that some of these riddims are well appreciated in the world,” 
he says of his choice of material. “Going back on these riddims 
will resurrect that spiritual vibe, bring back that loving memory. 
So we’re gonna [put] the lyric on the riddim that would comple-
ment the lyrics from 10 years before.” 
 As a result, Waterhouse Redemption is one of the most cohesive 
albums from any reggae artist in years. Unlike the majority of 
reggae and dancehall full-lengths, which are often disjointed 
compilations of singles from a variety of producers, Jammy’s 
production unifies the tracks, and Sizzla responds in kind. 
Waterhouse is filled with lovers rock and conscious tunes, free of 

the raw bashment tracks that pepper earlier releases 
(and enjoy almost constant rotation via singles). “You 
might hear Sizzla with dancehall lyrics on a single, but 
when it comes to an album, we produce it on a more 
spiritual level,” he notes. 
 Though the overall feel of Waterhouse Redemption and 
The Overstanding is different, the vision behind the two 
albums is more similar than one might think. 
 “Making the album with Jammy was more [me] 
sitting down in the ghetto, living there, seeing the 
problems and all these things that would [give the 
record] that degree of intimacy with the people right 
there,” Sizzla explains. “Coming to [the U.S.], it’s the 
same thing. We’re not gonna put certain things [on the 
record] that they might not pick up on; we want the 
people to pick up quickly. The strategy and the tactic of 
making the album [is] identifying the two different cul-
tures you’re dealing with.” 
 In the end, the content is consistent; they may be 
two different albums but, Sizzla stresses, “My records 

devoted to showing the world one thing, 
which is love.”

SiX MiLLion WAYS To vibE
While Sizzla prides himself on being able to 
“maintain the vibes of the people,” he also 
admits that it’s not always easy to do that on 
full-length releases. “A lot of people through-
out the world know Sizzla through the albums, 
but in Jamaica, we do 45 singles,” he explains. 
Some weeks, as many as 100 new 45s are 
released to a fiercely loyal fan base and to 
soundmen in search of the next big tune. And 
while albums are important for any artist seek-
ing international exposure, most Jamaican 
artists live and die by the 45. The frequency 
with which singles are released allows artists to 
respond to changes in the musical landscape 
on an almost daily basis.  
 “I study it like a puzzle and sort it out,” 

says Sizzla of his methodology. “In Jamaica, 
when it’s wintertime, we’re gonna make a lot 
of dancehall songs so people bounce hard, 
so their body keep warm.” He elaborates: “At 
a special time, at a special place, in a special 
season, we give you certain music,” citing the 
popularity of culture songs in spring, bash-
ment tunes in summer, and lovers rock in fall 
and winter. 
 Even with all his planning, it’s not always 
easy to please all fans at all times. “When [I] 
sing a likkle gangsta song or too much girl 
songs, the people quarrel. ‘Sizzla sing too 
much woman song!’ And I sing praises songs, 
and the next time they say, ‘Sizzla sing too 
[few] girl songs!’” But he has a strategy for 
that, too: “What I do, I just give them a whole 
lot of music.”
Sizzla’s The Overstanding is out now on DDMG/Koch. 

www.judgementyard.org

RiGhT: Taken next to the tabernacle by 

the riverbank, Sizzla Kalonji (seated) 

is surrounded by (from left) Ras ites, 

Ras peter, bongo Daniel, David, Junior, 

Ray, Rudeboy, Chuckie, priest Archibald, 

Colours Twins, and bobo David.

bELoW: Sizzla leads the local youth 

in song.

FAR RiGhT: Sizzla records vocals in the 

Judgement Yard studio.

“My records 

love.”

are devoted to 
showing the world one 

thing, which is
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British reggae institution greensleeves celeBrates 30 years of 
Bringing the Best Jamaican Jams to the world.

yardcore
If Island was the label that brought 

Jamaican music to the world, it was 
London-based Greensleeves Records that 

made sure the music’s core of international fans 
kept their crates full with the latest tunes outta 
yard. Currently home to Vybz Kartel, Busy 
Signal, and Macka Diamond, among others, the 
label is as relevant today as it was during the 
late ’70s and early ’80s, when it issued break-
through albums from such dancehall luminar-
ies as Barrington Levy and Yellowman. In 
their first-ever joint interview, Chris Sedgwick, 
Greensleeves’ former owner and managing 
partner, and Chris Cracknell, its long-time 
director of A&R, talk about three decades worth 
of rockers and why, after three decades, they are 
turning the label over to new hands.  

How did two white guys from England end up 
starting a Jamaican music label that ushered 
in the era of dancehall?
Chris Sedgwick: Greensleeves started as a 
shop in (London suburb) West Ealing. Upstairs 
we did soul and reggae, downstairs we had 
everything else–pop, rock, Irish, Polish. 
Everyone seemed to go straight upstairs, so we 
specialized in black music once we moved to 
Shepherd’s Bush (in West London) in 1977. 
[At that time], disco and jazz were mostly con-
trolled by the big companies, but reggae was 
much less organized. Mainstream rock had 
become predictable and unexciting. There was 
a bit of revolution in the air: punk was starting, 

Island were putting money into Bob Marley, 
and suddenly everyone got into reggae. We 
were meeting producers and artists, so we 
decided to try putting out records. 

Chris Cracknell: There were a lot of sensa-
tional records we got as imports once or twice, 
and weren’t able to get again. We had also built 
a large mail-order business. We’d send out a 
list of records once a month and, by the time 
people ordered them, they would often no lon-
ger be available due to the erratic pressing of 
7” singles in Jamaica. Because there was such 
great music coming out, we felt it should be 
more widely available.

As a small label, was it logistically difficult 
working with artists in Jamaica then?
CC: It was very much a producer-led busi-
ness. Producers would come to London with 
a dozen albums on offer from various artists 
and we would license the albums from the 
producer. Henry “Junjo” Lawes was very sig-
nificant for us early on. We have a large catalog 
of his material, and worked closely with him, 
and he suggested artists who we might record. 
Our friend John Bull would travel to Jamaica 
quite often–we gave him tracks that we liked 
and were interested in, and he’d try to make 
contact with various producers for us. The 
producer community was small then so word 
quickly got ’round that there was an English 
company looking for material. 

Chris Cracknell (left) and Chris Sedgwick 

in the Greensleeves U.K. office

Doctor AlimAntADo
Best Dressed Chicken in Town (1978)
CS: Best Dressed Chicken was the first 
album we released, and continues to be 
one of our best-sellers. We spent months 
putting it together with Alimantado and vari-
ous other people, trying to track down old 
7”s where no one had a copy left.  A lot of 
it was dubbed from disc. 

BArrington levy
Englishman (1979)
CC: Junjo would bring artists to London 
to perform, and he would come with reels 
of their music. I vividly recall a young 
Barrington Levy–he was about 14–came 
on one of those trips, along with [the 
recording of the album] Englishman. Most 
reggae albums were just compilations then, 
but Englishman was a proper album. We 
shot the cover photo with the Rolls Royce 
here in the West End.

WAyne Smith
“Under me Sleng teng” (1985)
CC: King Jammy used to come to London 
often. He brought a Casio keyboard back 
to Jamaica with him, and Sleng Teng was 
born from one of the preset rhythms. We 
got to hear it early on… We’ve always tried 
to move things ahead and influence the 
music, so it was an obvious song for us 
to put out.

DiWAli rhythm (2002)
CC: Diwali created so many hits:  Wayne 
Wonder’s “No Letting Go,” “Get Busy” by 
Sean Paul, Lumidee’s “Never Leave Me.” 
A lot of people didn’t realize those come 
from the same rhythm–[Stephen] “Lenky” 
Marsden made sure the songs on it sound-
ed different. The U.S. really seemed to con-
nect to Jamaica through that rhythm.

Riddim Rundown
Chris Sedgwick 
and Chris Cracknell 
recall some of 
their label’s most 
forward-thinking 
releases.

You brought a distinct visual aesthetic 
to reggae and dancehall, thanks to Tony 
McDermott, your in-house artist. 
CC: When we had the shop, albums might 
arrive from Jamaica in plain bags with no 
information as to who played on them. We 
wanted to present the albums in a unique way, 
and Tony was on a similar wavelength to us. 
He obviously came up with the “Carnival of 
Reggae History” disco bag, which became one 
of our trademarks. Because of the success of 
that sort of cartoon thing, when we decided 
to gather [The Scientist’s] dub mixes onto 
a series of albums, we came up with those 
crazy album titles and added sound effects to 
enhance the themes. 

Although you weren’t the first to release one, 
you helped pioneer the rhythm album as a 
dancehall institution. When did it occur to 
you to collect all these different versions on a 
single album?
CS: In the early ’90s, we’d find we’d have five 
or six 45 singles on the same rhythm, all with 
the same b-side, and it suddenly seemed clev-
erer to put them together on one album. On a 
soundsystem, different deejays go on the same 
rhythm and compete with each other. We fig-
ured on an album, people could judge that as 
well by hearing all the different artists on one 
rhythm, one after another.
CC: We’ve always stressed the importance of 
the producer, and we designed the series to 

include the producer’s logo on the front sleeve, 
so the competition is not only between artists 
but producers as well. VP had put out single 
albums with rhythms on them but the idea of 
having the double vinyl is what really made 
the series. On single vinyl, to mix the tracks 
together you’d have to buy two copies. It didn’t 
really make a lot of sense. 

Why did you sell Greensleeves? 
CS: Well, I’m 60 years old. I wanted to do 
something else for the rest of my life. Steve 
Weltman, the chief executive with Zest, which 
bought the label, is the new managing direc-
tor, and a guy named Marcus Lee is taking 
over the financial side of my job. There’s going 
to be more emphasis on breaking artists, as I 
understand it. There’ll be changes gradually 
but, in the early stages, it’s going to be just as 
before. 
To celebrate its 30th anniversary, Greensleeves will be releas-

ing a Monsters of Dancehall series (first up, Elephant Man) 

and reissues from Barrington Levy, Wailing Souls, and more. 

www.greensleeves.net

Barrington Levy Doctor Alimantado
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ELEpHAnT MAn 
The genre’s most flamboyant artist recently signed 
with Bad Boy Records, a deal that could easily take 
his career to the next level. He and Diddy are a 
natural match; both have an almost preternatural 
ear for interpreting hits from the ’80s. 

BEEniE MAn
His 2002 duet with Janet Jackson (“Feel It Boy”) 
exposed the self-proclaimed King of the Dancehall 
to a wider audience, but his foray into pop music 
pales in comparison to the sexually charged mate-
rial that keeps his huge Jamaican fan base happy. 

BoUnTY KiLLEr
The Warlord made a surprising appearance on 
No Doubt’s “Hey Baby” in 2001, but for years his 
focus has been on outlining the plight of sufferers 
in Kingston’s ghettos and waging a lyrical war with 
his sworn enemy, Beenie Man.  

CoLLiE BUDDz
With a smash debut single (“Come Around”) 
and a prominent guest spot on Beyoncé’s “Ring 
the Alarm” remix, this Bermuda native could be 
reggae’s greatest white hope since Snow. 

riHAnnA
The Barbados native shot to fame in 2005 with “Pon 
De Replay” over a variation of the Diwali riddim, the 
track used for Sean Paul’s “Get Busy” and Wayne 
Wonder’s “No Letting Go.” She recently beat out 
heavyweights Mary J. Blige and Beyoncé to become 
the Billboard Awards 2006 Female Artist of the Year.

SEAn pAUL
His 2004 album Dutty Rock won a Grammy for 
Best Reggae Album and went double platinum, 
but his biggest coup came in 2006 when he bested 
Nick Lachey and Kanye West to win the American 
Music Awards Favorite Male Artist honors.
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cariBBean artists make a splash stateside.
Words ross hogg
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It’s right up there with “all black people have rhythm” and 
“Asians can’t drive”: “The French,” goes the old, familiar 

stereotype, “take themselves too seriously.” What a crock. 
These are the people who gave the world Molière, La Cage 
Aux Folles, and Daft Punk; they worship slapstick legend 
Jerry Lewis, for God’s sake. Yet for some reason we cling to 
our image of the French as laughably solemn intellectuals, 
sipping café au lait and reading Camus.
 For a long time, the same stereotype got applied to French 
hip-hop, but not without reason. Its ambassadors were stone-
faced artistes like DJ Cam and MC Solaar–groundbreakers to 
be sure, and deadly serious about their craft. French beats 
and raps–at least the ones getting heard by the rest of the 
world–prompted too much chin-scratching, not enough ass-
shaking. Where was Jerry Lewis when you needed him?

twisting tongues and tapping ass 
with ttc, france’s funniest mcs.

Words Andy hermAnn  Photos BAstien LAttAnzio

aNTIcS 
roadSHoW
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Enter Tido Berman, Teki Latex, and Cuizinier, better known as TTC, three 
Parisian MCs who have injected a much-needed dose of verbal slapstick into 

Francophone hip-hop. Aided by their longtime DJ Orgasmic and producers Para 
One and Tacteel, the members of TTC have established themselves as France’s 
leading party rappers at home and abroad. And on their third album, 3615 TTC, 
the collective proves they still don’t take themselves seriously. You don’t need to 
understand French to pick up on the whacked-out sense of humor behind tracks 
like “Strip Pour Moi,” which has something in it about artichokes, or “Frotte Ton 
Cul Par Terre,” which starts out like a dirty French version of the “Hokey Pokey” 
before going into a double-time electro workout worthy of Sir Mix-A-Lot.
 It’s all part of TTC’s ongoing quest to create “pure pop music that stays in 
your head all day… that really sounds effortless.” So says Teki Latex, the group’s 
most fluent English speaker and thus, their semi-official spokesman to the 
American press. “Our previous album, Bâtards Sensibles (Big Dada), already had 
the same kind of pop ambition,” he explains, “but it was still too complex, too 
overproduced… The hardest thing on earth is to create the simplest songs.”
 Even at its simplest, 3615 runs circles around most American hip-hop, 
although sing-along anthems like “Paris Paris” are indeed much poppier and 
more accessible than anything on the manic, mind-blowing Bâtards Sensibles. But 
longtime TTC fans needn’t worry–they haven’t gone mainstream by a longshot. 

The beats–produced by Para One, Tacteel, Orgasmic, Tido, and 
Modeselektor–still squiggle and lurch, peppered with stuttering 
drum machines and unexpected bass drops, while the three MCs 
tongue-twist the French language into such distorted, funhouse 
shapes that it’s hard to imagine anyone catching all the refer-
ences, whether they’re from South Central or Neuilly-sur-Seine. 
“My French isn’t great,” admits Will Ashon of Big Dada, the 
group’s label, but when he heard their first single, “the three 
voices contrasted so well and had so much character I instantly 
wanted to sign them. It was only later that I found out just how 
dirty the lyrics were. Then I liked [them] even more.”
 France has the second largest hip-hop scene in the world after 
the United States, a fact Teki attributes, only half-kidding, to 
French television of the ’80s. “When you’re a kid from that gen-
eration in France, you have no choice but to be into hip-hop,” he 
insists. “We grew up watching The Fresh Prince, Eddie Murphy, 
The Goonies... The easiest way to artistically recreate the charisma, 
the swagger, the aesthetic associated with those characters that 
you identified with during your whole childhood, is hip-hop.”
 With a teenaged Will Smith and ’80s-era Murphy, whose 

greatest contribution to pop music was “Boogie in Your Butt,” as cultural touch-
stones, it’s no wonder the guys in TTC bring a keen sense of humor to their work. 
You sometimes get the sense that these guys don’t take anything seriously. Ask 
Teki what he’d be doing if he wasn’t a rapper and he deadpans, “I’d be a gigolo, 
a cook, or a magician… or I’d be Tom from MySpace.” Still, TTC’s dedication to 
their music is anything but frivolous. “Seriously,” Teki is quick to add, “I don’t see 
myself working in any other environment than music.”
 That attitude–taking your music seriously, but not yourself–puts TTC 
somewhat at odds with mainstream French hip-hop, which Teki admits is mostly 
“really awful stuff.” “It’s exactly the same as in the U.S., except that trends in 
U.S. hip-hop reach our continent three or four years later. So basically the 
mainstream French hip-hop heads are finding out about crunk and southern 
styles of hip-hop [from] last summer… but it’s all good.” 
 On the flip side, Teki doesn’t like TTC being lumped in with the more 
experimental, highbrow side of things, either. When I ask if the group has 
ever worked with acts like leftfield DJ crew Birdy Nam Nam, he says, “We’re 
friends with Birdy Nam Nam, but I wouldn’t consider our music as a part of this 
‘experimental/underground’ scene in France.” Instead, he lists artists involved 
with his own dance music label, Institubes, and other French labels like Ed 
Banger Records, home to hot acts like Justice and Uffie. “It’s a huge movement 

“The hardest thing on earth is to create the simplest songs.”

“We grew up watching The Fresh Prince, eddie Murphy, The Goonies...”

“Singing pop songs in english is okay, but you have to rap in your 
native language.”

“The three Mcs tongue-twist the French language into such distorted, 
funhouse shapes that it’s hard to imagine anyone catching all the refer-
ences.”

have to rap 

“Singing pop songs 
in english 

is okay, but you 

in your 
native language.”
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that’s really growing right now in Paris, influenced at 
the same time by hip-hop, dance, pop, and just basically 
party music. We’re glad to be a part of that.”
 So what’s next for these sensible bastards? First, 
a European tour, then a U.S. invasion. Let’s hope 
Homeland Security gives all the guys their visas, because 
a TTC concert is a notoriously riotous blast of Gallic may-
hem. Asked how they prepare for their onstage onslaught, 
Teki says something about taking “all kinds of funny med-
icines” and drinking “a bottle of champagne each”–which, 
to anyone who’s been to a TTC show, actually sounds 
plausible.
 Then there’s the solo and side projects, which are 
legion: 12”s on Institubes from Tacteel and Para One, 
Tido’s avant-funk producer joints like “Get Down” and 
“Pimp Under Glass,” new mixtapes from Cuiziner and 
DJ Orgasmic (“The handsomest DJ ever!” declares 
Institubes’ MySpace page). Most recently, and most 
ambitiously, Teki has released a solo album called Party 
de Plaisir, a self-proclaimed “sweeping panorama of club 
music from the ’70s through to the present” that’s filled 
with big, giddy disco and dance-pop beats, with nary a 
trace of hip-hop. Teki even sings a few songs in English. 
“To me, singing pop songs in English is okay,” he says, 
“but you have to rap in your native language... You have 
to be a genius at playing with words, the sound of words, 
and vocabulary if you want your rap to sound effort-
less. I’ve been rapping in French for more than 10 years 
and I feel that if I started rapping in English now, it 
would take me another 10 years to get to the level I have 
reached in French rap.”
TTC’s 3615 TTC is out March 27 on Big Dada. 

www.myspace.com/inbedwithttc, www.bigdada.com
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a ScaNNer, darkly

hip-hop luminary el-p fights the power with 
truth serum spit from an acid tongue.
Words scott thiLL  Photos tim soter
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You’re Dead, his hard-hitting follow-up to Fantastic Damage, is easily as 
loud, angry, and dystopian as its immortal predecessor, if not more so. It 
packs years of post-9/11 turmoil tightly into 13 acidic tracks. As a testa-
ment to El-P’s growing stature and relevance, it features a guest sheet 
that’s longer than the memories of most Americans, including cameos 
from Mars Volta’s Omar Rodriguez-Lopez and Cedric Bixler-Zavala, Cat 
Power’s Chan Marshall, TV on the Radio’s Tunde Adebimpe, even Nine 
Inch Nails’ architect Trent Reznor, as well as the usual cast of characters 
from Definitive Jux like Aesop Rock and Mr. Lif. But their voices are all 
practically unrecognizable, pounded down into El-P’s muscular mixes of 
noise and poetry that dizzyingly defy convention.
 “Someone who listened to the new record said something that made 
a lot of sense to me,” he explains. “It was this: Your musical background 
will dictate how you hear this record. If you’re a hip-hop head, you’ll 
hear hip-hop. If you’re a rock head, you’ll hear that too. To me, it’s all 
hip-hop, but it’s everything else too. I don’t really fucking care anymore, 
you know? I really don’t, man. Where I’m trying to go with music, and 
the influences I have, I just want to mash it all together and rebuild it. 
Make it coherent.”

DArK MEAT
Coherence is on parade here, but so is overwhelming density; each track 
is soaked with satire, allusion, political fury, and cacophony. “Tasmanian 
Pain Coaster” lifts a conversation between the doomed Laura Palmer and 
friend Donna Hayward from David Lynch’s disturbing film Twin Peaks: 
Fire Walk With Me, while “Smithereens (Stop Cryin)” uses the original 
Star Trek’s red alert alarm as a tracking tempo as El-P comes out swing-
ing against a “world of super-duper whores.” “Drive” situates four-plus 
minutes of laconic sociopolitical commentary in a matrix of automotive 

It seems a lifetime ago. Destruction screaming through the air, 
deep into the city, smashing into the skyline’s metal-and-glass 

spines. The nation cocooning into fear, paranoia, and delusion, 
succumbing to hallucinations of wholeness via consumerism, a 
population drugged to grab the party line and move to the front 
of the checkout line. As if nothing ever happened.
 And did it? In the blink of a disastrous new millennium, time 
stopped and reversed, rewinding to hide in corrupt churches, 
lucrative invasions, self-indulgent tax cuts. The invisible gears of 
America’s massive multiplayer façade continued to turn, crack-
ing bodies and shattering minds and trying to make everything 
break for good.
 Jaime Meline, known to the world as El-P, saw it all happen 
and he couldn’t take it. In 2002, he went on the offensive, fight-
ing against the fictions with Fantastic Damage, an album whose 
shotgun sonics were matched only by the seething vitriol of his 
informed lyricism. “Deep Space 9mm,” a syncopated rejection 
of the previous millennium’s optimism, envisioned America as 
a new Rome. “Stepfather Factory” soundtracked a fatherless 
future where children obsess over useless products, mothers are 
raped and forgotten, and deliverance comes via mass-produced 
automatons fueled by alcohol and violence.
 But El-P’s bracing truth was too much for people. All Music 
Guide called the album full of “paranoid totalitarian night-
mares”–after 9/11, no less. Rolling Stone gave him high marks for 
sound but short shrift for subject matter, accusing him of “swing-
ing wildly” with “inscrutable rhymes.” Fantastic Damage survived 
as a potent underground must-have, but the rest of the culture 
imbibed the more accessible emo-rage of another white rapper 
named Eminem. If you ask El-P, the narcotizing is still in effect.

MAD WorLD
“Where are the angry records?” Meline asks me over the phone, 
sounding like he’s trying to kill off the last vestiges of a cold. 
“I’m fucking angry and upset right now, and I’m also scared and 
trying to come to grips with balancing this incredible fatalism 
and the fact that I am still alive, that I am still here. We’re not 
dead yet, but even the violent records aren’t angry these days. 
And that shit fucking annoys me.”
 At least Meline is doing his part to change that. I’ll Sleep When 

“There isdread
around the corner,

and I think

ignoring
a lot of

people are

it.”
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metaphor, slamming Hummers and Pimp My Ride samples into 
an apocalyptic highway for El-P to drive down spitting lines like 
“my generation is carpooling with doom and disease.”
 “There’s a lot of metaphor in that song,” El-P confides, “and 
some of it I want to just let people unlock. I will say that I real-
ly spent a lot of time trying to streamline my writing. But it’s 
a general way of saying that there is dread around the corner, 
and I think a lot of people are ignoring it.”

WAr SToriES
But few tracks from Fantastic Damage–or Funcrusher Plus, his 
classic with Company Flow, for that matter–are as personal and 
devastating as twin stars “Habeas Corpses (Draconian Love)” 
and “The Overly Dramatic Truth.” “Habeas Corpses” is a dys-
topian sci-fi slice of heartbreak about an executioner’s love for 
the woman he is charged to kill: “I’ll tell her she’s innocent and 
she’ll show me she’s not/I kiss the number on her arm then lay her on 
the cot/I’m the first to touch her without gloves on/She’s the first to kiss 
me without crying/Life before her was just dying/Me and prisoner two-
four-seven-two-nine-zero-zed/Away from all this violence live inside 
each other’s heads.” It hurts to listen to it, especially when you see 
the photo El-P posted on his blog next to its lyrics: A lone Iraqi 
woman in a burqa carrying groceries down a destroyed street 
while an American soldier points a rifle at her from a distance. 
 And then there is the confessional pain of “The Overly 
Dramatic Truth,” which El-P wrote about a relationship that 
went awry because the woman in question was too young, too 
naïve, and too trusting in a world where all she sees is “living 
forever” while all he sees is “war.” 

 “I think my man Cage said it best,” El-P reminisces. “’Pain, suffering, confusion, 
love, happiness? That’s college for writers.’ This is what we pull from. It’s hard. 
That song was not easy for me to put on the album. It’s a pretty revealing song, you 
know? And I’m always struggling with that: How much do you reveal, how much do 
you hide? I decided early on in my career that I was just going to reveal everything. 
I’m not going to do it halfway. I’m not going to write this song and not really go 
there.” He pauses. “I just think that’s the only way to do it. No guts no glory, basi-
cally.”
 “The Overly Dramatic Truth” is Jaime Meline at his all-time greatest, opening 
his own wounds and corruption and letting everyone see the wreckage. Its steady 
stream of lyrical oppositions and juxtapositions are immediate and visceral; lines 
like “You think I’m a genius/I know I’m a whore” and “You’re too young to ask out loud/I’m 
too old and I know that” slowly strip layers from this onion, powered by a descending 
keyboard progression and dramatic sexual language that is anything but titillating. 
It might be the most honest, harrowing relationship song written this century.
 “It’s really about being in a relationship with someone who has fallen hard 
for you and, although you care for them, you’re not really in love with them,” 
he elaborates. “And you’re faced with the fact that every moment you’re in their 
company they are falling deeper and you are setting them up for a bigger fall. I 
just kind of felt dark about it, because I felt like I knew myself much more than 
she knew herself, knew that I was weak enough to let her dig her own grave. It’s 
definitely bigger than the specific incident in my life that triggered that song, but 
it also definitely came from somewhere very personal.”

DUTY CALLS
As philosophers and artists have shown throughout the ages, the personal and 
political are the inextricable yin and yang of human experience. That illuminating 
schema informs the stellar artistic production of El-P’s career better than anything 
else. When the dust of his dusted generation settles, his output will stand as the 
uncompromising work of an artist who did not shy away from throwing every-
thing he had into everything he did. Even if that meant excavating his own naked 
nerves and wounds.
 “That’s our fucking job [as artists],” he exclaims. “You get the bullshit filtration 
of experience from the rest of the world. I think motherfuckers need to act like 
the records they are making are the last ones they will ever make. And that’s the 
only thing in my mind while I’m making my own.”
El-p’s I’ll Sleep When You’re Dead is out March 20 on Definitive Jux. www.definitivejux.net

Sci-fi
El-P has a taste for speculative narrative. “Habeas Corpses” name-drops 
dystopian flick Soylent Green, while riffing on the totalitarian futures 
envisaged in George Orwell’s 1984 and George Lucas’ THX-1138. His 
love of Philip K. Dick plays out in songs like “Constellation Funk.” That 
said, El-P was no fan of Richard Linklater’s animated version of Dick’s A 
Scanner Darkly. “Hated it.” Too much Keanu? “Fuck him.”

comicS
“Watchmen was my shit,” says El-P. Alan Moore’s epochal graphic novel, 
perhaps hitting the big screen by election year 2008, changed the com-
ics game forever–and its ending was a violent holocaust in Manhattan. El-
P also morphed the title of Moore’s League of Extraordinary Gentlemen 
for his new song “League of Extraordinary Nobodies.”

fringe PoliticS
Tracks like “Drive” are as infused with metaphor about global warming 
and peak oil as MTV and dumbass rappers. “Global peak oil sort of sent 
me into a panic attack for about a year once I started researching it,” he 
says. “When I started peeping what people were really saying about what 
it would mean and how it would affect us, it fucked me up.”

comeDy
El-P is a dark dude, but not without a sense of humor. On “Deep Space 
9mm,” he apes Phil Hartman’s “Unfrozen Caveman Lawyer” from Saturday 
Night Live. Before the defiant “Smithereens (Stop Cryin)” begins, he says 
“Cue the dramatic intro machine!” “The League of Extraordinary Nobodies” 
uses a laugh track as a backing track. After the serious-as-cancer “Habeas 
Corpses (Draconian Love),” his crew erupts in laughter. 

undeR the influenCe
decoding el-P’s favorite sources of inspiration. 
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For better or worse, the idea of a “lost” album almost no longer exists. Whether it’s the 
effect of the internet’s hyper-real search possibilities, or simply collectors’ affinity for 

uncovering that which remains to be uncovered, the reissue movement is in full swing, with 
venerable curators like Soul Jazz leading the charge. But why now? “The market has shifted 
from the Goldmine collector mindset that labels like Ace, Rhino, and Collectables service to 
a younger, more ravenous youth culture,” says Numero Group’s Ken Shipley. “There’s also 
been a lot more uncovered in the past decade that larger labels won’t touch because of its 
lack of hit status. But if you look at no-hits subcultures like indie rock, dance, freak folk, or 
whatever, it’s no surprise that the audience is gravitating to the unknown.” Here we profile 
a few of the lesser-known reissue labels, whose founders comb through discographies, junk 
shops, and phone books to bring you the goods that you never knew you needed.

Reissue labels uncoveR the lost 
tReasuRes of the past. 
Words Ken Taylor  illustration Trophy

Dusty 
Grooves
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The Numero Group
Specializing in old soul and funk from forgot-
ten eras and places, Chicago’s Numero Group 
has had remarkable success with their Eccentric 
Soul series, which takes whole catalogs of lost 
labels and makes them available again. Their 
own catalog isn’t huge, but their holdings might 
be–they’ve been buying up a number of small 
labels and publishing companies over the past 
year for future release, informs Ken Shipley, 
head of promotions. “We’re of the quality-
over-quantity mindset, so you’ll probably never 
see us issue 20 albums in a year,” he assures. 
Still, it’s the thrill of the chase that proves 
most interesting. A&R man Rob Sevier went 
vacationing in Belize in 2005 armed with just a 
scan of a funk 45 by the Soul Creations entitled 
“Funky Jive,” the only music he’d known 
from Belize. Junk stores, antique shops, and 
bootleg bodegas knew nothing of the record, 
but Sevier sought out a phone number for the 
label, Contemporary Electronic Systems. The 
owner, who now operates a security installation 
company under the same name, was more than 
happy to chat, sparking the compilation Cult 
Cargo: Belize City Boil Up. 

Next up: What a Beautiful Place–wintry English 
folk from Catherine Howe. 
www.numerogroup.com

FiNders Keepers
Finders Keepers, named after a track that founder 
Andy Votel made with his hip-hop crew Violators Of 
The English Language, falls under Votel’s B-Music 
conglomerate, which also houses Twisted Nerve 
(home to Badly Drawn Boy) and Delay 68. Finders 
Keepers ignited in 1999 when Votel and DJ partner 
Boney released a compilation of “obscure European 
and American psych-sploitation anomalies” for Fat 
City records. “When Boney went back to his day 
job, I began to realize the potential enjoyment of 
releasing this kind of music on a larger scale,” Votel 
informs. “I just called up the best record collectors 
I knew, which happened to be my best mates, and 
we hatched a ridiculous plan.” They’ve been slog-
ging away ever since, lately reissuing Gallic pop 
soundtracker Jean-Claude Vannier’s L’Enfant Assassin 
des Mouches and Turkish protest songs from Selda, 
who, “When she answered the phone, would put 
on a fake accent and even told us she had died!” 
exclaims Votel. The typical problems they face? 
“Plenty of people pretend that they own rights to 
music when they don’t,” he offers. “[You risk] get-
ting caught in the crossfire of bootlegger shrapnel 
and being held responsible for ill-advised band 
reunions or dodgy remixes.” 

Next up: Japanese biker soundtracks, more Czech 
fairytales, Polish animation, and Welsh books.
www.finderskeepersrecords.com 

LiGhT iN The ATTic
Started years ago as a Seattle concert promo-
tions company, LITA has since blossomed into 
a full-on label (with a distribution arm for 
labels like Daptone and Trikont). LITA not 
only reissues lost classics–like the soundtrack 
to Deep Throat and Jackie Mittoo’s keyboard 
suite Wishbone–but also compilations that pair 
new artists with older material, such as The 
Free Design: The Now Sound Redesigned (remixes 
of The Free Design by the likes of Madlib 
and The Mars Volta). But the feather in their 
Kangol caps, aside from the recent success of 
folkie Karen Dalton’s In My Own Time and their 
Jamaica to Toronto series, is the proper re-release 
of music by feminist punk-funkist Betty Davis 
(the one-time wife of Miles Davis). In the ’70s, 
after a nervous breakdown, Davis disposed of 
most of her worldly things, so it’s taken a long 
time to find old photos and miscellany sur-
rounding her career. With her full involvement, 
it’s the first time that Davis will properly be 
compensated for her groundbreaking work. 

Next up: Additional titles for Jamaica to Toronto 
(including a documentary on the project), and 
Betty Davis’ first two albums on CD.
www.lightintheattic.net

ANThoLoGy 
Started by Kemado Records’ A&R man Keith 
Abrahamsson just a short year ago, Anthology is one 
of a growing number of online-only reissue labels. 
And because of its nature, it may also be the most 
ambitious. “We presently have about 15 records up 
on the site,” says Abrahamsson, “but I have nearly 
75 licensed already and I expect to see that grow 
significantly.” The label seems to favor odd metal (Sir 
Lord Baltimore’s Kingdom Come is incredible) and 
even odder psychedelic rock from the likes of Peru’s 
Traffic Sound and Trenton, NJ’s Sainte Anthony’s 
Fyre. Anthology has released one original artist 
album, “King of Latin R&B” Joe Bataan’s Call My 
Name, but Abrahamsson remains dedicated to reis-
sues. He’s presently searching for a way to put out 
German acid rockers Night Sun, who had one record 
out in 1972. “The hardest part is tracking down the 
owner, but that’s also one of the things I enjoy the 
most,” he admits.

Next up: Experimental Krautrock from Dom entitled 
Edge of Time, and stuff from the U.K. label Sunbeam.
www.anthologyrecordings.com

hoNesT JoN’s
Blur’s Damon Albarn finds himself in the 
most unlikely positions. Besides heading up 
his enormously successful cartoon music side-
project Gorillaz, he also has a hand in Honest 
Jon’s, the label wing of the Ladbroke Grove, 
London record shop that’s been in business 
since 1974. Alongside shop-keeps Mark Ainley 
and Alan Scholefield–who helped birth Mo’ 
Wax, PK, and Boplicity out of the store–Albarn 
gave Honest Jon’s the push it needed to put 
out its first release: Albarn’s Mali Music project. 
Since then, they’ve issued some 30 albums 
and 40 singles, including homeless jazz recluse 
Moondog’s The Viking of Sixth Avenue (featuring 
the well-known and sample-friendly “Bird’s 
Lament”), Candi Staton’s self-titled record, 
and Afrobeat co-creator Tony Allen’s Lagos No 
Shaking. Licensing these things can be difficult, 
but Ainsley states that “whatever the hassles, 
it’s a satisfaction to put out something that has 
been unavailable–to breathe a little life into 
something that was gone.”

Next up: More singles from Tony Allen, 
including a remix by Basic Channel’s Moritz 
von Oswald.
www.honestjons.com

EthiopiquEs
Afro-funk from Addis Ababa and beyond. 
www.budamusique.com

sublimE FrEquEnciEs
An ethnomusicologist’s wet dream of 
Khmer pop, Thai chansons, and Saigon 
noise. 
www.sublimefrequencies.com

WackiEs
Soul Jazz ain’t the only obscure reggae 
reissue game in town. 
www.basicchannel.com/label/wackies 

cripplEd dick hot Wax
German advertisement pop and lost post-
punk singles find a new home. 
www.crippled.com 

Em rEcords
You thought you were obsessed with 
psych-rock and folk? Visit Japan. 
www.emrecords.net

trikont
An outpost for lost queer poetry, prison 
funk, and John Peel’s record collection. 
www.trikont.com

They goT (re)Issues: The Best of the rest
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into the mainstream. After that he produced a 
host of new British acts, adding a whip-smart, 
angular disco dimension to records by White 
Rose Movement, The Long Blondes, Shy 
Child, and, surprisingly, hip-hop MCs Kano 
and Plan B. Epworth estimates that he was 
responsible for 100 pieces of music between 
the summers of 2004 and 2005, which 
accounts for his decision to slow things down. 
 “[At the end of 2005], I found myself in a 
very different place, professionally and person-
ally, [compared] to where I had been just one 
year before. I was working so hard and when I 
stopped, I wanted to go out and let off steam. 
But I had to check it,” he says, referring to his 
dedication to partying and DJing on London’s 
hipster circuit. “Now I find that whole scene 
really unhealthy for my headspace.” 
 Recently engaged and a homeowner, 
Epworth certainly has more grey hairs than 
most 32-year-olds, and he puffs four menthol 
cigarettes down to the filter in little over an 
hour. He looks tired but healthy, roguishly 

debonair in jeans and a t-shirt even though 
he’s currently working 14-hour shifts pro-
ducing the debut album from electro goths 
Black Strobe. It transpires that the Parisian 
duo, comprised of Ivan Smagghe and Arnaud 
Rebotini, has turned into a metal band. “I’m 
keen to pull them back to electronica but 
they’re very much up for rock,” he shrugs. 
“When Arnaud sings, he could be Johnny 
Cash. The album sounds like a fight between 
Tiefschwarz and Muddy Waters.”
 Epworth’s last major job was co-produc-
ing The Rapture’s second album, Pieces of 
the People We Love, with Ewan Pearson–in 
New York and in this very room in Eastcote 
Studios. It was, he says, a fractured process, 
which perhaps explains the funky but aim-
less result. Epworth became the band’s sound 
engineer when they first toured the U.K. and 
Europe in 2002, and soon after assisted LCD 
Soundsystem on the road. He would later 
apply their disciplined punk-funk approach to 
bands like Bloc Party. 

afteR fixing up the futuReheads and bloc paRty, 
london supeR-pRoduceR paul “epic Man” epwoRth 
ditches guitaRs foR danceflooR bangeRs.
Words piers MarTin  Photos paTricia niven

epictotally

Puff Daddy? He’s got no flow,” says British    
producer Paul Epworth, clicking a mouse on a 

cluttered desk in the cozy West London studio where 
he does most of his work. Gnarly, clanging electro 
blasts from the speakers. Two minutes later, an unre-
markable Diddy verse enters the fray. Then all hell 
breaks loose. 
 This is Epworth’s just-completed official remix of 
Diddy’s “Tell Me”; it will be released–should Diddy’s 
people approve–under Epworth’s Phones guise, and 
it sounds nothing like the original. “I sped up his 
voice,” grins Epworth, “because it shortens the dis-
tance between his timing mistakes.” 
 Epworth is used to tidying up the mess made by 
others: As a producer, his job is to get the best out of 
artists. But it’s as a remixer and musician in his own 
right–he releases grinding, peak-time electro as Epic 
Man on the Kitsuné and Good & Evil labels–that 
Epworth really expresses himself. Although you may 
not be familiar with his name, you’ve almost certainly 
heard plenty of the music that Epworth has commit-
ted to tape. 
 Two years ago, Epworth was hailed as the U.K.’s 
hottest new producer, a rough diamond whose crisp 
and edgy signature sound defined the second wave 
of Britpop. In quick succession, he helmed debut 
albums by Bloc Party, The Rakes, The Futureheads, 
and Maximo Park, a crop of quintessentially English 
art-rock bands who (following Franz Ferdinand’s 
lead) gleefully ripped off Gang of Four and plunged 

“
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super sonIcs
epic Man’s top five 
studio tips

1. lEarn hoW to usE a 
microphonE 
The sound of an instrument changes depend-
ing how far away you place the mic; you can 
create the tone of something depending 
where you put the mic. The ‘body’ I’m able 
to get off a snare drum is partly because you 
tune it low and partly because you put the 
microphone as close as you can physically 
get without it distorting.

2. lEarn to program 
When you can ‘fix’ tracks and sound, it 
allows you infinite creative freedom. For 
me I felt like, ‘Okay, I can really use my 
imagination now.’ When I learned how to use 
software, I knew I could create some of the 
ideas I had in my head.

3. kEEp EvEryonE happy
A lot of production is man-management. You 
have to be sensitive to the overall atmos-
phere of the studio and to individual mem-
bers. Sometimes when people are unhappy 
they won’t say it, and occasionally when 
bands are happy with something they won’t 
say so. It’s juggling guesswork, trying to 
make sure no one’s dragging their heels; if 
they are, you have to deal with it.

4. listEn to nEW music
In my work I’ve tried to strike a balance 
that’s modern and fresh-sounding and for-
ward-thinking and kind of classic. Obviously 
I’ve realized now that doing all those things 
together, you actually create something of 
the time, which is a shame. There are some 
records that that just don’t age, like Talk 
Talk’s Spirit of Eden.

5. short cablE lEngths 
Short cables means better signal quality. 
It’s the old, purist, Steve Albini style: Don’t 
use the desk to record. Keep the dis-
tance between the mic and the place you’re 
recording from as short as possible.

and Finally… 
Employ an EnginEEr 
Get someone who knows what they’re doing, 
because I’ve forgotten most of it, despite the 
fact I’ve been doing it for years.

 Epworth grew up to the east of London in 
the commuter town of Bishop’s Stortford, rave 
heartland in the acid-house era. Like his father, 
an electrical engineer who designed optical fiber, 
Epworth has worked hard to master the tech-
nical side of his job. In the mid-1980s, he fell 
in love with U.S. electro and Public Enemy. At 
school, encouraged by the Beastie Boys, he got 
a criminal record for running a hood ornament-
stealing racket. “We used to go ’round car parks 
[prying] VW and Mercedes signs off, then sell 
them to the rich kids.” 
 Then he discovered Richie Hawtin and Kenny 
Larkin and their “soul music using cheap synths,” 
and flipped out over Arthur Russell and Terry 
Riley. Inspired by King Tubby and Hawtin, he 
spent his studio apprenticeships learning to make 
dub mixes of various tracks. “Before I could pro-
gram, that was the only way I knew how to make 
interesting sounds with bland guitar bands.”
 Today Epworth is easing off the indie diet. “I 
get more satisfaction making dance music at the 

moment than I do working with bands,” says 
Epworth. “At one point last year, I thought, ‘If I 
see another guitar I’m going to scream.’” 
 His early Phones remixes for Annie, U2, and 
Death From Above 1979, among others, were 
crude but effective big-room floor-fillers for 
which he bastardized Bobby O. “They all sound 
cheap ’cause I did them on a laptop,” he admits. 
Upcoming reworks for Roxy Music and Black 
Strobe are meatier and more supple, while his 
latest Epic Man tracks, “Sharpen the Knives” and 
“Worryin’,” are nifty, new-rave bass bombs target-
ing Klaxons kids and the Ed Banger bunch. 
 “I always look for a fundamental response in 
the music I make,” he says, stubbing out his fag as 
Black Strobe saunters into the studio to start work. 
“I like my hair to stand on end.”
phones’ “sharpen The Knives” (Kitsuné) and a remix of Bloc 

party’s “The prayer” are out now, as well the epworth-produced 

“drop The phone”/”down on yourself” single from shy child. 

epworth is also producing albums for Arctic monkeys and Kate 

Nash. www.myspace.com/phones, www.paulepworth.com
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baltiMoRe’s waRe-
house scene bluRs the 
line between peRfoR-
Mance aRt and paRty-
ing.
Words naT ThoMson  
Photos Devon r.K. DeiMler
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B e
moreThere’s no giant neon arrows pointing to the raddest of rad ware-

house spaces in Baltimore. Smartly, the people who live in these 
spots know how to keep quiet. When they throw parties they try to keep 
everyone inside or on their way elsewhere, clearing the sidewalk with 
the passion of 1950s Irish New York cops. Sweaty students in Day-Glo 
tank tops and homemade sweatshirts cutting butts on the corner can 
still cause a stir with the authorities, despite the crime and trafficking 
that the city sees day and night. But if you spot a few roguish art-col-
lege escapees, you’ll at least you know you’re at the right place, since 
Baltimore’s warehouses are quickly becoming the best place to dance, 
mosh, and sweat to an ever-expanding roster of bands that blur the line 
between punk and electronic, hard rock and performance art.

 “We started Wham City about two years ago [when] several friends and I moved down to Baltimore after 
we finished college at [SUNY] Purchase,” says the collective’s Dan Deacon, on the phone from his tour 
bus in Georgia, and probably wearing the most retarded t-shirt you can imagine. “We moved to Baltimore 
because there was a lot of available real estate, and the art scene was always very unpretentious, we had 
found.” These artistic pilgrims–not just musicians, but also a couple playwrights, a sculptor, and a painter–
would eventually get the party started in Charm City. But not right away.  
 “We didn’t know anyone so we didn’t really do anything except sit in our house and break whatever 
items we brought with us from NY, and that got very boring,” recalls Deacon. To break this destructive 
cycle, the crew christened their loft space Wham City and began hosting shows, musical and otherwise. 
The first Wham City event was a production of Disney’s Beauty and the Beast; a number of stately theater 
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and lecture nights followed, regularly mixed in with the balls-out shows 
the space has become known for. In turning their loft into a dual-use 
space–a limitless creative outlet/six-pack social club–Wham City quickly 
made nice with the locals, and it’s been a fruitful love affair ever since.
 “Because of our building’s proximity to the [Maryland InstituteCollege 
of Art], people just started coming,” explains Deacon. “Eventually it start-
ed to seem like there was a scene, and that we were one of the regular 
venues having shows and doing things.”
 MICA students and Baltimore natives alike gravitated to the freedom 
and energy of the space and its approach, which in turn encouraged a vari-
ety of similar endeavors. 
 “When I started school at MICA none of this was really going on,” says 
Mark Brown, an art student and DJ/promoter who throws the Are We 
Not Men? parties. The nights are held at The Depot, one of the few scene 
spots that isn’t a warehouse space; rather, it’s a bar that only recently let 
go of its ’90s layover gay-goth positioning. (“It used to be called ‘The 
Creep-o,’” says Brown.) Now Brown books a cross-section of DJs, local 
bands, and even touring acts (including Matt & Kim and Baltimore’s own 
Barr). “Things are interconnecting more and more,” says Brown. “The 
dots have been connected between Wham City, Wildfire, and what we do 
at our party.”
 The Wildfire in question is the duo of Matt Papich of Ecstatic Sunshine 
and Devon Diamond, both MICA students. Together as Wildfire Wildfire, 
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they promote shows, and release records like a Cex-produced mash-up/mixtape of 
Baltimore bands. “The warehouse situation in Baltimore definitely sprouted the 
scene,” says Papich. “That’s where [Ecstatic Sunshine] started playing. It’s easy because 
you can just do it yourself, and everyone goes because they can all drink and it’s 
cheaper than going to the bars. For us, it seemed like there was room for [Wildfire 
Wildfire] to book even more shows. No one else was going to do it.”
 The importance of cheap rent and the availability of warehouse spaces cannot be 
scoffed at–indeed, it’s what keeps this scene fresh and fun. “There’s more willing-
ness to participate in the show and have fun,” says Kevin O’Meara of the band Video 
Hippos. “People have more inhibitions in a public space. When you’re in someone’s 
home, people like to get crazy.” One of O’Meara’s contemporaries, Samuel N. Ortiz of 
Thrust Lab (a duo that can only be described as Paul Hardcastle raised on NES and 
Pizza Hut) concurs. “To me, it’s kind of mysterious,” he muses. “If you compare shows 
in Baltimore to shows elsewhere, people are really more willing to spazz out, go crazy, 
and get sweaty and get into it!”
www.wildfirewildfire.com, www.myspace.com/ecstaticsunshine, www.whamcity.org
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Air has spent the better part of the last 10 years finessing its own slow-
motion descent into perpetual 3 a.m. The water-colored dream pop of 
1998’s Moon Safari evoked images of robots buzzing happily along the 
Seine, but Nicolas Godin and Jean-Benoît Dunckel have since been 
loath to revisit that sunny terrain, preferring instead to soundtrack the 
administering of man-sized sofa indentations the world over. To that 
end, they hit their high-water mark with 2004’s Talkie Walkie, where 
they showcased their lustrous production skills (which recall the full-
bodied mid-ranges of ’70s AOR) on 10 tidily composed songs. But with 
its source material too slow to remix and nothing as chart-ready as, 
say, “Kelly Watch the Stars” to keep it afloat, the sadly slept-on Talkie 
Walkie quietly slipped past most dance-music nuts unheard. 
 Their first album since Talkie Walkie, and their fifth full-length 
overall, Pocket Symphony reunites Air with producer Nigel Godrich 
(Radiohead, Beck), whose characteristically sparse sound choices 
match up nicely with the duo’s own filmic-pop sensibilities. It also 
incorporates a handful of ancient Asian instruments, such as koto and 
shamisen, which Godin apparently picked up under the tutelage of a 
Japanese master. But don’t let the exotic new ornamentations throw 
you; Pocket Symphony (a title that reads as a wink at the iPod genera-
tion and an acknowledgement of the incredible lightness of the music 
contained within) finds the duo stymieing conventional wisdom by 
heading even further down the rabbit hole, where they court quietude 
and chase after spacious holy moments. 
 This is Talkie Walkie under three more duvets. Meaning: The spiky 
little pop numbers (“Alpha Beta Gaga”) that once broke up Air’s regu-
larly scheduled stargazing have been almost entirely erased from the 
equation, in turn paving the way for Godin and Dunckel to fully indulge 
their sleepier whims. Since this is hardly unfamiliar territory, when they 
find those little pockets, they sound beautiful as ever. Opener “Space 
Maker” sets the pace with a series of wood-block hits, yawning synths, 
and piano runs; “Left Bank” twists and turns on a gorgeous vocal mel-
ody; and “Photograph” plays like a brooding cousin to Talkie Walkie’s 
“Cherry Blossom Girl.” Elsewhere, both Jarvis Cocker and The Divine 

Comedy’s Neil Hannon offer slightly muted, sleepy-eyed performances, 
their songs (“One Hell of a Party” and “Somewhere Between Waking 
and Sleeping” respectively) slotting snugly into the album as a whole. 
 But it’s a fine line between light as air and barely there, and Godin 
and Dunckel occasionally wander over the median. Tracks like “Mayfair 
Song” and “Redhead Girl” are so awash in watery notes and empty 
spaces they practically evaporate upon contact, while a couple of others 
pleasantly waft by without much drama or weight. There are ultimately 
too many beautiful moments here not to recommend it, but, unless they 
repeat themselves with ever-subtler variations on a theme, there’s not 
much more Air can do with this particular formula. The good news is 
that you’re probably not going to find a better soundtrack with which to 
ride out the last days of seasonal-affective purgatory. Mark PytlikAir

Pocket SymPhony
Astralwerks/US/CD

The French Moonwalkers’ MediTaTion 
on an MP3-Player world

Air
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Dälek
AbAnDoneD lAnguAge
Ipecac/US/CD
It’s not easy being the most innovative hip-hop crew on Earth, but Dälek is 
persevering with gusto. On their third album proper (ignoring a crucial collab 
with Faust), Abandoned Language, the New Jersey trio scales back on the 
caustic noise grind and ushers in eerier tones and more blissful atmospheres 
than found on their previous full-lengths. Here, finesse trumps brute power and 
in-the-red squalls, elements that Dälek had taken farther than anyone in hip-hop 
history. Language is the group’s most melodically accomplished work, and it also 
exhibits producer Oktopus’ and turntablist Still’s continued mastery of drones. 
MC Dälek’s verses continue to boil with articulate rage, lamenting the lack of 
progress for minorities, and documenting centuries-old injustices as well as 
current oppression and strife. Dälek’s music may have slightly simmered, but 
its quality remains as staggeringly high as ever–its sting is just more subliminal 

exPloSionS in the Sky
All of A SuDDen i miSS everyone
Temporary Residence/US/CD
In 2004, this Austin instrumental quartet scored Friday Night Lights, a movie 
pulsing with the shoulder pad-crumpling hits and kinetic drive of young Texans 
high on testosterone. (A predictable move, since the band’s careening, quiet-
loud-quiet cacophony sounds tailor-made for the movies.) On All of a Sudden 
I Miss Everyone, the band seems like it’s in soundtrack mode again. More 
restrained and less explosive, Everyone finds the group delicately dropping a 
few guitar-based nuclear blasts and pulling back instead of pushing the damn 
button, bringing forth everything they’ve got and letting God sort it out. There’s 
more color and gentler build-ups, as if the band is stretching out and refining 
its ideas, which makes the more extreme moments–like the neck-snapping 
crescendos of clipped guitars and the glittering clusters of piano melodies on 
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Explosions in the Sky

!!!
myth tAkeS
Warp/UK/CD
Post-punk dance-rock jam bands just don’t get enough respect for 
their sheer wizardry. !!! reaches into its trick bag again, emerging 
with another handful of dancefloor ass-shakers that conjure up The 
Clash and Talking Heads. Juggernauts like “Bend Over Beethoven” 
and “Heart of Hearts” keep the party jumpin’ with plenty of synco-
pation and dirty basslines. As delicious as it sounds, Myth Takes 
grooves like an e-addled lap dance from an android in a demented 
strip club. Strap in for a helluva ride! Rico Washington

bASS clef
A Smile iS A curve thAt StrAightenS moSt 
thingS
Blank Tapes/UK/CD
On his very first release, Bass Clef (Hackney, London’s Ralph Cumbers) 
has created something utterly special, an album influenced by the 
best of dubstep, Ed Banger-style party breaks, and straight-up heavy 
Jamaican dub. Not many first efforts reach this level of musical 
originality and still manage to be great for both the headphones and 
the dancefloor. If there’s any justice, people will be talking about this 
album in the same breath as Burial’s debut. Every single track is a win-
ner–sure to resonate beyond the dubstep community. Matt Earp

bloc PArty
A WeekenD in the city
Vice-Atlantic/US/CD
After the explosive response to Silent Alarm in 2005, Bloc Party became known for hooky 
songwriting and English charm. A Weekend in the City, the group’s anticipated follow-up, 
is a flaccid affair that ultimately misses its mark. The brilliant guitar work of “Song for 
Clay” and “Hunting for Witches” and the otherworldly chants on “The Prayer” offer some 
redemption, but the record is ruined by embarrassing lyrics and corny production from U2 
crony Jacknife Lee. Trading the consistency of their debut for watered-down pop appeal, 
Weekend could just as easily be The Vice Guide to Coldplay. Josiah Hughes

brAcken
We knoW About the neeD
Anticon/US/CD
Former Hood member Chris Adams has created a hypnotic blend of cold, isolating 
soundscapes and shambling beats on his debut album as Bracken. It’s fitting that 
his big entrance comes courtesy of Anticon, since the droning vocals and twitching 
songs fit in perfectly with the label’s leftfield sensibilities. While Adams seems 
wed to one style–junkyard electronics so lulling and pastoral they take on a hint of 
dread–he executes it well. The emphatic guitar twang of “Fight or Flight” and the 
tumbling “We Know About the Need” recall the frenzy lurking in many Caribou tracks. 
Patrick Sisson

thomAS brinkmAnn
klick revolution
Max.Ernst/GER/CD
Like most electronic artists whose careers have spanned nearly 20 years, Thomas 
Brinkmann is the consummate experimenter. The newest six tracks by this minimal 
techno/dub vet have but one agenda: plumbing abstract soundscapes where clicks, 
noises, and tonal harmonies fuse together in a Vulcan mind-meld of sound and 
concept. Even if sound-art installations aren’t your thang, Brinkmann’s carefully 
modulated minimalism (as on “Tilt”) injects some ernst (German for “serious”) into 
these machine grooves. Janet Tzou

cAPPAblAck 
fAçADeS AnD SkeletonS
~scape/GER/CD
From the moment the pounding drums and scratched vocal samples kick in on the 
intro to Cappablack’s new album, it’s obvious that these Japanese instrumentalists 
rep a new hip-hop paradigm. Throughout Façades and Skeletons, members Illeven 
and Hashim B don’t lose sight of the rhythm, especially when providing featured MCs 
Awol One and Japan’s Emirp with dark, speaker-shaking productions. While not quite 
as head-nod-inducing as these collabs, the duo’s more daring work is done alone, 
as on the dancehall/glitch mash-up “Evil Clap” or the tribal anti-war beat of “5th 
Dimension.” Max Herman

cAurAl
mirrorS for eyeS
Mush/US/CD
With his second full-length, Mirrors for Eyes, Caural (born Zachary Mastoon) doesn’t 
so much propel the glitch-hop format forward as fill in the spaces left behind. It’s a 
quietly rich album, a rusty treasure chest spilling over with broken diamonds and 
gilded leaves. Over a fairly straightforward boom-bap framework, Caural embroiders 
his tapestry of undulating harps and flutes, pixie-dusted washes of audio fuzz, and 
vocoder-filtered angel choruses. Admittedly, cuts like “Re-experience Any Moment 
You Choose” tailgate Prefuse 73’s earlier works a little closely, but they hold a sense 
of sweetness and wonderment all their own. Anna Balkrishna

cougAr
lAW
Layered Arts/US/CD
Produced by Tortoise’s John McEntire, Cougar’s debut LP Law is a nearly flawless 
example of intelligent musical design. The Madison, WI-based quintet seamlessly 
melds electronics and traditional instrumentation into an unclassifiable mixture of 
instrumental bliss that, while immediately listenable, grows in complexity with each 
successive spin. Throw the “cinematic” tag on road-trippers like “Strict Scrutiny” 
and “Interracial Dating” if you like, but the truth is that these two electro-acoustic 
numbers (and the remainder of Law) are so much more fulfilling than any film score 
of recent memory. It’s a compelling, infinitely satisfying execution of melodic subtlety 
and understatement. Steve Marchese

John DAhlbäck
At the gun ShoW
Pickadoll Music/GER/CD
It’s definitely a crapshoot when the freakishly prolific John Dahlbäck decides to 
release a proper album. The best? Or just the rest of the Swedish tech-house 
producer’s sprawling catalog of dirty, rave-tastic 12-inches? At the Gun Show 
promises some lip-biting bass-bin moments: “Don’t Speak” and “See My Show” are 
chock full of the most awesomely jagged analog synths and filtered arpeggios this 
side of Get Physical. Many tracks, though, are short on memorable hooks and long 
on siren effects and dated, faux-creepy vocals (“See My Show” being an unfortunate 
offender), making the album a tad wearying. Anna Balkrishna

funckArmA 
bion glent 
the flAShbulb
flexing hAbituAl
Sublight/CAN/CD
Funckarma is seriously underrated in their ability to churn out IDM/EBM that you can 
actually dance to, but Bion Glent showcases the band’s atmospheric, jazzy side; it’s a 
head-trip of an album that’s undeniably thick in sound without veering into Autechre-level 
wankery. Meanwhile, Eddie Van Halen-level wankery is key to understanding and enjoying 
The Flashbulb’s most recent album (his eighth in six years). Extreme duels between amen 
breaks and MIDI guitar are Flashbulb’s hallmark, and Flexing Habitual delivers them in 
spades. Synth- and drum-driven breakcore for those with a sense of humor. Matt Earp

high PrieSt
born iDentity
Sound-Ink/US/CD
High Priest, formerly of Anti-Pop Consortium and Airborn Audio, finally unleashes 
his solo album, running his trademark deep-voiced flows over some truly bizarre 
but wonderfully outsider hip-hop. Like MF Doom on LSD crossed with a digital Sun 
Ra, Priest’s lurching beats, overdriven samples, and snake-like synths never lose the 
groove, ultimately making this the strangest post-APC release yet. He sounds like a 
tottering drunk preaching in a forgotten music store on Mars. A thing of terrible beauty 
by one of the decade’s most amazing MCs. Matt Earp

clArA hill
All i cAn ProviDe
Sonar Kollektiv/GER/CD
Cutting her club-land teeth with the likes of King Britt and Vikter Duplaix (who pro-
duces and sings here on “Paper Chase”), Clara Hill is in good hands on her sophomore 
solo effort. All I Can Provide ranges from dancefloor cuts with beautiful vocal embel-
lishments to soft, jazzy ballads, like the excellent “Endlessly,” on which she takes 
lead. The stellar guitar line on “Just Paradise” is reminiscent of a funkier Nikka Costa, 
and while the record turns a bit poppy (“Run,” “Hard to Say”), her dusky vocal integrity 
alleviates any grievances. Derek Beres

hug
heroeS
K2/GER/CD
Having played a major role in defining the character of Kompakt sublabel K2, John 
Dahlbäck does the debut LP honors for the label and pounds some serious dancefloor 
in the process. While Heroes revisits some of Hug’s earlier K2 tracks (“The Platform,” 
“Fluteorgie”), his new work is equally killer. “Tactic Without Practice” and “My 
Dinosaur” are guaranteed fist-raisers, replete with gnarly seismic bass and gritty 
mechanical backslaps, while “Tiny Stars” and the title cut augment the punchy, mini-
mal flow with a melodic, late-morning caress that will really hit home with fans of 
old-school X-Trax. Doug Morton

k-the-i???
broken love letter
Mush/US/CD
One of the strangest hip-hop records ever, Broken Love Letter isn’t an album so much 
as therapy for a man traumatized by relationship problems. k-the-i???’s creepily obses-
sive digs at the fairer sex are spit in a manic-panic state, his pained urgency negating 
any sense of familiar flow. k’s literally off-beat style is distinctive, but it’s an acquired 
taste. Much better is the music, which juxtaposes subliminal snippets of easy listen-
ing with the sort of chaotically teeming, cacophonous funk that makes El-P’s joints 
sound like P.M. Dawn. Think: Bomb Squad producing cLOUDDEAD, with a romantic 
loser on the mic. Dave Segal

king Sunny ADe
gemS from the clASSic yeArS
Shanachie/US/CD
Despite the massive size of Nigerian Juju inventor King Sunny Ade’s back catalog, 
one never tires of hearing this guitarist’s unique, sometimes quizzical melodies. With 
a unique voice that’s tough to forget, Ade was primed to take over the international 
stardom Bob Marley left behind–only he never sang in English, much to the chagrin 
of Island Records. Now we rely on archeological excavations like this brilliant six-
track, 70-minute compilation of unearthed medleys from 1967 to ’74. One listen to his 
Hawaiian slide guitar-influenced take on African palm wine music and you too will 
be hooked. Derek Beres

lcD SounDSyStem
SounD of Silver
DFA-Capitol/US/CD
LCD Soundsystem’s James Murphy is a canny studio Zelig who refracts multifold 
styles through his rarefied sensibilities. Sound of Silver surpasses LCD’s patchy 2005 
debut album, achieving a scintillating balance between high-NRG rhythmic verve 
and appealing melodies. Disregarding maudlin piano ballad “New York I Love You,” 
LCD loads their second LP with perpetual-motion machine grooves (often glazed with 
odd electronic effects and accentuated by cowbells). “Get Innocuous” sets the tone, 
merging the clipped synth wiggle from Kraftwerk’s “The Robots” with Murphy’s monk-
ish intonations. Silver abounds with funky dance-rock anthems that’ll please both 
bedroom trainspotters and clubbers seeking uplifting bangers. Dave Segal
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mirA cAlix
eyeS Set AgAinSt the Sun
Warp/UK/CD
Chantal Passamonte’s “Nunu” was an edit of a commission from Geneva’s Museum 
d’Histoire Naturelle to create music from the sounds of insects; on Skimskitta, her 
second album as Mira Calix, she sampled stones from North American national 
parks for their sonic qualities. Eyes Set Against the Sun sustains this interest in natu-
ral phenomena, drawing on recordings of snow melting, “the weather,” birdsong, 
and the sound of decaying wood (via an uncared-for bamboo xylophone that was 
crumbling as it was played). Intriguingly, though these field recordings are treated 
and processed, they remain at least partially recognizable, becoming quite specific 
emotional triggers in an album that is by turns euphoric and gut-wrenchingly somber. 
On opener “Because to Why,” Passamonte uses a children’s choir alongside her own 
nursery rhyme-like enunciation to disorient listeners; the track is one of several that 

Deerhunter
cryPtogrAmS
Kranky/US/CD
There are placid bands, and those that froth; Deerhunter balances the extremes, and 
a river runs through it (figuratively, sure, but semi-literally, thanks to Cryptograms’ 
burbling undercurrents). Seeing as this five-piece hails from fresh water-challenged 
Atlanta, however, any regenerative tributary is more likely just the white noise of 
Interstate 75. Deerhunter could end up on every hipster’s 2007 rock road map, as 
the band culls influence from The Jesus & Mary Chain (“Cryptograms,” “Strange 
Lights”), the bristly bliss of Sonic Youth and Acid Mothers Temple (“Lake Somerset,” 
“Hazel St.”), Animal Collective/Grizzly Bear affectations (“Providence,” “Spring Hall 
Convert”), even shimmering spots of U2 (if produced by Darren Emerson with Alan 
Moulder) on “Octet.” Live, the band still indulges in reedy derangement, but even at 
its most unhinged, Cryptograms is cohesive–showing Deerhunter’s ability to pile on 

Mira Calix

Deerhunter

l. Pierre
DiP
Melodic/UK/CD
Opening like a seaside Fellini film, Dip starts with the sounds of gulls, waves, and a 
distant jazz band playing a mournful dirge. Former Arab Strap member Aidan Moffat 
takes us on a thematic journey on his third album as L. Pierre, and this one’s for the 
folkies. Acoustic guitars mingle with cello, double bass, and trumpet in a hazy ramble 
that glows like a sunset. The result is a set of aqueous poems that play out like Nick 
Drake instrumentals mixed by Biosphere. Dive in. Tomas Palermo

money mArk
brAnD neW by tomorroW
Brushfire/US/CD
Money Mark, the groove-thick keyboardist, dials back the funk in favor of some 
earnest confessions about love, loss, and releasing his first disc on Jack Johnson’s 
label. Okay, that last one was a jab, but the two truly seem to have discovered a laid-
back, lo-fi pop nexus together, and while it may not exactly intrigue Mark’s Keyboard 
Repair loyalists, Brand New by Tomorrow’s heartbreak pop sticks to your ribcage. 
“Pick Up the Pieces,” “Pretend to Sleep,” and “Color of Your Blues” ache from front 
to back. Scott Thill

moS Def
tru3 mAgic
Geffen/US/CD
Somewhere between Black on Both Sides and The New Danger lies magic–Tru3 
Magic. The Mighty Mos returns with a lyrical depth rare in modern street slangers, 
reassuming his role of heroic hip-hop jester. Only nothing’s funny on the socially poi-

gnant “Dollar Day (Surprise Surprise),” his tribute opus to New Orleans. Mos keeps it 
interesting by dropping the inspirational soul throwback “There Is a Way,” and plenty 
of analog fuzz on “Sun, Moon, Stars,” yet “Undeniable” is the true club killer, with 
bass turned high and Mos’ pure poetic swagger. Derek Beres

octogen
2fiveonine
Soma/UK/CD
2fiveonine is an electrifying debut, considering its fragile yet epic approach. 
Glaswegian Marco Bernardi demonstrates his mastery of rhythm on “Les Misereye,” 
tweaking mismatched staccato basslines into a prickly jigsaw of glowing melodies, 
and old-school ambient tracks “Ligrgirl” and “Acieob” could be lost parts of Selected 
Ambient Works. But it’s Bernardi’s deep love of Detroit sounds that melds these strik-
ing pieces into a cohesive whole: “Save Your Saviour” and “Scionide” conjure dreamy 
atmospheres from clear notes and messy synth swipes, recalling techno’s formidable 
early-’90s years with warm affection. Janet Tzou

omni
bAtterie
NatAural High/US/CD
At some point, every artist could use a change of scenery, which Omni confirms on his 
latest effort. After dropping the decent but ultimately forgettable album Ballyhoo, this 
L.A. MC temporarily relocated to Australia to record Batterie–a release that’s notice-
ably more inspired than his last. Working mostly with Aussie producers like Bonez 
and Optamus, Omni sounds reenergized, rapping over everything from bottom-heavy 
bangers (“We Are All We Have”) to melodic D&B (“Boost”). Omni’s subject matter 
here may not be incredibly original, but even when he rhymes about preserving hip-
hop (“My Culture”), this MC finally sounds like he’s got a cause. Max Herman

originAl hAmSter
PreSentS trenDSetterS AnD the folloWerS
Tigerbeat6/US/CD
Unfortunately, much of Chilean producer Vicente Sanfuentes’ latest disc is more “fol-
lower” than “trendsetter.” The bouncy, elastic bassline-filled electro likely wouldn’t 
clear a dancefloor, but it wouldn’t necessarily fill one, either. Daft Punk particularly 
comes through as an influence here, down to the inflections of funk and house layered 
with vocoders. And the outright cover on the album, a beep-filled version of “Burning 
Down the House” (with more filtered vocals), doesn’t add to The Talking Heads’ 
original. Luciana Lopez

DAx PierSon/robert horton
PAblo felDmAn Sun riley
Nosordo/SWE/CD
On this tribute to Augustus Pablo, Morton Feldman, Sun Ra, and Terry Riley, multi-
instrumentalists Dax Pierson (Subtle) and Robert Horton (a.k.a. Egghatcher, Future 
Ears) erect academically rigorous soundscapes that lean more toward Feldman’s 
dispersive use of space than they do dubby rhythmic ballast. Of the titular legends, 
Feldman and Riley receive the most aural love. At its best, PFSR generates fluctuating 
mantras of minimalist bliss, and foreboding synth jabber that evokes bleak, unpopu-
lated vistas. As earnest and intriguingly bizarre as PFSR is, the album, more than 
anything, makes one want to delve into its honorees’ catalogs. Dave Segal

Point lomA
forneo
Azra/US/CD
Nortec Collective fans will recognize Point Loma as Bostich, but while his work with 
the collective always felt ready for a spin around the dancefloor, he’s taken a different 
route this time. Here, he slowly builds tracks over thick, bassy drones, with synths 
and percussion dropping in and out, to create something darkly interesting. With one 
exception, the tracks here are pretty lengthy–and deservedly so, with each feeling 
like a small journey. You can’t always see where Point Loma is going, but that’s part 
of what makes this ride so great. Luciana Lopez

SeAn Price
JeSuS Price SuPAStAr
Duck Down/US/CD
With rap in dire need of a class clown, Heltah Skeltah/Boot Camp Clik veteran Sean 
Price might just be the funniest MC in town. Like its predecessor, Monkey Barz, Jesus 
Price is a knee-slapper, whether Ruck is taking the piss out of himself on the typi-
cally self-deprecating “Mess You Made” or spitting sacrilegious gospel on “Church.” 
Thanks to a committee of producers including 9th Wonder, Ill Mind, MoSS, Khrysis, 

and Tommy Tee, Supastar is also the sort of impeccably produced album where you 
can just forget about the beats and get lost in the rhymes and stories. Jesse Serwer

PSD, keAk DA SneAk, AnD meSSy mArv
PreSent DA biDneSS
Thizz-SMC/US/CD
Reports of hyphy’s demise have been overstated; Da Bidness makes it clear the 
“Northern Califoolya” movement’s just getting started. An all-star collabo between 
Vallejo’s PSD, Oakland’s Keak Da Sneak, and S.F.’s Messy Marv becomes a pimp-
ish Yay free-for-all, with guest appearances by E-40, San Quinn, Mistah F.A.B., and 
the late Mac Dre. The album serves up a potent cocktail of purple, thizz, and 1800 
juice-influenced electro-funk slaps, and while it’s more of an underground effort (a 
playaristic update of “Careless Whisper” notwithstanding), if you’re scrapin’, this is 
what you want coming out of your grill-mounted speakers. Eric K. Arnold

rADicAlfAShion
oDori
Hefty/US/CD
It’s obvious from the self-explanatory “Opening” from Japan’s Radicalfashion that 
Odori is no ordinary album. The worlds of classical, minimal electronic, and experi-
mental music collide as Kobe, Japan resident Hirohito Ihara creates chaotic, melodic 
bliss. “Suna” is drenched with dreamy pianos and reverb while, on the opposite end, 
“Shunpoudoh” kicks off with minimal beats and chopped vocals, hitting you with 
strong synth riffs and spaced-out clamor that would cause sheep to boogie. Out of 
this world in all of the right ways. Velanche

rePeAt rePeAt
SquintS
Soma/UK/CD
On “Flip Flop,” the first track on Repeat Repeat’s album of gleefully off-kilter beats and 
loop-driven minimalism, a male voice pops in over the watery synths and squelchy beats to 
occasionally deliver a nonchalant “uh huh.” Humorous dashes like these are the highlight 
of this album, which is a showcase of Dave Congreve’s and Mark Rutherford’s acid house 
roots. The two take their work seriously, delivering slick, sick tracks, but they never get 
buried beneath their own bombast. The album’s accessibility borders on pop, but ultimately 
the two steer clear of radio-style catchiness–a wise choice. Luciana Lopez

Secret mommy
PlAyS
Ache/CAN/CD
Abandoning the thematic constraints of last year’s Very Rec and The Wisdom EP, 
Secret Mommy’s Andy Dixon has gone soft on Plays. Using edited audio from 
acoustic-only jam sessions with friends, the record cuts and pastes wood, wind, and 
string instruments into boisterous mini-symphonies. Composed as songs rather than 
experiments, these tracks reveal a human heart behind Dixon’s glitchy, often scientific 
approach. Decidedly anti-electronic, Plays is so exciting you’ll want to show everyone; 
the most expressive record in its field, it transcends Dixon’s previous work, and is a 
crowning achievement. Josiah Hughes

Serengeti 
Dennehy
Bonafyde/US/CD
Serengeti’s latest album is further proof that this Chicago native could give two shits 
about what the rest of the rap game is up to. While the beats used here aren’t that 
unusual, Geti’s lyrical focus unquestionably is. When he’s not trying to figure out 
his life, this erratic MC shape-shifts into different characters, including an Italian 
blue-collar sports fan and a delusional drug addict. These personality studies are just 
about as creative as you’ll hear an MC get, although, given the average attention span 
nowadays, not many will want to try and keep up. Max Herman 

SizzlA
the overStAnDing
DDMG-Koch/US/CD
Over the last decade, Sizzla has become perhaps dancehall’s most iconic and prolific figure, 
and though his later releases have varied in consistency, when he’s on, no one blazes hot-
ter. Here, Mr. Kalonji brings his A-game–and his crackling falsetto–to almost every track. 
The album is a sort of greatest hits collection, with updated versions of “Solid as a Rock” 
and “Smoke Marijuana,” along with newer tunes like “Take Myself Away” and “Break 
Free.” The production–by Clark Kent, Ill Vibe, and Kalonji himself–is surprisingly tight, and 
Sizzla seems more inspired on the mic than he’s been in years. Eric K. Arnold

SnAkeS SAy hiSS!
i’ll be lovin’ you
Famous Class/US/CD
The first proper full-length from Saratoga Springs duo Snakes Say Hiss! is loaded 
with sweat-’n’-saccharine synth-pop. Surprisingly, the immediate reference points 
are feminine: the jittery compu-dance of Tracy + The Plastics and the cola-fueled ass 
wiggle of Chicks on Speed thread through the entirety of I’ll Be Lovin’ You. So it kind 
of makes sense when lead party-starter Jamie Ayers jokes that he writes it all for the 
teenage girl. SSH! is perfectly mindless F-U-N, so whether you’re into Le Tigre or La 
Lohan, it’s gonna be tough not to rip your shirt off and dance along. Robbie Mackey

SoftlighteS
SAy no to being cool–SAy yeS to being hAPPy
Modular/AUST/CD
Ron Fountenberry–the artist formerly known as The Incredible Moses Leroy–has spent 
the last few years tinkering with sunburned processor-pop and hazy folk. His latest 
release (and first with his full band, Softlightes) is as delicate and pristine as the 
skim-milk voice that tiptoes atop each of the album’s 11 ditties. But what Fountenberry 
missed in crafting these certifiable beauts is simple: The charm of his back-catalog 
is in its gangliness and untrimmed edges. Here, we get five or so commercial-ready 
sound-beds, and a record many will call the perfection of Fountenberry’s formula. 
Unfortunately, they’ll be right. Robbie Mackey
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4hero
PlAy With the chAngeS
Milan/US/CD
Six years after Creating Patterns, 4Hero’s Mark (Marc Mac) Clair and Dennis 
(Dego) McFarlane return with their eagerly anticipated fifth LP Play With the 
Changes, perhaps a reference to how things have evolved for the duo over their 
noticeable absence. What remains the same is the pair’s penchant for crafting 
soulful, complex songs for an expertly assembled group of vocalists, here includ-
ing Jody Watley, poetess Ursula Rucker, rappers Darien Brockington and Phonte 
of Little Brother, and funk legend Larry Mizell. The result is a studio-perfected 
and inspired exploration of various types of fusion. Leaving no stone unturned, 
4Hero jumps headlong into a blend of jazz, soul, R&B, breakbeat, and funk, 
showing a passion for all forms of black music past and present. Once again, 
Marc Mac and Dego humble fans with their encyclopedic musical knowledge 

4Hero

SuPerSci
PinetreeS on the PAvement
Flyphonic Phonogram/SWE/CD
Supersci may be new to you, but these hip-hop peeps–with MCs 
Arka and Mr. Noun at the core–have over 10 years of beat-making, 
rhyme-saying experience. Originally dropped in their native Sweden 
last April, Pinetrees on the Pavement fits nicely alongside some 
of the best underground American hip-hop. “A Deuce or an Ace” 
mixes acoustic guitar samples, head-nodding beats, serious flow 
from guest Remedeeh, and tight scratch acrobatics courtesy of 
DJ Observe. With fly production and an infectious feel-good vibe, 
Pinetrees is the genuine article, and may rescue you from bland 
wannabes for a while. Velanche

tArtufi
uS uPon builDingS uPon uS
Thread/US/CD
Looping ain’t easy. With Us Upon Buildings Upon Us, San Francisco 
duo Tartufi does its damnedest to apologize for the tons of shitty 
guitar players that stomp on pedals and bury ugly riffs under even 
uglier ones. Throughout, guitarist/vocalist Lynne Angel quotes 
phrases gracefully, blending them into a complex, textural wall of 
sound that’s smartly built then elegantly deconstructed. Meanwhile, 
she does the same with her piercing alloy voice, and drummer Brian 
Gorman drops heavy accompaniment behind the kit. A few portions 
need help, but the whole is an imposing tangle of beauty and ambi-
tion. Robbie Mackey

teAm ShADetek
PAle fire
Sound-Ink/US/CD
Sound-Ink expands on its stellar output with the long-awaited Team Shadetek album. 
Those familiar with Shadetek’s ’04 release, Burnerism, will be blown away by the 
pure energy here, twisting amped-up grime beats with an A-list of UK (Jammer and 
Skepta), Jamaican (Predator and Red Dragon), and American (Baby Blak and Rodan) 
MCs at the top of their game. No American producers have done more for the grime 
scene than Shadetek, and while grime’s energy is here in spades, listen to this album 
for what it is–pure next-level hip-hop ish. Matt Earp

the beSnArD lAkeS
Are the DArk horSe
Jagjaguwar/US/CD
If you come to The Besnard Lakes by way of their earlier homespun, lo-fi shoegaze 
suites, the eyebrow-lifting 45 minutes of Are the Dark Horse–with its incessant 
falsetto, Spacemen 3 sonics, and Beach Boys-ian production–is nothing short of 
shocking. Squealing synthesizers, cascading crescendos of guitars, sappy string sec-
tions, and infinite layers of vocals manage to look both forward and back by combining 
the spooky ethereality of ’50s rock and the baggily loved-up psychedelia of the ’90s. 
Always keep your eye on the dark horse. Brion Paul

the eArly yeArS
the eArly yeArS
Beggars Banquet/US/CD
London’s The Early Years loves Neu!–specifically “Hallogallo.” And why not? It’s the 
most perfectly realized sonic encapsulation of graceful movement ever. The Early 
Years’ self-titled debut uses that paean to smooth propulsion as its default mode, 
but other facets emerge, too. They show a predilection for mellow slide-guitar sighs 
and sincere balladry, like Spiritualized at their most pensive, as well as soulful drone 
dirges à la Spirit of Eden-era Talk Talk. When they’re not in headlong motorik mode, 
The Early Years tends to descend–and ascend–into sentimentality and bombast. 
Nevertheless, this disc reveals a potentially great epic rock band. Dave Segal

the eternAlS
heAvy internAtionAl
Aesthetics/US/CD
The postmodern rhythm junkies return with a whirring dose of dubbed soul and 
funked-up jazz that will probably do nothing to further categorize either their sound or 
their legacy. “Am I moving forward?” frontman Damon Locks wonders in the rambling 
“Astra 3B,” and the answer to his question seems to be “yes.” “Patch of Blue” buzzes 
with skewered beats, while the sedate activism of “Feed the Youth (Stage a Coup)” 
and “Too Many People (Do the Wrong Thing)” could form the backbone to the most 
chilled of revolutions. A head-scratcher for sure, but one with depth. Scott Thill

the gooD, the bAD & the queen
the gooD, the bAD & the queen
Virgin/US/CD
Damon Albarn’s indistinguishable projects congeal in this abstract supergroup, com-
bining members of The Clash (Paul Simonon), Fela Kuti’s ensemble (Tony Allen), The 
Verve (Simon Tong), and producer Danger Mouse. Albarn’s studio musings have turned 
into a dozen-deep recording as quirky as Gorillaz and folky as Blur. In the midst of this 
psychedelic journey (check the Beatles riff on “Green Fields”) lies the heartfelt, at 
times quizzical, and, given the name, sometimes political lyrics Albarn is famous for. 
While the guitar riffs at times prove predictable, and the bass wavering, Allen keeps 
the pocket tight enough to tie it all together. Derek Beres

the JAi-AlAi SAvAnt
flight of the bASS DelegAte
Gold Standard Labs/US/CD
When Chicago-based, Philly-born trio The Jai-Alai Savant delivers on its dub-heavy 
reggae-rock promise, Bass Delegate storms. “The Low Frequent See,” with its dark, 
late-era Specials vibe, and “Murder ’Pon the Dancehall,” a prototype of dancehall 
punk, could be lectures to burgeoning dub-rock bands: Step one–learn these rhythms. 
But for much of Bass Delegate, Jai-Alai comes across as a regular–if particularly 
propellant and subtle–pop-infused punk rock band. The finest moments are when 
these faces meet in the middle: The XTC-ish “Sugar Free,” all pastoral harmonies and 
lurching pop-reggae rhythms, is nearly perfect. Justin Hopper

Deerhunter

Adult.

ADult.
Why bother?
Thrill Jockey/US/CD
Nicola Kuperus and Adam Lee Miller are nearly a full decade older than they 
were when Adult. formed (as Plasma Co.) in 1998 but, for the most part, the 
Detroit-based duo is still preoccupied with the same themes and sounds that 
threaded through their proper debut, the Dispassionate Furniture EP. While it’s 
difficult to believe, there’s nearly 10 years of material separating Adult.’s latest 
Thrill Jockey release, Why Bother?, from the buzzing analog synths and head-
boxing drum machine patterns of their mysterious, semi-anonymous entrance 
into the electro world. Yet on the noxious “Good Deeds,” where Kuperus hol-
lowly intones, “Lock all the doors and all the windows/The pack is coming,” 
Adult. still manages to sound like the most anxious, paranoid, and uncomfort-

AnDreW thomAS
gAPS in the Sun
KOMP3/GER/download
Kompakt’s new MP3 label steps into the light with a full-length ambient release from 
New Zealand’s Andrew Thomas. Shifting between the piano-laden solitude of tracks 
like “Lit From Failing Light” and the pure droning energy of “M and K” and “I Am 
Here Where Are You,” Gaps In the Sun hums with Thomas’ gently swirling brand of 
nouveau ambience. Aimless yet comforting, the tracks wind and loop through an equi-
librium of textural warmth, crisp static pulses, and reserved instrumentation on their 
way to nowhere in particular–which is often the comfiest place to be. Doug Morton

trAnS Am
Sex chAnge
Thrill Jockey/US/CD
Years before the relatively recent rediscovery that electronics and guitars play 
nicely together, Trans Am was making indie rockers nervous with their unbiased sonic 
experimentation. While the output has fluctuated over their decade-plus career, Sex 
Change emerges from the operating room with visible success. The trio has always 
played by its own rules, but their eighth LP sheds some of their branded irony and 
outwardly presents the band at their most honest. With tight instrumentals, vintage 
’70s synthesizer scores, and solid post-rock groove, Sex Change shows a veteran band 
at last comfortable in its own skin. Steve Marchese

tWilight circuS Dub SounD SyStem
rAStA internAtionAl
M/NETH/CD
Ryan Moore has been on fire for 12 years now, creating the best, most authentic Tubby 
dub throughout the second half of the ’90s, mixing psych guitars and curious percussion 
with original basslines and wet-as-the-sea echo drums. Over the last three years he’s 
added a who’s-who of vocalists into the mix like Ranking Joe, Lutan Fyah, Admiral Tibet, 
and of course Luciano on a series of EPs. Rasta International collects the best cuts and 
adds some great new ones (unfortunately minus his collaborations with the brilliant 
Michael Rose). It’s pure dub bliss–a must for all next-century rockers. Matt Earp

voAfoSe
voAfoSe
Rephlex/UK/CD
This 20-track disc collates years of Jeremy Simmonds’ studio wizardry as Voafose. 
Simmonds, who has collaborated with Boymerang and AFX, is probably best known for 
1993’s Weirs, a collection of abrasive, abstract techno he recorded with Luke Vibert. Less 
beat-oriented than that IDM classic, Voafose delves into unsettling ambience and imagi-
nary sci-fi soundtracks festooned with bizarre timbres, psychedelic tone ripples, warped 
animal cries, and BBC Radiophonic bleeps. The disc includes a few maddening collages 
involving pitch-shifted and chopped-up voices recorded from TV and radio that you only 
need to hear once. Otherwise, Voafose is a revelatory archival excavation. Dave Segal

v-White
Perfect timin’
SMC/US/CD
Make no mistake: V-White is (to quote fellow Bay ambassador Messy Marv) on his hype. 
The East Oakland rap veteran from The Delinquents has been in the hyphy-movement 
shadows waiting to drop this bunker buster, which arrives with aid from friends like 
E-A-Ski, Traxamillion, Too $hort, and Ant Banks. “We at It Again” bounces with finger-
snaps, bongos, and White’s scrappy, G’d-up lyrics that speak of all things “Town”–what 
it do and how it go. And there’s ample scraper-rattling bass and devastating spit-game 
moments on “Skyscraper,” “Oakland,” and “Cinco de Mayo.” Tomas Palermo

geoff White
nevertheleSS
Background/GER/CD
Barcelona-based American producer Geoff White has shed the mold of the cold, distant 
techno artist. Where his peers’ minimal tracks are rigid and repetitive, White’s are 
shimmering and shifting. Nevertheless is all about motion and inventive patterns; from 
organically pulsing dub motifs to the album’s sturdier dancefloor fare, White focuses 
on intriguing sounds. Warmly glowing tracks like “Sharpie” and “Opposing Platforms” 
sum up the album’s slower-tempo mood, and the collection’s mixed presentation makes 
for reflective listening. A worthwhile outing for those seeking a painterly approach to 
electronic music. Tomas Palermo

White flight
White flight
Range Life/US/CD
For his first solo effort, former Anniversary member and product of 
the suburbs Justin Roelofs takes inspiration from a summer spent 
deep in the Peruvian rain forests imbibing psychedelics. His produc-
tion and vocal arrangements are unarguably rooted in his indie-rock 
conditioning, but White Flight also hints at time spent away from 
Middle America. Frantic voices could easily pass as chants rather 
than lyrics, and, armed with ProTools, Roelofs twists keyboard and 
accordion sounds into eerie compositions that suggest an alternate 
universe. Psychedelics or not, White Flight marks a strong start for 
this suburban kid. Jennifer Marston

yPPAh
you Are beAutiful At All timeS
Ninja Tune/UK/CD
Filled with dense but nevertheless airy jams that recall Jaga 
Jazzist as much as Caribou and Amon Tobin, You Are Beautiful At 
All Times, from Joe Corrales’ alter ego Yppah, keeps it busy but 
interesting. His ambition is a bit large on some tunes, including 
the stumbling “The Subtleties That Count.” But the poignant pull 
of “Good Like That” and the crackling funk of “In My Drink” and 
more make the trip through this Texan’s turntablism worth it. Just 
make sure to turn up the bass; the treble is as heavy as a Dallas 
carnivore. Scott Thill
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If Sleng Teng were the only track King Jammy had ever produced, his place in 
dancehall history would be cemented forever. That riddim, created on a Casio 
keyboard, single-handedly ushered in the digital dancehall age in 1985. Over his 
version of Tempo, one of the most popular riddims from the nascent stages of 
the digital era, Johnny Osbourne sings: “None of dem a sound like Jammy’s/
None of dem a sound like we.” In those two lines, he distills what all of Jamaica 
(and much of the world) would come to accept as fact: The genre has only one 
true king and his name is Jammy. 
 An eight-disc set of almost any other producer’s work would most likely be 
exhaustive and/or rife with filler. But even for the world of reggae–in which up 
to 100 singles can come out per week–Jammy’s body of work is prolific. This 
ambitious set provides a sizable, but far from complete, overview of his massive 
oeuvre. Brimming with impossibly huge riddims like Sleng Teng, Shank I Shek, 
Sara, Stalag, Agony, Heavenless, Who She Love, Kuff, Far East, and Punnany, 
the collection also showcases the talents of the countless singers and deejays 
who have voiced at Jammy’s legendary studio in Waterhouse, Kingston, among 
them Wayne Smith, Sanchez, Pinchers, Frankie Paul, Ninja Man, Cocoa T, 
Shabba Ranks, and Flourgon.
 Many of the riddims in the collection have been revived time and again 
as the backing tracks to huge hits; I-Wayne’s “Can’t Satisfy Her” was built on 
an update of Jammy’s Father Jungle Rock riddim, for example. Punanny–also 
known as “the Jamaican national anthem”–has been used dozens and dozens 
of times, and Sleng Teng has probably been voiced over more than any other 
riddim, with the possible exception of Real Rock. Jammy’s biggest productions 
are, of course, well documented on these discs, but even diehard fans may find 
themselves surprised by just how many anthems he is responsible for.
 Sprinkled in among the relentless parade of hits are several cover tunes. 
In keeping with a time-honored Jamaican tradition, artists choose somewhat 
suspect songs to cover and then render new versions without a trace of irony. 
Leroy Gibbons tackles Diana Ross’ “I’m Missing You” over the Storm riddim, 
Lisa Stansfield’s “Been Around the World” gets remade by Echo Minott over a 
stutter-filled rendition of Punnany, and Frankie Paul scores a monster hit with a 
cover of Jefferson Starship’s “Sara” over the riddim of the same name. But Paul 
outdoes himself in the “odd choices” category with his medley-style remake of 

“Head to Toe” by Lisa Lisa and Cult Jam; he throws in verses 
from Cameo’s “Word Up” and snippets of “Isn’t She Lovely” by 
Stevie Wonder for good measure. 
 As an added bonus, the set comes with an hour-long 
DVD–King at the Controls: The King Jammy Story–filled with 
interviews with the man himself, his family (sons Jam 2, John 
John, and Baby G are all successful producers), Wayne Smith, 
Elephant Man, Risto Benji, Bunny Lee, Junior Cat, and Ninja 
Man, who is seen in a heated lyrical battle with Bunny General 
(which a laughing Jammy takes in from astride his bicycle). 
The DVD also details the stories behind some of his biggest 
productions, including firsthand accounts from Wayne Smith 
and Jammy about the creation of Sleng Teng.
 It is no overstatement to say that King Jammy is the most 
important producer in all of dancehall music. If you have even 
a casual interest in the genre, this set is absolutely essential. 
Ross Hogg

King Jammy
SelectorS choice VolumeS 1-4

VP Records/US/8CD-DVD

 JuSt a Small, eight-DiSc taSter 
of Dancehall’S Preeminent 

King Jammy
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Berlin inSane iV 
Pale/GER/CD
Still finding ways to mix rock and techno elements together in a post-
electro (clash) world, the Berliners featured on Insane IV manage to 
keep much of their material surprisingly fresh. Though a few tracks do 
rely too heavily on hackneyed themes (anarchy, androgyny), standouts 
such as Grizzly’s “Dich” and Planningtorock’s “Local Foreigner” take 
the fun and mayhem of the previous compilations into truly experi-
mental realms. And to tell you the truth, even the more clichéd tracks 
are fun, in a pure dancefloor kind of way. A good find for someone 
with no Adult. in their collection. Alexander Posell 

BlacK StroBe: a remix Selection
Playlouder/UK/CD
Parisian producers Arnaud Rebotini and Ivan Smagghe (a.k.a. Black 
Strobe) show the world their remix handiwork on this 10-track collec-
tion. Referring to themselves as the “dark side of disco,” these guys let 
rip with their throbbing take on Tiefschwarz’s “Ghost Track” while inject-
ing Depeche Mode’s “Something to Do” with serious sonic amphet-
amines. Like many tech-heavy mixes, the repetition, at times, becomes 
grating (a 10-minute-plus remix of Bloc Party?). The tightest track is the 
only original, an excellent, block party-rockin’ “Shining Bright Star,” 
perfect for that next gay biker-house gig they play. Derek Beres

8-Bit oPeratorS
Astralwerks/US/CD
Unlike just about every Kraftwerk tribute record to date, 8-Bit Operators is 
the modern (well, throwback-modern) response to the producers and bands 
who have failed to pay proper homage to machine music’s innovators. Armed 
with custom-made 8-bit analog gadgets (most of which were created by the 
artists themselves), producers from 8-Bit Weapon to Sweden’s Role Model to 
Nullsleep demonstrate their own blends of chip-rock–stuff that’s amped enough 
to make the German computer kings hack their own Nintendos and hop back 
into the studio. Between 8-Bit Weapon’s attention to melody and crunch on 
their studious and precise version of “Spacelab” and Nullsleep’s repetitive, 
morphine-Tetris take on “The Model,” this tribute accomplishes far more than 
reinventing Kraftwerk songs with tweaked Commodores; it truly illlustrates how 
exponentially the chip scene has grown. This is computer love. Fred Miketa

Dirt crew PreSentS: collection 01
Dirt Crew/GER/CD
Berlin’s Dirt Crew loudly proclaims the gospel of dance on its second-year-anni-
versary compilation, where two discs of the label’s best singles and new cuts 
further convince listeners these guys are worth paying attention to. Disc One 
showcases Dirt Crew artists at their finest and dirtiest, be it Dominik Eulberg 
remixing the dancefloor weapon “Largo” or rumbling tech-house tracks from the 
likes of Drum Cult and 2020 Soundsystem. Disc Two wanders into the moodier, 
even more minimal territory of Dirt Crew sub-label Players Paradise; newcomers 
like Mash and Thughfucker deliver tightly arranged house compositions that qui-
etly compliment Disc One’s heavier numbers. With nary a weak track on either 
disc, it’s likely the crew will soon hold the undivided attention of minimal techno 
fans around the globe–and maybe even get them to dance. Jennifer Marston

8-Bit Weapon

Dirt Crew

Bong-ra VS. SicKBoy: Shotgun weDDing 5
Violent Turd/NZ/CD
2007 is the new 1991. Bong-Ra and Sickboy revisit the roots of UK ‘ardcore on the 
fifth installment of Kid 606’s impeccable Shotgun Wedding series, mashing up every 
brilliant tune from the day. Bong-Ra stays pretty faithful–no Shitmat-esque noodling, 
just the best breakdowns and buildups of 45-plus great tunes chopped just the way you 
want ‘em. Sickboy raves up a wider (and slightly cheesier) selection butting Rednex vs. 
Vengaboys vs. Sean Paul vs. Busta vs. what-have-you. A glorious trip down memory lane 
that’s still pretty ass-kicking–20% ironic, 80% ‘ardcore; you know the score. Matt Earp

caBinet claSSicS & unreleaSeD
Plus 8/CAN/CD
Richie Hawtin’s appreciation for the hardened techno output of Berlin’s Cabinet label 
runs so deep that he decided to showcase the highlights on his own Plus 8 imprint. 
Whether it’s the early rarities of Compass and Cab Drivers, or the unreleased hammer-
ings of DJ Trike, Todd Bodine, and Daniel P, what you get with this comp is a payload 
of balls-to-the-wall techno that extends a firm middle-digit to anything even remotely 
resembling a DSP plug-in. This is techno done the hardware way–909 to the bone, 
with an analog soul that transcends time. Doug Morton

DaVe clarKe PreSentS remixeS & raritieS: 1992-2005
Music Man/BEL/CD
After a nearly peerless 18-year career as a DJ and producer, it’s clear that UK techno 
wünderkind Dave Clarke remains firmly and lovingly chained to his decks. His newest 
remix collection injects sweeping techno force into pop ditties from Zombie Nation to 
Moby, clearly aimed at the sweaty middle of writhing dancefloor masses. Clarke’s remix 
of The Chemical Brothers’ “Chemical Beats” delightfully roughens the original track’s slick 
dubby grooves; his New Order remix of “Everything’s Gone Green” delivers Clarke’s macho 
signature 4/4 beats, pummeling listeners into an upbeat techno frenzy. Janet Tzou

DJ hell: miSch maSch
Fine. /UK/CD
Ask Munich-based DJ Hell what best complements a dandy on the decks and the 
scarf-clad International DeeJay Gigolo might easily respond, “Nothing too constric-
tive.” For this is the unspoken mantra of Hell’s two discs of sleek mixes and remixes. 
Even at his most squelchy–Literon’s “Machine 1,” Huntemann’s “37˚,” Dave Clarke’s 
“Dirtbox”–Hell flows more flirty than feisty, save perhaps for his electro-haus take on 
Johannes Heil and Human Resource. Hell’s selections (Âme, B12, Chelonis R. Jones, 
Justice vs. Simian) function more as searchlights than strobe lights, panning rhythmi-
cally rather than buffeting erratically. Tony Ware

golDfraPP: we are glitter
Mute/US/CD
Say what you will about the sensuous nature of Goldfrapp, but this comp is about as 
close to an instant classic as you can get. Far from a singular club-ready vision, We 
Are Glitter finds the vintage disco-heavy DFA boys poised alongside the moodiness 
of Múm and the gnarly distortion of Shitkatapult’s T. Raumschmiere. In other words, 
Goldfrapp is subtly becoming everyone’s favorite band. It goes without saying that 
Carl Craig’s and Tiefschwarz’s mixes triumph with two mind-splitting cosmic journeys 
for the floor. Goldfrapp just got a shitload darker and sexier. Fred Miketa

KitSuné maiSon comPilation 3
Kitsuné/FRA/CD
Although a good portion of the artists on this third label comp from Paris’ Kitsuné 
imprint hail from the US, its overall feel is invariably French. Between the wild-eyed 
disco bangers (and I mean bangers) by Fox n’ Wolf and Simian Mobile Disco, to lo-fi 
pop remixes ranging from Soulwax chopping up The Gossip to Van She’s synthetic 
reinterpretation of Klaxons’ “Gravity’s Rainbow,” Kitsuné seems to be campaigning 
for party label of 2007. Even the borderline-indie pop tracks by bands like Oh No! Oh 
My! can’t slow the mix down. Fred Miketa

let’S lazertag Sometime 
Tigerbeat6/US/CD
It’s been awhile since Tigerbeat6 released tasteless, socially irresponsible music. 
Here, Puzzleweasel’s “Taliban Terrorist Training” spews out busted drum machines 
and samples of people screaming from terrorist attacks–sorta like a Fox News 
report aired at dinnertime. Fortunately, most of the TB6 Class of ’06 graduates with 
honors here. Top of the class is Phon’s robotic ghetto-tech, followed tightly by White 
Williams’ alarm-clock AOR pop. Another honorable mention is the Soft Pink Truth 
remix of Eats Tapes’ “Techno in the Bush I Era.” Cameron Macdonald

JuStin martin anD Johnny fiaSco: om winter SeSSionS 
OM/US/2CD
OM delivers a two-fer for the holidaze, featuring table-mavens S.F.’s Justin Martin 
and Chicago’s Johnny Fiasco. Winter Sessions’ Disc One is Martin’s debut mix, and 
he delivers an accessible underground sampling with tracks from Skye, Switch, Mike 
Monday, and labelmate Andy Caldwell. Disc Two sees Fiasco veering from typical 
West Coast bounce, instead going deep and chilly. So if you couldn’t get down to the 
OM Winter Sessions tour, these discs will do. Stacy Meyn

Peanut Butter wolf PreSentS: StoneS throw–ten yearS
Stones Throw/US/CD
Last year, Stones Throw achieved a rare feat for an indie hip-hop label–it reached its 
tenth anniversary. To celebrate, label founder PB Wolf presents a collection of 25 of 
its most riveting tracks from Madvillain, M.E.D., Koushik, and others. But this isn’t 
just a “best of” disc. Despite the absence of a few classics (namely Rasco’s “Take 
It Back Home”), this compilation thoroughly documents how much Stones Throw’s 
roster has grown in size and sonic variety. From the Lootpack’s freestyle marathon 
“Whenimondamic” to Aloe Blacc’s soulful slow jam “Arrive,” nearly every inclusion 
provides a fresh outlook. Max Herman 

PoKer flat Vol. 5: BeatS n BluffS
Poker Flat/GER/2CD
Here to show off what the Poker Flat crew has been up to, Steve Bug compiles a CD 
containing the essence of this past season’s top releases as well as a taste of what the 
future has to offer. From quirky soundscapes and funk-driven hip shakers to trippy bare 
minimalism and skeletal arrangements, the album covers a full range of what forward-
thinking electronic music sounds like. As a bonus, a second CD containing a mix from 
Martin Landsky arranges released and unreleased material from Trentemøller, Martini 
Bros, Guido Schneider, and Tazmann into a cutting-edge minimal masterpiece. Praxis

Sci.fi.hi.fi_03: alex SmoKe
Soma/UK/CD
With previous installments from Ewan Pearson and Luciano, Soma’s Sci.Fi.Hi.Fi seems to 
be evolving into a must-have mix series. What the host label’s own Alex Menzies’ contri-
bution lacks in straight-forward immediacy, it more than makes up for in intrigue: That a 
recording project inspired by a curio shop in the midst of a Swedish forest (Porn Sword 
Tobacco) begins Sci.Fi.Hi.Fi_03 is telling but Smoke also deploys the likes of Burial, Rhythm 
& Sound, Model 500, and Troy Pierce in a skilled, measured manner. A trio of Menzies’ own 
tracks (as Alex Smoke and Quixote) make for a nice finale. David Hemingway

SouthPort weeKenDer claSSicS
Endulge/UK/CD
In a music-crit world, where the term “genre-defining” is a cliché, the biannual Southport 
Weekender festival still begs use of the phrase. Until now, there hasn’t been a particular 
musical artifact to point to when someone asks what Southport’s music is. Joe Claussell’s 
spiritual house? Norman Jay’s crate-diggin’ disco? Classics proves it to be all of the 
above: from Gloria Scott’s rare soul masterpiece “Too Much Love Making” through house 
touchstones by Night Writers and Masters at Work. This comp is a perfect illustration of 
Southport’s influence on dance music, and contemporary music in general. Justin Hopper

tectonic PlateS
Tectonic/UK/CD
Bristol’s Tectonic dubstep label brings fans a tale of two sounds on two discs. Compiled 
singles by staple artists like MRK1, Pinch, Loefah, Cyrus, and Omen are alternately 
sparse and restrained, manic and bombastic. Disc One of the set offers individual 
tracks, while the other is a seamless mix with only a few repeats. DQ1’s wobbly 
soundclash-inspired hit “Wear the Crown” and Digital Mystikz’s bleak “Molten” hold 
it down for the minimal steppers, while Omen’s “Full Metal Jacket” and Vex’d give you 
a dose of dutty subs. Everybody dance the Earthquake. Tomas Palermo

the glimmerS 
faBricliVe 31 
marco carola 
faBric 31 
Fabric/UK/CD 
The Fabric series has been around for so long that just thinking about its many install-
ments will date you. Luckily, it’s also known for inspiring a certain daring quality in its 
feature DJs. The Glimmers’ eclectic contribution is, if nothing else, a crowd-pleaser: 
non-electronic fans will enjoy remixes of Roxy Music and Freddie Mercury, while 
house heads will savor Neal Howard’s percussive, old-school deep-house beauty 
“The Gathering.” Those seeking a more underground vibe will prefer the Marco Carola 

installment, which showcases his particular penchant for funky 
minimalism in techno and tech-house. Janet Tzou

louie Vega: mix the ViBe–for the loVe of King 
Street
King Street/US/2CD
Louie Vega has the pleasure of being able to rest on his laurels as 
one of house music’s preeminent figures, but does he? Of course 
not. He unleashes countless mix discs, and this one is just as 
solid as the last. Disc One finds the master showcasing tunes 
from his Cielo residency (by Peven Everett, Dennis Ferrer, and Kerri 
Chandler). But fans of the classics will probably skip to Disc Two, 
full of mid-to-late-’90s choons from Mondo Grosso (“Souffles H 
(King Street Club Mix)”), Big Moses (“Brighter Days”), and more. 
Nice! Derek Grey

what’S haPPening in PernamBuco
Luaka Bop/US/CD
If you’re as musically adventurous as you claim, you’ll love this comp 
of off-the-beaten-track Brazilian music from a little-known region 
somewhat removed from the São Paolo/Rio route. Traditional-styled 
songs mutate before your ears into vocoderized hip-hop bass drops; 
bossa nova scratch-fests and punky samba throwdowns abound, as 
well as all the super-duper syncopated percussion you’d expect from 
South America. This ain’t your parents’ Tropicália or your basic B’zil 
jazz album. Yet for all its electric, youthful intensity, a mellow, soul-
ful flavor rolls through this inspired collection. Eric K. Arnold
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ON SALE NOW

Rage Against the Machine
Manu Chao       • Air • Happy Mondays • Willie Nelson
Paul Van Dyk • Placebo • Kaiser Chiefs • Damien Rice • the Roots • Crowded House
Explosions in the Sky • Konono No.1 • Soulwax • Richie Hawtin • Infected Mushroom • Lily Allen • Amos Lee • José González
Spank Rock • Rodrigo Y Gabriela • Against Me! • Ratatat • Junior Boys • the Feeling • the Kooks • CSS • Klaxons • Tapes ‘n Tapes
Teddybears • Lupe Fiasco • Mando Diao • Grizzly Bear • Mika • the Coup • the Avett Bros. • Anathallo • Fair to Midland

SUNDAY APRIL 29

Radio Bemba
Sound System

Red Hot Chili Peppers
the Arcade Fire • Tiësto • the Decemberists

the Good, the Bad and the Queen • Travis • Kings of Leon • Gotan Project • the Rapture
LCD Soundsystem • Blonde Redhead • the New Pornographers • the Black Keys • !!! • Regina Spektor • Hot Chip • MSTRKRFT

Ozomatli • Ghostface Killah • Fountains of Wayne • Jack’s Mannequin • Peter Bjorn and John • VNV Nation • Sparklehorse
the Nightwatchman • Roky Erickson & the Explosives • Cornelius • CocoRosie • Andrew Bird • the Frames • the Fratellis

Justice • Bojones • Pharoahe Monch • Fields • the Cribs • Girl Talk • Mike Relm • DJ Heather • Pop Levi • Yeva

SATURDAY APRIL 28

Björk
Interpol • the Jesus and Mary Chain • Arctic Monkeys
Jarvis Cocker • Sonic Youth • Faithless • DJ Shadow • Peeping Tom • Brazilian Girls
Peaches • Felix Da Housecat • Rufus Wainwright • Stephen Marley featuring Jr. Gong • Nickel Creek • We Are Scientists
Digitalism • Tokyo Police Club • Comedians of Comedy • El-P • Julieta Venegas • Gogol Bordello • Circa Survive • Silversun Pickups
Gillian Welch • Tilly and the Wall • Benny Benassi • Amy Winehouse • David Guetta • Noisettes • Evil Nine • Busdriver • Brother Ali

FRIDAY APRIL 27

 

After Silence
By Martin De Leon 
the outer orBitS of electronic muSic

Basic Needs
By Kid Kameleon
low-enD neceSSitieS, from ragga 
to DuBSteP anD BeyonD

I’m beginning to sound like a broken record but once again, it’s time to announce 
two great new releases from Drop the Lime. Chalk it up to the two amazing nights I 
spent hearing him play in Brooklyn–at The Captain and Shark’s Mad Suspect party 
at Savalas, and at Trouble and Bass, with crewmembers Mathhead, Zach Shadetek, 
and XLR8R’s own Star Eyes. I got an earful of Flamin Hotz 03, out now and available 
at Turntable Lab, on which DTL and Mathhead slice up everything from “Ridin’ Dirty” 
to the Magnum P.I. theme and stone-wash it in classic B-more breaks, creating a hip-
hop/rave/B-more hybrid. All six tracks are guaranteed to obliterate the dancefloor. 
If you missed ’em, still check out Flamin Hotz 01 (some bumpin’ baile funk) and 02 
(R&B/B-more hybrids from Curtis Vodka). The second release from DTL comes under 
the new name Sky City Rising (also the name of the EP on Broklyn Beats), and it finds 
him diving into much deeper territory, closer to the pure dubstep of DMZ but with his 
own twist. Lyric-less, claustrophobic, and truly heavy, this is the music of dark, ugly, 
rainy Brooklyn nights. 
 On a similar vibe to the Mad Suspect parties, DJ Shir Khan has teamed up with 
Audioporno to release five super-fun B-more and Euro-crunk funk joints on the 
Ghettotronica EP. Justice goes up against Method Man, M.I.A. scrambles with Art 
of Noise, Spankrock gets in a tangle with some New Orleans jazz… you get the 
picture. Shir Khan is one of Berlin’s hardest working and most entertaining DJs in any 
of the dozen genres he plays, and he’s got a ton of mixes at www.dj-shirkhan.de.
 As soon as you can, grab the latest release from DJ Pinch’s Tectonic label. TEC 10 
contains four stunning tracks from Moving Ninja, an artist I knew nothing about other 
than “Murky,” the one superb track he had on Pinch’s Tectonic Plates double-CD. The 
release (“Blackout,” with “THX,” “Kemancheh,” and “Uranium” bringing up the rear) is 
metallic and ringing, full of echoing sounds (think the old videogame Marathon)–mini-
mal at times but still heavy with low end. It’s not a straight-forward banger, which is a 
real stretch for the label after so many big hits, but it just makes me love Pinch all the 
more for taking the risk. Visit www.movingninja.com for more samples from this big 
name to watch in ’07.
 Finally, it’s a red-letter day when a new Shockout record comes forth from 
Oakland’s Tigerbeat6 stable; this one’s been rattling around for a couple years, but 
it’s well worth the wait. The mighty Ninja Man (of “Murder Dem” fame) goes head 
to head with Knifehandchop for a dancehall rave-up in South Rakkas Crew style. 
Modeselektor takes a shot, too, and turns the master into a robot, adding their trade-
mark buzzing synths and half-time/double-time drumbeats. Unstoppable. Label boss 
Kid606 is reportedly fresh out of vocalists, so if you’re a fan of the Shockout sound, 
MySpace him and tell him to go back to Jamaica for some more!

This month, I look to people who use beat machines 
for imaginary pop. And I’m doing this particularly 
for XLR8R’s egghead readers who know when to 
put down that Xbox and pick up that Faust record. 
 Let’s start with DJ Foundation, who drops 
Koran samples and porno snippets into his single 
“(Have They Not Heard) God Is Dead” (Metal 
Postcard), which is perfect for that Pat Robertson 
get-together you’ve been planning. Sinister synths 
and an old Muslim man’s voice hover atop the tip-
tap of a soft beat on this excellent single–worth 
getting your hands chopped off for.
 Animal Collective’s Panda Bear cuts out the 
folk and joins forces with Brooklyn’s experimental 
elite, Excepter, on their formidable split 12”. 
“Carrots” (Paw Tracks) finds the Bear getting all 
Kraut-y on a seven-minute opus that places melod-
ic vocals on top of cut-up, lo-fi beats. Excepter 
goes for the gold on “KKKKK,” finding their inner-
Steve Reich with five brilliant ambient sections. 
 Not so quiet is New Jersey combo Dälek, 
whose noisy rap on their Streets All Amped EP (Ad 
Noiseam) comes bullet-riddled and angry. Gothic-
throwback beats by Oktopus blanket MC Dälek’s 
smart flow (“Ascension”) proving that this four-
song EP is probably their greatest achievement. 
 Laptop composer and guitarist Fennesz covers 
the Rolling Stones and The Beach Boys on Fennesz 
Plays (Mego). The three-minute “Paint It Black” is 
slow, difficult, and beautiful–unlike the first time 
around. Equally gorgeous, “Don’t Talk” takes the 
hurt of the original and shreds it with countless 
glitches and a haunting melody. Covers should 
always be this crazy.
 Britain’s Adem might not be the most unique 
producer, but he’s still pretty awesome. On “Launch 
Yourself,” the dope indie-pop single from his sec-
ond album, Love and Other Planets (Domino), the 
former Four Tet member comes with fine vocals 
and childlike wonder. On the remixes, Hot Chip 
goes ’70s R&B, Four Tet delivers a gamelan glitch 
track, and Thomas Eriksen takes Adem’s vocals 
to the dancefloor. 

 Monika Enterprise, the groundbreaking label 
from Berlin, has been putting out avant-garde 
electronic sounds (many of them made by women) 
since 1997; they’ve released over 50 records, 
from the folky beats of Michaela Melian to the 
electro-vocalese of Barbara Morgenstern to the 
techno-pop of (James) Figurine. Now they tackle 
acoustic singer-songwriters with Milenasong, 
whose excellent EP, Can’t Tape Forever, is terrific 
for its lo-fi textures alone. 
 Those Germans can’t stop, won’t stop. 
Hamburg’s Ndru makes beats that border on 
minimal techno and can’t stand still. His Connected 
EP (Perspectiv) is filled with bangers such as “Pink 
Peonies Forest,” which starts off with slow synths 
and builds into sweaty cities of sentiment. 
 Mexico City label Sound Sister keeps putting 
out white-hot records. From “toy pop” propo-
nents Casio Commander to ambient producer E. 
Lebleu, the label’s highlight is laptop-punk band 
Maniqui Lazer, whose great I Learn Everything on 
TV EP just happens to sound like Throbbing Gristle. 
Hear them at www.maniquilazer.com.
 So, what was I saying about Faust records and 
videogames? Well, whatever…

Drop the Lime Mathhead Panda Bear

Excepter
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2 BIT PIE 
2 PIE ISLAND

STANTON WARRIORS
FABRICLIVE. 30  

MARCO CAROLA
FABRIC 31 

HELL RAZAH
THE RENAISSANCE CHILD

DANIEL AGUST
SWALLOWED A STAR

JOAKIM
MONSTERS & SILLY SONGS

THE GLIMMERS
FABRICLIVE. 31

ADRIAN SHERWOOD 
BECOMING A CLICHE
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Caroline's virtual listening station 
can be found by visiting  
    xlr8r.com

 LISTEN 
 TO THIS AD

Future Jazz Guest Reviews:
Markus Enochson

Broken Business
By Peter 
Nicholson
future Jazz anD BuSteD BeatS

There are a few labels out there whose releases can always find a place in my crate, 
and Sonar Kollektiv has got to be at the top of this short list (even if they are criminally 
slow in getting me promos, nudge nudge). While in recent months the SK team has 
been focusing on more house-ish ventures, there are always a few gems that get the 
beat switched up nicely. Such is the case with the b-side of Slope’s “Keepin’ It Up,” 
another deliberate remix masterpiece from Henrik Schwarz, who turns the slightly 
skanking house original into a sprawling, mid-tempo jam full of understated electric 
piano and ultra-deep bass. In a similarly moody vein is “Listen to the Drums” by 
Outlines, which takes a tiny loop and builds it into a big track full of mellow vocals, 
congas, and plenty of anticipation–the Clingancourt mix is my fave. Also from SK is 
the monster tune “Deux Mille Deux” from Sygiare, with massive, call-and-response 
Afrobeat-esque vocals, descending chords, and a reckless party vibe.
 Now that I’ve caught up with my German backlog, it’s time to move on up the conti-
nent to Finland, where the drummer for The Five Corners Quintet, Teddy Rok, has a 
new project by the name of The Stance Brothers. Not surprisingly, “Steve McQueen” 
and “Jay’s Lament” both have kit work cinched down tight–the homage to the Bullitt 
star is a hyper-cool mix of vibes and snares, and the sadder number a syrupy-slow 
soulful jam.
 As Monty Python used to say, “And now, for something completely different!”–an 
EP from Pacific Rim Dubs (otherwise known as Simon from Palmskin Productions.) 
It’s got a bit of everything, from disco to more minimal styles, but the track I’m loving 
is “Ain’t My Loved One,” which pairs wicked acid with a hand-clapping, rump-shaking 
funk groove.
 Been a minute since I tooted the horn for good ol’ MdCL (a.k.a. Mark de Clive-
Lowe). The Antipodean antidote to boring beats is up to his usual goodness on Real’s 
“Never Never” on the adorably named Smooch Records–there’s a nicely rolling, live 
feel to his pair of remixes with Real’s Louise Pollock on the mic, a strutting vibe 
smoothly matching with a nasty analog synths-versus-brass break.
 If you’ve been wondering what Spacek has been up to, look no further than the 
lead single from Stephanie McKay’s upcoming album. A lurching, squelching slab of 
sexy funk, Spacek’s take on “Tell It Like It Is” is a subtle improvement on the original, 
while still keeping McKay’s glorious belting front and center.
 Like bookends, some cuts will work at both the beginning and end of the night; such 
is the glassy-smooth, Teddy Pendergrass-sampling “Browns” from TRUSME, out now 
on Still Music. Like buttah, baby–its swirled keys and deadly simple bass are just the 
way to get the night started. Or calm them kids down and send them home, which is 
what we’ve gotta do now. Good night, y’all!

Stockholm native Markus Enochson’s debut LP for Sonar Kollektiv, Night Games, has that particular SK 
flair: there’s nothing predictable about it. Flecks of tech-house meld with warm, jazzy synths, soulful 
vocals, and shuffling rhythms while beats collide from all angles; it’s clearly the work of a seasoned DJ 
and remixer, more ready for the dancefloor than most long-players you’ll hear all year. On top of regular 
production work, Enochson maintains a steady diet of remixing, too, taking on Rules of the Deep and 
Quasimode on Raw Fusion next. Here we tap him for some of the tracks you might catch him playing at 
his Snafu residency in Aberdeen, Scotland. Will Tobin
www.audiobuff.se

Dr. J (from 1luV) & Phil aSher feat. amalia
“the little thingS” 
white/UK/12
London music don Phil Asher busted out a lot of housier bits in 2006. For ’07 he brings back the true 
sounds. “The Little Things (You Do To Me)” is all about the little things: a well-weighted balance between 
sublime grooves and addictive vocals, with an interesting soundscape.

larS BartKuhn 
“DimenSion”
white/GER/12
It’s been along time since I heard anything from Lars or the other guys from the Needs crew, but Lars delivers 
for sure. Chord scales that will make grown men and women weep and rejoice, whether they are listening to 
broken, house, or techno all night long. This screams “WMC track” if I ever heard one. Anthem?
 
loVe BirDS 
“moDern StalKing” 
Winding Road/UK/12
Written by Sebastian Doering and Vincenzo, this one starts off with a boogie bass and classic chord action but 
in a real downtempo way, which surely will get people interested. It follows with full bass strings to set the 
mood. I can definitely hear myself dropping this in the late-hour sets when people are in full chill mode.

funKy tranSPort 
“loVe come SaVe me” 
white/UK/12
Funky Scotsman Iain McPherson brings out some atonalities that make me only imagine what he was doing 
before putting it all together. This is straight-up outrageous fun–crazy, guitar-strumming, FX’d dance music 
with an offbeat touch. Strings play out a melody that sets the mood for those late nights at Snafu.

Real

Pacific Rim Dubs

Teddy Rok
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the stunning debut album ‘law’

out feb 20 on layered music cd/lp.

mixed by john mcentire (tortoise).

cougarsound.com

myspace.com/cougarsound

emergency rock “a gleaming gem....gloriously precise and urgent.” - the wire

also new from layered: youngblood brass band ‘is that a riot?’ cd/2lp. 
file under: riot jazz/drum corps punk/post-hype.layered.org

 

En Tú Casa
By Nick Chacona
houSeKeePing, from tech anD minimal 
to DeeP anD traDitional 

Bubble Metropolis
By ML Tronik
techno: minimal, Banging, anD BeyonD 

I’m in constant need of new music. I get 
bored easily. And whether it’s vinyl, CD 
or MP3s, my search for futuristic hotness 
never ends. This month, I’ve gone ahead 
and plucked 10 techno burners you need 
to find for yourself right away, starting 
with Hannes Teichmann’s “Jager 07” 
(Festplatten). This three-track 12” con-
sistently impresses. It features a Dave 
DK remix, which zaps and blasts its way 
through your eardrums–similar to the 
original version, but with a more concen-
trated groove throughout. 
 West Coast techno has a lot of 
groove, and this month’s finest example 
comes courtesy of a split 12” from L.A.’s 
Drumcell and Acid Circus. The System 
Error EP (Droid Behavior) features two 
tracks, “Brain_Reck” and “Minimal Junk.” 
Each cut comes with a remix, the former a 
syncopated number by Apendics Shuffle 
and the latter by Jason Emsley. 
 Detroit Underground is a fledgling 
U.S./Canadian techno label fit to blow 
sky high in 2007. Be on the lookout 
for their latest release, the rugged and 
raw Big Beaver Road EP, which compiles 
music from Phon.o and Litwinenko. 
Phon.o’s contributions, “Pimpin’ Tintin’” 
and “Booty Lickin’,” are straight-up nasty 
ghetto-tech, and if I’m not mistaken, 
DJ Funk dropped one of them during a 
recent DJ set here in S.F. And don’t miss 
Litwinenko’s phased and flanged mid-
tempo jammy “Hit Me.” The single also 
comes with two sets of locked grooves 
for late-night DJ trickery.
 For a completely different set of tricks, 
you simply must get your hands on the 
super-limited KIT 001 (Replhex) split-10”, 
featuring experimental vibes from Florian 
Hecker and Jeremy Simmonds (a.k.a. 
Voafose). It’s really difficult to say what 

their intent is. A piss-take at minimal 
music? To taunt fledgling producers? Who 
cares? By the time you read this, it could 
be for sale on eBay for an ungodly sum.
 The surprise of the month goes 
to The Nova Dream Sequence’s 
Interpretations: Seven, Ten & Fourteen 
(Compost). From none other than Philly’s 
King Britt under a new alias, it’s prob-
ably one of the toughest productions of 
his career. All three tracks are very solid, 
but check “Dream 10” on the b-side first.
 Also on the deep minimal tip, check 
out Feldah & Koba. Their new offering, 
Is Klar (60 Sec), claims to have been 
recorded on the Mir space station. Had 
the Mir not plummeted to Earth six years 
ago, it coulda been true. This is spacey 
minimalism with a hint of funk–fans of 
Gaiser, look out. 
 I get the feeling that Stephan Bodzin 
must live in his studio. The intense rate at 
which this guy puts out tracks is a little 
frightening. Be sure to get his “Daytona 
Beach” 12” on Spiel-Zeug. My favorite 
is the title track, which I imagine would 
sound devastating at a Florida beach 
party, or maybe an outdoor circus? And 
if that’s your sort of thing, keep an eye 
out for Sascha Krohn’s new Clowns 
in My Head (Kiddaz.FM) release. This 
three-tracker is slightly abstract but very 
grooving. “Confused on the Dancefloor” 
should get your peeps moving!
 Also on a somewhat whimsical tip 
is Tomas Andersson’s upcoming Mots 
Matsalen EP (Bpitch Control). The title 
cut works a particular sound element up 
and down in modulation, and to interest-
ing effect, while the groggy “Dubbel 
Problematik” on the b-side builds several 
atonal elements together to make a pure 
peak-time jacker.

I’d like to start things off this time around with a 
nod to a true NY house music institution that is cel-
ebrating its 10-year anniversary. Promoted by John 
Davis, Body & Soul–the legendary Sunday-evening 
event that featured residents Francois K, Danny 
Krivit, and Joaquin “Joe” Claussell–began 
in 1997 at the historic venue Vinyl (which was 
formerly The Shelter and is now a condo devel-
opment) and lasted as a weekly for six straight 
years. The crew has kept the vibe alive, reforming 
for special reunion events at NYC’s Central Park 
SummerStage and, more recently, for their special 
anniversary party at MoMA’s Warm Up series at 
PS1 in Queens, where more than 7000 people 
turned up! 
 Also turning 10 is the Vancouver-based imprint 
Nordic Trax. Known for a smooth and tasteful 
palette of releases from artists such as Home & 
Garden, Gavin Froome, JT Donaldson, Pete 
Moss, and Morgan Page, NT label boss Luke 
McKeehan has built a reputation for releasing 
truly progressive deep house that has kept them 
on the map. Planned for 2007 are singles releases 
from Gawron Paris, Bryan Jones, Kelvin K, and 
the debut album from Jay Tripwire.
 Over in the land of GMT, Kickin’ Music’s almost 
double-decade-old house mainstay Slip ‘n’ Slide 
has some serious tunes raring to go. With a focus 
on CD releases, including the massive Jazz in the 
House series, the label seems poised to regain its 
footing as one of the UK’s main US house purvey-
ors. First up is a low-slung, ultra-sexy vocal cut 
by Demarkus Lewis and John Griffin entitled 
“Tell Me Why” that features three DL signature 
variations. This will be followed the re-release of 
the duet between Q-Burn’s Abstract Message 
and Naked Music’s Lisa Shaw, “This Time,” and a 
brand new, chunky tech-house bomb from Hipp-e 
entitled “People.”
 If motorcycles and deep, soulful house are your 
thing, then you’ll be in tune with the vibrations of 
Milano house dons Harley & Muscle. The boys 
have teamed up with i! Records veterans Hanna 

and Kevin Yost for the release of “Deeper Love” 
(Superstar) from their Decade of Truth LP. Hanna 
takes a lower-BPM approach, for those who like 
it deep and chunky, while Kevin’s go is definitely 
not what you’d expect from the master of the 
guitar-and-vibes combination. Also included are 
the original mix and an interesting mid-tempo mix 
by Karu, which utilizes the jerky quantization tech-
niques employed by R&B production wiz Rodney 
Jerkins to push the track in a unique fashion.
 On the techier side of things, 2007 looks to be 
a big year for the super-secret production outfit 
Art of Tones (I record on the same label and don’t 
even know who they are!). With massive anticipa-
tion, the upcoming single “Praise” on 2020 Vision 
will very likely be one of the most danced-to songs 
of the summer. Pure tech-house production sensi-
bilities, paired with a traditional early-’90s groove 
and an overwhelming amount of drama, make it 
almost irresistible for the nu-ravers.
 And, finally, my vocal pick of the month goes to 
Mark Grant and Russoul for the Stevie Wonder-
esque “Guessin Again” on Grant’s Blackstone 
label. With a leisurely output, this will only be the 
fifth release for Blackstone. Many house vocals 
fall into the feel-good cliché that makes for a 
short shelf life, but the vivacity of Russoul’s vocals 
conjures a natural, authentic aural reminiscence of 
one of soul’s true masters, meaning that “Guessin 
Again” has the potential to be a staple in many DJ 
boxes this year.

Luke McKeehan Mark GrantThe Nova Dream SequenceFlorian Hecker

Acid Circus
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from dubplate to download.

 El-P    lCD SounDSyStEm    GrEEnSlEEvES    ttC    Paul EPworth    rJD2   CryStal CaStlES

Sizzla, the king of 
conscious dancehall, 
blazes a new trail 
from JA to USA.
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SUBSCRIBE TO XLR8R AND RECEIVE OUR 
INCITE CD FREE WITH EVERY ISSUE.
Stay on the cutting edge of music, style and technology 
with XLR8R Magazine.  Subscribe now and receive 
an INCITE CD with every issue. That’s twelve or 
more tracks of the best new music and software for 
less than it costs to buy a compilation in the store.  
Offer good for US subscribers only. Subscribe online 
at www.xlr8r.com.  

  

Oddball Dance Guest Reviews:
Mock & Toof

Two-thousand-sick proved to be just that–loads of great tunes by veterans and new 
talent alike, more and more DJs digging deeper and taking risks, and what I like to 
lovingly refer to as “The New Dance” really taking hold. And not just within the 
world of electronic dance music, but in the broader context of contemporary music 
in general. This seems to happen every few years or so, as various micro-genres 
develop bona fide communities and industries that support and perpetuate the 
music. But what differentiates The New Dance from other musical movements is 
that it draws from so many different areas, inspiring DJ-set creativity, but even 
more so in the studio. Big-draw jocks like James Murphy, Trevor Jackson, and 
Optimo play everything from disco to house to electro to techno to punk, old and 
new. It’s no wonder that the music they make is a reflection of such wildly disparate 
tastes.
 I couldn’t be more stoked on this season’s offerings. There’s a couple of ginormously 
anticipated albums out before the end of the month, not the least of which is Joakim’s 
latest and greatest, Monsters and Silly Songs (!K7). Check your local listings for the 
man’s live shows, featuring the lanky Parisian himself on vocal duties with a proper 
band in tow. LCD Soundsystem drops their behemoth sophomore effort, Sound of 
Silver (Capitol). The first single, “North American Scum,” gets reworked by Kris 
Menace (of “Discopolis” fame) and the DFA duo themselves, naturally.
 While we’re on the subject of the DFA, the label spreads its wings in 2007 with not 
only a new artist signing (the spectacularly raw Prinzhorn Dance School), but also 
the much-rumored sub-label Death From Abroad. Catchy name, eh? As you can prob-
ably guess, the New York powerhouse is taking a decidedly international tack, with 
singles in the can from the UK’s Mock & Toof and Gucci Soundsystem (a.k.a. Ben 
Rymer and Riton), and Japan’s Altz  (of Bear Funk fame). 
 Back to Brooklyn, seemingly the busiest borough on the New Dance map, where 
disco stalwarts Rong take a flying leap into anthem territory with the second single from 
Fort Greene’s Lee Douglas (a.k.a. famed illustrator and XLR8R contrib Doug Lee). “New 
York Story” could well be this year’s “I Feel Space,” what with its sweeping synths and 
overwhelmingly ecstatic energy. Out in Bushwick, the band Escort has turned its atten-
tion to remix work. Expect full overhauls of Tracey Thorn’s “It’s All True” (the original 
was produced by the Voltron-like trio of Darshan Jesrani, Ewan Pearson, and Sasse) 
and electro-samba legends Antena for the burgeoning Permanent Vacation label. Let’s 
not forget Escort’s original jams, “Give It Up” and “Bright New Life,” the latter of which 
boasts an edit by none other than Morgan Geist. The Environ don is also readying both 
his long-awaited full-length and new project Prime Time, which is “influenced heavily 
by vintage samplers and the AT&T Long Lines building in Soho,” according to the man 
himself. Geist will also be releasing Kelley Polar’s as-yet-untitled follow-up to the criti-
cally acclaimed Love Songs of the Hanging Gardens (Environ). Across the East River in 
Manhattan, the electro-disco torch continues to burn as A Touch of Class drops the latest 
single from Services, with none other than Zongamin reeled in for remix duties. Time 
to start saving that allowance, kids!

Apocalypse Wow
By Roy Dank
traVerSing time anD SPace in Search 
of oDDBall Dance gooDieS

Morgan Geist

Prinzhorn Dance School

Services

You may not have heard the names Mock & Toof thrown about the dancefloor yet, but be prepared to: In 
the last couple of years, these London-based up-and-comers have been hard at work remixing the likes 
of Hot Chip, Scissor Sisters, Gomma, and The Juan MacLean (which helped them ink a little deal with 
the DFA’s new Death From Abroad label). Also worth seeking out is their re-edit of Madonna’s “Like a 
Virgin,” cheekily titled “Lycra Virgin,” which garnered them a shitload of MySpace friends. Between DJ 
and remixing gigs, Mock (a.k.a. Duncan Stump) runs the fledgling Tiny Sticks label, responsible for singles 
and re-rubs from Dondolo, Brennan Green, Shit Robot, and a slew of others. We tapped him for a quick 
taste of what’s to come from the oddball underground. Ken Taylor
www.myspace.com/mockandtoof

the emPeror machine
Vertical toneS anD horizontal noiSe Part 5 eP
DC Recordings/UK/12
You gotta love The Emperor. The man has that BBC Workshop thing going on, combined with the maxi-
mum amount of funk that’s probably allowed per individual living in Stafford. Lashings of analog richness 
are the order of the day, perfectly produced in a psychedelic, demented disco fashion. I’ve previously 
fantasized about him collaborating with Mr. Oizo–imagine the unimaginable results. The brand new 
track “Labocatocs” features here, with the outstanding album favorite “Rimramramrim” in a previously 
unheard extended form. 

lcD SounDSyStem
SounD of SilVer
DFA-Capitol/US/CD
LCD has been a big influence on our sound. I’ve got a few tracks from the album and they kill. I get so 
jealous about those drums, those sounds, those toms that turn into tiny, clicking, reverb-drenched pops, 
those side-chained synths that pump the groove and move and shift into different forms, those bad-ass 
basslines. I’m trying hard to think of an act that has got me that excited recently about a new album.

mr. Pauli VS. alDen tyrell
“little (SyD remix)”
Clone/NETH/12
Always had a soft spot for Clone/Viewlexx. The Dutch are great, aren’t they? Woord! This is the last of 
the Box Jam remix series, and sees French guy SYD remix Mr. Pauli and Alden Tyrell’s “Little” track. This 
is emotional, ever-so-slightly gay robo-disco that sounds like it was made by someone with a moustache 
(which can only be a good thing in my book). On the b-side you have two brand new Pauli tracks, and he 
does a convincing job of making them sound like they were made in 1984. Proper.
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DOUBLE CDfeaturingthe best inIndie DanceHits!

DISC 1: MIX BY THE BANG GANG DJS
WITH THE PRESETS, HOT CHIP,

YEAH YEAH YEAHS, WOLFMOTHER,
CANSEI DE SER SEXY AND MORE

DISC 2: INDIVIDUAL TRACKS BY
FRANZ FERDINAND, THE KNIFE,

NEW YOUNG PONY CLUB,
THE GO! TEAM AND MORE

UPCOMING IN ‘07: BUMBLEBEEZ,
CUT COPY, and NEW YOUNG PONY CLUB!

www.modularpeople.com

 

Read the Label
By Jesse “Orosco” 
Serwer
hiP-hoP mixtaPeS, white laBelS, anD Shit

Writing in October for the December year-end issue of XLR8R, I dismissed 2006’s hip-
hop offerings as underwhelming but, as it turned out, the fourth quarter was one of the 
more exciting times in recent rap memory. My bad. As the year approached its end, it 
seemed like every week brought another five-star heater, from Clipse’s Hell Hath No 
Fury and Project Pat’s Crook By Da Book to Ghostface’s More Fish and Nas’ Hip-Hop Is 
Dead, surely one of the best albums of 2006. Other highlights included Papoose’s swift 
response to the Sean Bell shooting, “50 Shots,” and, one of my favorite loose songs of the 
year, “The Roosevelts” by DJ Muro featuring Ghostface, Trife, and Raekwon.
 For many, the most encouraging development was Prodigy of Mobb Deep’s 
sudden return to form. As someone who spent his teenage years in New York in the 
mid-’90s, Mobb’s The Infamous is near to my heart. But nearly everything Prodigy and 
Havoc have done recently has been just short of disgraceful. So P’s “Mac 10 Handles” 
was a nice year-end surprise. If you’re like most people, you were introduced to “Mac 
10” (which is actually supposed to be a single from the upcoming Alchemist-produced 
mixtape/semi-official album, Return of the Mac) through the dark, Taxi Driver-inspired 
video that showed up on YouTube around Thanksgiving (another video for “New York 
Shit,” which samples Blacula and is way better than Busta Rhymes’ recent song of the 
same name, also appeared online). Return of the Mac is due out March 27 on Koch, and 
if these two joints and their videos are any indication, it is going to be to 2007 what the 
We Got It for Cheap mixtapes were to ’05.
 But enough about 2006. Thes One’s Lifestyle Marketing (Tres) LP looks to be one of 
this year’s more curious hip-hop creations: It’s constructed entirely out of samples from 
an album of ’70s commercial jingles by jazzman Herb Pilhofer. “Target” b/w “Grain Belt 
Beer” (Tres) offers a quick preview in the ultra-rare 10” format. These two instrumen-
tals are so crisp, you’ll be thirsty for more beats, not beer. 
 Coming straight out of Brooklyn like Larry Gilliard, Jr. is the Large Professor-
affiliated production collective Thisish. Their Thisish Vol. 1 is part mixtape, part beat 
tape, and part instrumental album with beats running the gamut from Large Pro-style 
bangers crying for a freestyle, to cold, alien tracks meant to stand alone. Expect to hear 
more from these guys soon.
 On a lighter note, fresh off his hilarious HBO special The Pimp Chronicles, come-
dian Katt Williams is trying his hand at rap, with an upcoming LP due out through 
the Dipset. While the skits on his Whoo Kid mixtape Pimpin Pimpin are hilarious, 
his rhymes aren’t pure comedy, though they don’t stray too far from his topic of 
choice–pimping, of course.
 It’s too early to tell what ramifications of the RIAA’s recent raid on DJ Drama and 
the Aphiliates Music Group will have on the mixtape scene, but they will certainly be 
huge. Once again, the RIAA–which is not a government agency but a private-sector 
trade organization–has demonstrated its inability to discriminate between criminal 
operations that illegally bootleg albums, and legitimate, artist-sanctioned mixtapes 
which are actually (free) promotional tools enjoyed by record labels. This misinformed 
assault on one of the few currently thriving methods of musical commerce will only 
further damage the ailing record industry.

By now those shot glasses should have retired to 
the top shelf and the drunken choruses of “Auld 
Lang Syne” subsided, ’cause it’s March–and time 
to get back to bidness! There’s funk to be found 
and soul to behold! The first order of bidness is 
a grand round of congratulations to J*Davey on 
their signing to Warner Bros. Records. A year of 
pushin’ the envelope towards the edge of the cliff 
with an avalanche of bootleg CD-Rs, incessant 
touring, and guest spots on albums by The Roots, 
J Dilla, and 4 Hero has finally paid off. May your 
tenure be replete with debauchery and dope cuts.
 By the way, that reminds me… UK ambas-
sadors of drum & bass 4Hero returns for the fifth 
time. Their latest joint, Play With the Changes 
(Raw Canvas), boasts their trademark sound, 
embellished with lush orchestration and some 
silky soul! Contributions from Miss Jack Davey, 
Larry Mizell, Jody Watley, Lady Alma, and 
Darien Brockington help elevate this jammin’ 
affair to a new plateau. Check the air-tite rendition 
of the Stevie Wonder gem “Superwoman,” featur-
ing vocals by Terry Devos.
 While we’re in the UK, it’s worth a damn to 
mention that Jean-Paul “Bluey” Maunik has 
just issued Incognito’s twelfth studio album, the 
ethereal Bees + Things + Flowers (Narada Jazz). 
Don’t be fooled by the track names. This ain’t no 
greatest-hits requiem–this is an aural collage of 
four re-twerked Incognito classics; four adapta-
tions of hits by Earth, Wind & Fire, America, 
Lovin’ Spoonful, and Roy Ayers (hint: check the 
album title); and three brand-spankin’-new cuts. 
Oh, yeah… Carleen Anderson, Maysa, and 
venerable powerhouse diva Jocelyn Brown all 
lend their vocal chops to the acid jazz stew.
 For all you vinyl junkies, Rhino recently snuck 
one under the radar. That What It Is!: Funky Soul 
& Rare Grooves 1967-1977 CD boxed set from my 
last column is now available on a limited-edition 
(5,000 copies) series of 25 seven-inch slabs. Do the 
long division: that’s 50 cuts culled from the 91 on 
the CD version. But from a collector’s standpoint, 

the custom-designed 7” tote case and remastered 
vinyl may be worth the sacrifice.
 Speaking of 7” tote cases, check out Daptone 
Records’ new model on their website! If that don’t 
float your boat, then dig their latest dusty find: the 
unreleased full-length project by Buffalo vocal duo 
Bob & Gene (a.k.a. a 15-year-old Bobby “She’s 
Just A Groupie” Nunn and schoolmate Eugene 
Coplin). Recorded in Nunn’s father’s basement 
studio between 1967 and 1971, If This World Were 
Mine… is a 12-track trip down memory lane, when 
sweet street-corner harmony was the undisputed 
king of AM radio.
 On December 25, 2006, we lost an extraordinary 
pioneer in rhythm and one of the prime architects 
of American music. His undeniable influence on 
all genres of American music will echo on forever. 
Though he left an incomparable body of work in 
soul and funk, let his legacy of social awareness 
continue to urge you to stay gettin’ up, gettin’ into 
it, and gettin’ involved. James Joseph Brown, 
Jr. 1933-2006.
 Swamini Turiyasangitananda, known to the 
world as the great Alice Coltrane, also made her 
metaphysical transition in January. As a fearless 
pioneer, Coltrane fused Indian musical modes with 
modern jazz. The breadth of her legacy will echo on 
in perpetuity. 

Down-beat Diaspora
By Rico “Superbizzee” 
Washington
getting you uP on the SharPeSt Soul,
funK, anD r&B

Whoo Kid Thes One Bob & Gene 4Hero
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TophOne can be heard every Wednesday at the Red Wine Social at Dalva, and every Thursday at White Label at Milk in S.F. 

Lucky 13 
By Toph One

There must have been something in the air last year–all of a 
sudden four of my best brothers and sisters all have wrinkly 
new raisins living in their homes. Better them than me, as I 
can barely keep my head above water sometimes. Plus, I’ll 
take a hot 40-year-old chick who’ll listen to The Pogues and 
bike 100 miles with me any day over a life of domestic bliss. 
Some of us just aren’t cut out for parenthood. But much love 
to Niah Zuri, Wesley, Young Bubba, 5-2, and all the new young 
’uns who’ll one day be spoon-feeding us our Soylent Green. 
Hopefully we’ll all have grown gills by then, ’cause they’ll be 
selling us seaside property in Colorado.

1. chucK womacK & the Sweet SoulS 
“hamhocKS & BeanS (Quantic remix)” 
Dis-Joint/US/12
Of course, Quantic hits it hard with his remix, but man, the 
original on the flip is funky beyond belief (those drums!). Either 
way, you’ve got a winner here.

2. muallem mutationS 2 
Compost/GER/12EP 
Singer Shawn Lee puts so much soul into the Phreek Plus One 
remix that I have a hard time leaving the house without it. 
Italian Cosmic Albatross Bounce all the way. Love it!

3. the PonyS turn the lightS out
Matador/US/CD
And then sometimes you just need to rock the fuck out. Fuzzy, 
shaggy-headed garage rock for fans of Velvet Underground, 
The Jesus & Mary Chain, and Lux Interior. From “Double 
Vision” all the way to “Pickpocket Song,” these Chicago cats 
get the job done on their third album (and first for Matador).

4. atarilogic & alaSKa weStwinD thiS iS tea
Tonedef Systems/US/CD 
Speaking of the fabled Midwest Funkzone, producer Atari & MC Alaska 
present a full platter of heavy beats and solid rhymes to represent 
Indiana to the world. Check “Godspeed” and the monster “Mister” and 
you will be hooked.

5. SacreD hooP go hogwilD
The Hoop/US/CD
The drunken godfathers of Bay Area (worldwide?) dirt-rap, Palo Alto’s 
Sacred Hoop drops their long-awaited new disc, and it’s full of all the 
bass-drenched, foul-mouthed brilliance we’ve come to expect from 
them over the years. Z-Man, Eddie K, and fellow Gurp City dweller 
TopR are at the party, too, so wear your drinking hat.

6. BlacK BiShoP “harD timeS” 
S.O.D. /US/7 
Drums to die for, and two sides of serious low-rider soul from ’66 to 
spice up that drab set.

7. JamiroQuai “runaway” 
Epic/US/12 
I once vowed never to review Jamiroquai because lead singer Jay 
Kay always struck me as such an egotistical pretty-boy, but I’m really 
digging the Grant Nelson mix because a) it’s instrumental, and b) it’s 
fucking great disco!

8. confeSSionS of a Burning man
Windline Films/US/DVD
This crew took a great idea and made a pretty damn good docu-
mentary about a group of virgins experiencing the highs and lows of 
Burning Man for the first time. They’ve got Straight Outta Hunters 
Point filmmaker Kevin Epps doing yoga on the playa with L.A. oil heir-
ess Anna Getty! Props for that, plus great outtakes and a haunting 

soundtrack by ex-XLR8R scribe Darkhorse on 3*60 Records.
 
9. aloe Blacc “get Down” B/w “with my frienDS” 
Plug/US/12 
Jazzed-up goodness from the multi-talented Aloe, backed by up-and-
coming producers Kero One and King Most. Feel-good tracks with 
tons of keys and flava.

10. BlacK milK BroKen wax
Music House/US/12EP 
Black Milk shows his heavy Detroit licks on tracks like “Pressure” and 
“Keep It Live,” but the finest moment on this EP is the Slum Village-
feeling of “U’s a Freak Bitch.” Bad ass.

11. liVe human BreaKSeVen (remixeS)
Cosmic/US/CD
The self-described “Iron Chef of break records” is just that–well, 
kinda… they’re a gang of super-talented battle DJs armed with the 
same palette of sounds and allowed to do what they please. It’s 
basically a freestyle (re)mixtape, and it’s pretty fucking amazing, with 
illness from Vrse Murphy (Sacred Hoop), the Fingerbangerz, Circus 
DJs, Ben Stokes (Tino Corp), and DJ Oaty Love.

12. granD SuPreme “microPhone fienD” 
Bastard Jazz/US/7 
Grand Supreme and the ol’ Hydroponic Soundsystem team up for 
a rub-a-dub version of the Erik B & Rakim classic, with smokily 
satisfying results.

lucKy 13) weirD fiSh 
San Francisco/restaurant 
Three cheers for my man, my fish monger Shaggy Manatee and his 
new, funky, affordable fish shack in the Mission! Try the Suspicious 
Fish, and tell ’em Toph sent ya.

Weird Fish Sacred Hoop The Ponys Photo by Jim Newberry

LUCKY 13LUCKY 13
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MAChINeS IN The STUdIO

  

In The STudIo: LCd SoundSySTem
The DFA mastermind talks about jazz drums, string quartets, 
and being the best LCD cover band on the planet. 
worDs: Ken TAyLor PhoTo: DusTin ross

In LCD Soundsystem’s studio (from left to right): EMS Synthi-A, Ampeg Portaflex B-15, Apple Logic Pro

L

Some might say that James Murphy leads two lives: frontman of 
the disco-friendly LCD Soundsystem, and mixmaster behind the DFA 
production duo, who has given everyone from The Rapture to Nine 
Inch Nails a flattering sonic facelift. But whether it’s making under-
ground dance hits like “Losing My Edge” or brushing up Top 40 fare, 
it’s Murphy’s straight-ahead work ethic that keeps him sane–and one 
of the most in-demand producers and remixers in the game. Here he 
lets us in on the process of recording LCD Soundsystem’s sophomore 
disc, Sound of Silver.

Do you APProACh your reCorDing ses-
sions LiKe A 9-To-5?
No, because my job changes so much. I’ll be on tour for a couple 
of years and that’ll be a full-time job, and then I’ll be focused on 
label stuff for a while, or remixes, or DJing. It goes through phases. 
Nothing’s ever routinized, which is really nice but really taxing. 
Though, when making [Sounds of Silver], we did the last 35 days 
straight, at about 10-14 hours a day. But it was pretty sane–I wasn’t, 
like, running around like a crazy person.

Do you bring in ouTsiDe engineers For 
your LCD sounDsysTem sTuFF?
No. When I went to the [Long View] Farm Studio in Massachusetts–
for the first half of the work on the record–there’s an engineer there 
named Ian who’s there to interface with the house. But I don’t need 
an engineer. I’m a pretty full-blown engineer, but I always have a pro-
grammer/assistant, Eric [Broucek], who does all the DFA stuff. When 
Tim [Goldsworthy] and I are working, he assists us both.

whAT’s The mosT PersonAL Thing you’ve 
goT in your sTuDio?
I don’t really think in those terms with the studio… [but] I have a 
set of 1957 Gretsch jazz drums that are what we record everything 
with, and they sound astonishing. There’s just no way to tune them 
or mic them to make them sound bad, which makes drum recording 
much easier. And there’s an old Epiphone bass that I use that has no 
name, from the ’60s, that I’ve recorded everything with through an 
old Ampeg Portaflex B-15 flip-top bass amp. Basically bass is always 
the Epiphone into the Portaflex.

wAs There A Time when you were unCom-
ForTAbLe wiTh reCorDing your own 
voCALs?
I’m still uncomfortable! There’s never been a time when I wasn’t 
uncomfortable.  It’s horrifying. I kick everybody out, pretty much.

AT The enD oF The FirsT TrACK, Are Those 
ACTuALLy reAL sTrings?
I got a string quartet to arrange with, which I think was a very 
interesting experience for them. They try to get as much jammed in 
as they can, and they’re kinda [used to being] treated like animals to 
a certain degree. And my thing was like, “I want some strings on the 
record and I’m not sure what. I have to hear it and see what fits. So 
I don’t have anything prewritten and I’m gonna have to write things 
on the spot.” And they kinda looked at me like, “You know, we’re 
not jazz musicians. We don’t just, like, play. You have to really write 
stuff down.” We actually got into all this microtonal stuff, and it was 
really fun to work that stuff out on the piano and have to break it 
up into different voicings, because I’ve never done that… And I like 
waste–and that was a big waste.

how Do The songs TyPiCALLy Come 
TogeTher? 
It really depends. Like, on “Get Innocuous,” obviously that beat that 
starts everything is what started the track. Originally that beat was 
just made out of a bunch of sounds from a Yamaha CS60; those 
are all just a series of kick drums with the synth, and making the 
snares and sampling them. I like making kinda wonky beat loops and 
programming them without a grid so that they feel more liquid and 
they’re much easier to play to. Grid-y things are really difficult to play 
to ’cause they don’t adjust for a sample being late in the attack. And 
I did stuff with the modular synth–I think it was probably the Moog 
Taurus being controlled with my Korg SQ10 modular sequencer–just 
doing a drum-machine-and-synth take and then going and playing 
drums live to it. I’m more intuitive than I am thoughtful. I prefer to go 
play and then when I’m bored playing something, it usually lines up 
with when it’s time to change. 

is iT going To be hArD To move From 
sTuDio To sTAge wiTh This reCorD?
No, not at all. We’re a cover band when it’s time to go live. And we’re 
the best LCD cover band on the planet. So we’re just gonna go and try 
and figure out what that other band did in the studio, and see how it 
can be translated live without being too obsessive about it.
Sound of Silver is out March 20 on Capitol Records. www.lcdsoundsystem.com

James Murphy of LCD Soundsystem
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ArTIST TIPS

ArTIST TIpS: 
henrIK SChWArZ

1. HAvE An IDEA
In my opinion, if you want to do something special you’ve got to 
have an idea. When I did the DJ-Kicks mix, I had the idea to combine 
the sounds of soul, funk, jazz, and techno or house with some addi-
tional production from the computer to be able to melt the different 
styles together much more than would have been possible with two 
turntables. However, I didn’t want to do one of those ultra-perfect 
computer mixes–they can get a bit boring sometimes. 

2. THE MuSIC
Before you start mixing, select the best music you can, of course. 
The result should be a selection that is powerful and soft, loud and 
silent, fast and slow, analog and digital, minimal and maximal, warm 
and cold, new and old.

3. THE MIx
Of course, the selection is very important but even more important, 
for me, is the way you combine two pieces. If you choose the right 
combination, you create something powerful and new. Sometimes it 
just sounds great, however sometimes you can feel a whole universe 
within the interspaces of the two tracks. I like the space that opens 
up in between. 

4. InTuITIon
I think music is something that you can think and talk about a lot, but 
in the end you just cannot describe it in words or get it under control 
with the power of your brain. When it comes to music, making a plan 
is good but the [ability to] bring the right things together comes from 
somewhere else. Music comes from where we all come from.

5. THE PEoPLE
Finally, I believe that music is a connection machine. It brings people 
together. A new piece of music or even a mix CD can bring different 
people together. The more, the better; one from here, another one 
from the other side of the world.

Henrik Schwarz’s latest mix disc, part of the venerable !K7 DJ-Kicks 
series, isn’t quite what you might expect from the man who’s been 
redefining tech-house for the past couple of years. Instead, he folds 
together Moondog’s bop-jazz classic “Bird’s Lament” with Double’s 
low-slung house jam “Woman of the World” and carries on through 
tracks from iO, James Brown, and Pharaoh Sanders while injecting 
moments of electro-tech greatness from Drexciya and Rob Hood 
with aplomb. How does he do it? Here are the Berliner’s five steps to 
creating a killer DJ mix. Ken Taylor

Photo by Paul Heartfield

MAChINeS
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X-FACTor
Logitech X-540 Speaker System
MSRP: $99.99; www.logitech.com
For desktop speakers, the X-540s pack plenty of thump. Fusing FDD technology (dual drivers 
that eliminate uneven sound fields) into a six-speaker set, Logitech ensures that gamers and 
bedroom rockers alike can enjoy all 140 watts of desktop fury. Aside from the insane surround 
sound that you get from these otherwise average-looking speakers, the X-540s also come 
equipped with a remote station for volume, EQ, and headphone out, just in case your neighbors 
are as sensitive to the sub as mine seem to be. The only drawback lies in the matrix of cords 
that you have to rummage through in order to connect and configure. Otherwise, the air-fueled 
subwoofer, satellite speaker stands, and overall sonic power make this set a serious treat for 
the hard-hitting side of my collection–downstairs neighbors be damned. Fred Miketa

oF miCe AnD mAChines
PreSonus FaderPort Software Transport Controller
MSRP: $199; www.presonus.com
The mouse, useful as it is, was originally designed to point and click, not to push 
virtual sliders and draw in curves. What an overworked and unqualified little rodent! 
Thankfully, he can go back to browser duty: faders have finally arrived to desktop 
recording. The sturdy, compact FaderPort is a USB-connected automation and transport 
controller that sports a touch-sensitive, motorized fader that is smooth, tactile, and 
moves just like the real thing. Use it to set levels or write single and group channel 
automations. There’s also a panning knob and dedicated buttons for most crucial record-
ing functions, including forward/rewind, play, pause, record-enable, punch, loop, undo, 
mute, and solo. Channels, including the main output, are easily selectable. There are 
buttons to switch between the mixing, project, and transport views of the many sup-
ported host sequencers, and even a user-assignable button. The mouse is dead. Long 
live the fader! Roger Thomasson

PrimATe Time
JazzMutant Lemur MIDI controller
MSRP: $2695; www.cycling74.com
For those of you who haven’t heard, MIDI has a jealous cousin from the future–the 
JazzMutant Lemur. Utilizing OSC (open sound control) and DHCP technology (connecting 
to software via ethernet), this LCD touchscreen labyrinth is enough to make the Kaoss Pad 
look like a device from the ’70s. Don’t get too carried away, though. Unless you’ve got a 
mass of time on your hands, the Lemur is no easy beast to tame. Not only do you have to 
(intuitively) master the JazzEditor software bundled within, but you also have to develop 
familiarity with connecting the customizable OSC hardware messages to your software–not 
necessarily plug-and-play territory. All technical difficulties aside, the Lemur is easily the 
most limitless hardware controller available (absolutely killer for Ableton Live). You just 
have to dedicate yourself to configuring the endless parameters and capabilities of this 
primate gift from the future. Fred Miketa
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JusT ADD sequenCer
IK Multimedia Total Studio Plug-in Bundle
MSRP: $1199; www.ikmultimedia.com
If you’re looking for a comprehensive set of studio tools, grab IK Multimedia’s Total 
Studio bundle. For starters, AmpliTube 2, the newest iteration of the award-win-
ning guitar amp modeler, is fast becoming a classic. On the low end, Ampeg SVX 
provides admirable emulations of four beloved Ampeg bass heads and six cabs. 
Miroslav Philharmonic is a 7GB port of the legendary Miroslav Orchestra and Choir 
sample library, which, with a $4000 tag, was historically confined to pro studios. 
SampleTank 2.1 XL and Sonik Synth 2 form a comprehensive sample-based worksta-
tion with an exhaustive library (nearly 15GB) of samples and patches. Classik Studio 
Reverb is a highly regarded reverb collection with Plate, Room, Hall, and Inverse 
units, and T-RackS is an acclaimed analog-modeled mastering suite with high-qual-
ity compressors, limiters, and EQs. Sure, $1200 is lofty, but considering the number 
of quality plug-ins, it’s well worth the overtime. Roger Thomasson
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mAsTer bLAsTer
Creative Labs Xmod MP3 Enhancer
MSRP: $79.99; www.creative.com
While the advent of the MP3 has helped your music collection multiply like so many 
protozoa, it has also allowed the quality of said music to suffer considerably. Enter 
Creative Labs’ Xmod, which uses two mechanisms to make the compressed choons 
on your computer sound better: CMSS 3D adds a subtle surround effect (better for 
watching movies, really), while the Crystalizer up-converts music to 24-bit audio, 
filling in the gaps in lower and higher frequencies lost during compression. Bass is 
punchier, lows and highs are improved, and music simply sounds nicer. It’s also a 
seamless setup: plug this thing into your USB port and you’re ready to go, no software 
required. Polishing a turd has never been so effortless. Evan Shamoon

sPiriT oF 73
Nokia N73 Triband GSM Phone
MSRP: $529.99; www.nokia.com
Nokia has a ridiculously ambitious release schedule–by the time you read 
this, the N73 will likely be replaced by something smaller, smarter, and faster. 
For now, it’s a nifty addition to their lineup, and features some high-quality 
gadgetry. The built-in music player is a great starter, expandable up to 1GB 
via miniSD card, and comes with interactive radio capabilities. But the gem is 
the N73’s 3.2-megapixel camera with Carl Zeiss glass. It’s housed beneath a 
smart sliding cover, so you can safely toss it in your pocket with your keys. In 
fact, its resolution is so high that it yields 8”x10” prints–revolutionary in the 
world of cell phone cams. Alternately, it’s a snap to share pics or send to your 
Flickr page with one keystroke via Nokia’s XpressShare program. The phone’s 
only downside? Slightly bulky, and a tight keypad. Will Tobin

mmmm, DonuT
JBL Radial iPod Docking Speaker System
MSRP: $299; www.jbl.com 
Few iPod docking systems look as cool as the JBL’s Radial, and fortunately that’s not all 
this one has got going for it. Like most JBL products, it’s got superior sound quality, and for 
its size, the 60 watts contained nicely within this circular configuration of four aluminum-
domed drivers provide quite a blast. You might find the dock itself a little wobbly when 
holding the iPod (not to worry–it’s protected by the radial shape), but why ever touch the 
unit anyway, when you’ve got a tiny RF remote? (Its controls are kind of lackluster, but 
it does the trick with a little learning.) The Radial is a tad pricy considering how many 
competitive iPod docking systems are on the market, but it’s by and large one of the nicest 
we’ve heard. Ken Taylor

PoLISHIng A TurD HAS nEvEr BEEn So EfforTLESS.

LiquiD LiquiD
FocusRite Liquid Mix
MSRP: $1099; www.focusrite.com
Hardware-powered DSP plug-ins are a great way to take a load off of your processor, espe-
cially if your sequences tend to get a little track-heavy. Focusrite’s most recent addition to 
the genre shakes things up a little bit–the Liquid Mix, a collection of classic compressors 
and EQs, comes complete with its own dedicated control surface. All the settings of the 
60-plus emulations can be tweaked right from the 11-knob, 14-button, book-sized Firewire 
box. The plug-ins themselves sound fantastic, and a quick manual check reveals the sources 
of the unlicensed emulations: classic units like the Fairchild 670 and the Neve 33609. 
Unfortunately, there aren’t any fancy emulated VU meters or vintage styling–every plug-in 
uses the same relatively bland-looking GUI. But at the end of the day, sound and usability 
reign supreme, and the Liquid Mix gets it right on both counts. Roger Thomasson
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The first thought that comes to mind when you 
hear the word “burlesque” is probably some 

half-naked ladies dancing cabaret-style. While a frac-
tion of Burlesque’s design does dabble in ass ‘n’ titties 
(we’ll talk about Todd Bratrud later), “burlesque” 
also means to “ridicule by means of grotesque exag-
geration or comic imitation” (thank you Merriam-
Webster!), which is probably as good a description as 
any for this crew’s collective sense of humor.
 The Minneapolis, MN outfit grew out of the ashes 
of Life Sucks Die, a graffiti-music-porn-and-more ’zine. 
Eventually bawdy humor and late nights stealing cop-
ies from Kinko’s were put on the back burner for busy 
graphic design and poster-making schedules, and in 
autumn of 2003 Burlesque was officially born. 
 The eight-headed design outfit now consists of mul-
tiple personalities and styles: the ornate fantasy worlds 
of Aaron Horkey; Mike Davis’ eye-popping vector 

steez; Todd Bratrud’s iconic skateboard designs; and 
the poster talents of screenprinting powerhouse Wes 
Winship, among them. The octet’s work has helped 
define the look of underground hip-hop–with covers 
and tour posters for the likes of Rhymesayers, Anticon, 
and Stones Throw–as well as metal (see designs for 
bands like Sunn O))) and Pelican). In September of 
last year, Burlesque took yet another step, opening a 
gallery called First Amendment with friends Lonny 
Unitus and Amy Jo Hendrikson; a poster show of mem-
ber Harmen Liemburg’s work and a group show from 
Swedish clothing brand WeSC are forthcoming.
 Of course, the crew hasn’t really lost their sense of 
humor; check Bratrud’s and Thompson’s blog (lord-
sofapathy.blogspot.com), their “Life Sucks” mini-golf 
course for the Walker Art Center, or the interview 
below for evidence. 
www.burlesquedesign.com, www.firstamendmentarts.com

vIS-ed: BUrLeSqUe deSIgN
A heAdbAnging, eight-heAded grAphic design monster 
Arises from the midwest.
Words vivian host  images Burlesque

LEFT: Love It or Like It

righT: Burlesque exclusive 

for XLR8R Vis-Ed
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What projects are you most proud of?
Mike Davis: “Thrill Me to the Marrow” art print; DJ Day Got 
to Get it Right EP artwork; Stones Throw’s Chrome Children 
tour poster.
Wes Winship: The whole Arcade Fire poster series, Belles of 
Skin City CD art, the print shop, and our current studio/gallery 
space. Also getting to do so much work with Stephen O’Malley 
and Greg Anderson and the whole Sunn O)))/Southern Lord 
phenomenon. 

We know you are huge Black Sabbath fans. What is the most 
listened-to Sabbath album in the Burlesque office?
Mike: I think we listen to things that sound like Black Sabbath 
more often than actual Black Sabbath: Goatsnake, Pentagram, 
Witchcraft. What the fuck? Wes, why aren’t we listening to the 
first Sabbath album non-stop? But there are definitely situa-
tions that call for specific songs to get cued up on iTunes. Like 
when some goofy shit happens, I like to play the Benny Hill 
theme song super-loud. Or when someone talks about someone 
else’s ass, I play Trina’s “Pull Over.”

cLockWiSE FroM aBoVE

Pelican tour poster

Zebulon Pike tour poster

chrome children tour poster

The Minnesota Twins

DJ Day Got to Get it Right cD artwork

Wes: We really should rip the entire Black Sabbath Ozzy-era 
catalog to MP3. I’m pretty sure massive headbanging and rock 
stances ensue whenever they get played. Mike also sings along 
in a really high-pitched voice that sounds nothing like Ozzy.

What did you learn from doing Life Sucks Die that you still 
use today?
Mike: People still think pictures of animals and doo-doo and 
porn are funny... ’cause they are!
Wes: How to put too much stuff on one page because you’re 
paying for it yourself! I’m still trying to unlearn that so I can 
work with negative space. Also, if something seems like it’s such 
a powerful idea that somebody somewhere is going to get pissed 
off, if you hesitate for a second, then you should just go ahead 
and do it anyway. The fallout is usually far less worse than liv-
ing with regret.

What is your favorite thing in your office?  
Letta christianson: I’m completely in love with the new cutter. 
So slick! Beyond that, probably the huge, three-sided, light-up 
pot leaf rigged to drop from the ceiling à la the ball in Times 
Square on NYE. I love that Wes (It was George, actually-Wes) 
came up with that for Dre Day 2006, and that it totally didn’t 
faze Wes’ dad at all that we asked him to build it. Now it just 
lives up on a shelf, reminding us that it’s almost Dre Day 2007.
Mike: O.P.P. (other people’s posters)
Wes: The water cooler. 
 
You work with a lot of Minneapolis DJs, labels, and small 
businesses. is it important to do local stuff or is this just your 
“bread & butter”?
Mike: I think it’s super-important to support one’s local scene. 
Being in Minneapolis, we’re very fortunate to be surrounded 
by a whole bunch of great rock groups, rap groups, DJs, poster 
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artists, party people, and just all-around good folks who support 
what we do just as we support them.
Wes: I like working with people and for things, groups, and art-
ists that I like. It makes me care about what I produce for them 
rather than just churning something out. I also want our own 
stuff to be strong enough to stand on its own, not sitting under 
the shadow of some big name band or brand. 

What does everyone who works at Burlesque have in common?
Mike: Before we started getting a bunch of new printer-helpers 
and interns, just about all of us were straight-edge. We all like 
skateboarding.
Wes: We’re mostly drug-free. We all wrote graffiti at one point, 
except Letta. We all like Johnny Cash. We all think that The 
Chronic is one of the best albums ever made. None of us really 
know how to “party” the way most people do. I think it means to 
throw your life away for a while.

What have you been listening to in the office? 
Mike: Dreidel Day, a 15-minute mix of Israeli funk and disco 
that I put together in celebration of Chanukah; DJ Ayres & 
Tittsworth Ayres ‘n’ Titties, an awesome, high-powered Baltimore 
club mix; Dr. Delay’s Rajaz Meter, a crazy mix my dude in NYC 
hooked up of Turkish psych and funk. The new Brother Ali 
album, which is awesome.

Wes: Melvins, Pig Destroyer, Urgehal, The Mummies, Harvey Milk, the new 
Big Business, anything with the Gaz break. 
 
What was the last argument you had?  
Mike: How to make our plastic, spring-loaded toy boxing glove that extends 
and makes this “boi-oi-oi-oing” sound when you push the button even longer 
so you can wamp people with it from like 10 feet away. Oh, and how I got Wes 
the wong kind of cheese at the gwocewy store. Waaaaaaaah.
Wes: Were you even listening to me? I wanted sandwich fixings for multiple 
sandwiches. I have a whole loaf of bread. What am I supposed to do with a single 
slice of cheese and two pieces of lettuce? That will hold me for about 10 minutes.
Mike: Uhhhh, because every time I buy you more than a half-serving of food, 
it ends up sitting out on the table stinking up the gallery for days on end. If 
you just ate meat like a regular person, I could have gotten you a real sand-
wich and not some dumb ingredients for your dumb hippie lunch you fucking 
punk-rock-acid-rapper-hippie-raver.
Wes: I’m pulling another print all-nighter! I’m going to need more than one 
serving of food! Mr. Meat-and-taters here doesn’t know how to take a list to 
the grocery store and pick up the items on said list!

cLockWiSE 
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Melvins poster

Pin Up

Pink

Blacklisted Heart
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After listening to Einstürzende Neubauten’s 
early records, other industrial bands seem 
fluffy in comparison. During the 1980s, the 
band risked bone and skin to perform literal 
“industrial” music with drills, jackhammers, 
car springs, metal sheets, and whatever trash 
was lying around their West Berlin hometown. 
Frontman Blixa Bargeld took his cue from 
hearing “tribal” music, and speculating on 
what music arising from an industry-polluted, 
Cold War-split habitat should sound like. EN 
then embarked on a two-decade long journey 
to tear up the boundaries between music and 
noise, and they continue to influence industrial 
and post-techno artists to this day. Bassist Alex 
Hacke spoke to us about the band’s history and 
its current fascination with releasing albums 
(and works-in-progress) on the web.
 
Where do you live now?  
We live in Wedding, which is an old-school West 
Berlin proletarian area. No tourists and no yup-
pies up here. 

What was Einstürzende Neubauten’s original 
mission? 
One motto at the time was to expand the term 
“music” [until] everything becomes music, hence 
nothing is music. 
 
What is the significance of using industrial 
tools and pieces of metal as musical instru-
ments? 
Giving a new meaning to an object of profane 
use is rewarding. Pieces of metal are already 
pretty loud un-amplified, and obviously a lot 
cheaper than traditional instruments. 
 
You joined the band as a teenager. What did 
your parents and peers think?  
I managed, at an early age, to get involved with 
people who would share my vision and philoso-
phy. My parents eventually had to just accept 
the fact that I wanted to become a musician. In 
a way, they where relieved, though, that I actu-
ally did have an idea of what [I wanted] to do 
with my life.

INDUSTRIAL ICONS EINSTüRzENDE NEUBATEN USE EvERYTHING FROM 
POWER TOOLS TO WEBCASTS TO CHANGE THE MEANING OF MUSIC.

TBC

What were some of your favorite places to record in Berlin?
The legendary Hansa Studio, an abandoned water tower, the 
hollow of a motorway overpass, and many more unlikely places.

how did living in West Berlin in the early ’80s affect your 
band’s artistic outlook and music? 
It was a very fertile time for experiments, besides the fact that 
everything was a lot cheaper then. I was proud of being born 
and raised in a city whose other half was a restricted area.  

Tell me about Einstürzende Neubauten’s current project. 
We are currently in phase three of the supporter-[driven] 
project on www.neubauten.org. For the third time around, we 
are producing an album with the help of the so-called “sup-
porters.” [They] donate a one-time fee and in return receive 
an exclusive version of the finished product in the mail. [They] 
are able to observe the making of the record via webcasts, get 
their own email address, and converse with us and among 
themselves in web forums. In addition, we provide 12 monthly 
downloads of one piece [to create] an entirely separate album. 
Einstürzende Neubauten’s first concert DVD, Palast der Republik, is out now. 

www.neubauten.org

Words cameron Macdonald  

Illustration Eric Baldwin (busyandbusy.com)
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